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in december 2012 i went out on a limb when i sent 
christmas cards to our sKaGen friends. in the card 
i wrote that next year (2013 that is) would be a good 
year if history were to repeat itself. eight out of the 
ten previous years ending in three have been good 
years on the stock market, and that was certainly 
true of 2013 also.

Good return

our funds performed fairly well last year. Measured in 
euro, sKaGen Kon-tiki delivered five percent to unit 
holders in a difficult market, beating its benchmark 
index by almost 12 percentage points. the other two 
equity funds, sKaGen Vekst and sKaGen Global, 
delivered solid absolute returns of 10 and 15 per-
cent respectively. the two funds ended up slightly 
behind their benchmark indexes, however. the global 
property fund sKaGen m2 had a tough first year. 
the fund’s benchmark index is heavily exposed to 
the real estate markets in Japan and the us, both of 
which had a good year, while sKaGen m2 has few 
investments in these real estate markets and suf-
fered because of this.

Interest rate attention

sKaGen’s fixed income funds deserve much more 
attention than they receive, in my view. in a tough 
market our global bond fund, sKaGen tellus, while 
being down 4 percent, was also 4 percentage points 
ahead of its index.  sKaGen avkastning was also well 
ahead of its benchmark index, although the fund lost 
almost 10 percent.

The number three

although we are quite tongue in cheek when it comes 
to our number superstition, 1993 was indisputably a 
good year for the company, as that was the year that 
sKaGen was established. We have spent some time 
this year celebrating our 20th anniversary, including 
holding a very well-received outdoor concert in sta-
vanger in august as well as a number of client events.
turning 20 is no great feat in itself, but it is not an 
everyday occurrence in the fund industry. one posi-
tive thing about growing older is that we have become 
more experienced. We know much more today than 
when we first started 20 years ago, and that is to 
the benefit of unit holders. But some things do not 
change in sKaGen: our 3 (there you have it again) 
us – our investment philosophy which consists of 

searching for undervalued, unpopular and under-
researched companies – was conceived 20 years 
ago. today value investing has fallen out of favour, 
but it won’t be long before it becomes fashionable 
once again.

Market of opportunity

the theme for this annual report is undiscovered 
opportunities, or pockets of value. this is at the very 
core of our investment philosophy, namely looking 
for quality companies in places where others would 
not think of looking.  Why do we talk about our invest-
ment philosophy all the time? Because we are of the 
firm belief that quality at the right price is in the best 
interests of our unit holders in the long run.
and it is precisely this long-term perspective that 
characterises our management and business style. 
if you look for our funds’ in newspapers’ listings of 
the best funds in the past week or past month, you 
most likely won’t find us there. We are not concerned 
about being the best over such short time frames. it 
may sound arrogant, but fund saving is a long-term 
business.

Above average

assets under management were eur 15.3 billion at 
the end of the year. during the year we saw that clients 
lost faith in emerging markets and took money out 
of sKaGen Kon-tiki, even though the fund beat its 
benchmark index by a solid margin. clients paid an 
average 2.25 percent management fee during the 
year, which is above the industry average, and can 
be attributed precisely to the large excess return 
achieved by sKaGen Kon-tiki.

What next?

i won’t stretch the numbers theory too far; it is after 
all more fundamental circumstances which decide the 
framework conditions for companies in our portfolios. 
What do we expect to see next year? two things: given 
the unusually stable period behind us, we must now 
expect slightly more fluctuations and corrections. 
this far in the upturn there is more room for faith and 
doubt. But if you ask me, i think 2014 will be another 
good sKaGen year. thank you for accompanying us 
on our journey!

in sKaGen we are very fond of numbers, particularly the number 3. 
the year 2013 was yet another good year ending in 3.

Three s a charm

leader

– Harald espedal
ceo

the theme for this annual report 
is undiscovered opportunities, or 
pockets of value. this is at the very 
core of our investment philosophy, 
namely looking for quality compa-
nies in places where others would 
not think of looking.  Why do we 
talk about our investment philo-
sophy all the time? Because we are 
of the firm belief that quality at the 
right price is in the best interests 
of our unit holders in the long run.

where others would 
not think of looking

pocKets
oF Value
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SKAGEN VEKST

Manager: ole søeberg and Geir tjetland   Start: 1 december 1993

  

SKAGEN Vekst
OSEBX / MSCI All Country World Index 50/50

20 %

10 %

-10 %

0 %

9.8 %

13.0 %

 
20 %

10 %

0 %

-10 %

14.8 %
9.7%

Return past 12 months Average annual return since start

SKAGEN TElluS

Manager: torgeir Høien   Start: 29 september 2006

  

SKAGEN Tellus
JP Morgan Broad Unhedged (EURO)
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-10 %

0 %

-4.1 %
-8.2 %

 
20 %
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-10 %
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Average annual return since startReturn past 12 months

SKAGEN GlOBAl

Manager: Kristian Falnes   Start: 7 august 1997

30 %
 

20 %

10 %

0 %

-10 %

15.2% 17.6 %

SKAGEN Global
MSCI  All Country World Index

30 %
 

20 %

10 %

0 %

-10 %

15.5 %

2.9%

Return past 12 months Average annual return since start

* the benchmark index prior to 1/1/2013 was Barclay’s 
capital Global treasury index 3-5 years.

* the benchmark index prior to 1/1/2010 was the Msci World index.

* the benchmark index prior to 1/1/2010 was oseBX.

equity Fund Fixed income Fund

Unless otherwise stated all figures quoted in this report are in euro, except for the 
Financial Statement and Notes, which are in Norwegian kroner.

SKAGEN Funds only has authorisation to market its money market funds SKAGEN 
Høyrente and SKAGEN Høyrente Institusjon and combination fund SKAGEN Balan-
se 60/40 in Norway and SKAGEN Krona in Sweden. Information regarding these 
funds is included in the official accounts and audited information hereto. Other 
information regarding these funds from the Norwegian version of the report has 
been excluded from this English language publication.

The Annual Report 2013 was originally prepared in Norwegian. This is a translated 
version that is published with reservations regarding possible errors and omis-
sions as well as erroneous translation. In case of conflict between the Norwegian 
and the English versions, the Norwegian version shall prevail. The Norwegian ver-
sion of the Annual Report 2013 is available at www.skagenfondene.no

SKAGEN m²

Manager: peter almstöm   Start: 31 october 2012

  

SKAGEN m2
MSCI All Country World Index Real Estate IMI
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SKAGEN KON-TIKI

Manager: Kristoffer stensrud   Start: 5 april 2002

  

SKAGEN Kon-Tiki
MSCI Emerging Markets Index
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20 %

10 %

0 %

-10 %

16.0 %

7.7%

Return past 12 months Average annual return since start

the following tables show the returns for 
sKaGen’s funds versus their respective bench-
marks in euro. the figures are updated as of 
31.12.2013

Returns

sKaGen Funds

SKAGEN AVKASTNING

Manager: Jane tvedt   Start: 16 september 1994

  

SKAGEN Avkastning
ST4X Bond Index
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Average annual return since startReturn past 12 months

Average annual return since start
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the nomination committee proposes that Yuhong Jin Hermansen 
be re-elected as a unit holder-elected board member for a term 
up to 2016. the nomination committee further proposes that 
per Gustav Blom be re-elected as a unit holder-elected board 
member for a term up to 2016, and that Martin petersson be 
re-elected as a unit holder-elected deputy member for a term 
up to 2015.

the board of directors proposes that per olof Höglund be 
elected as a new member in the nomination committee for a 
term up to 2017 since ola lauritzson has stepped down. the 
board further proposes that Barbro Johansson be elected as 
a new member of the nomination committee for a term up to 
2016 as Mette lundh Haakestad’s three-year term has now 
come to an end.

 Advance voting on My Page

unit holders may cast advance votes via My page (log in from 
www.skagenfunds.com). alternatively you may send in your 
votes by email to legal@skagenfunds.com or by post to sKaGen, 
p.o. Box 160, 4001 stavanger, norway. advance votes must 
reach sKaGen at the latest by 28 February 2014. Your units as 

of 28 February will constitute the basis for the calculation of 
the number of votes. if you have voted in advance, you do not 
need to register on arrival at the meeting.

each unit is entitled to one vote at the unit holders mee-
ting. unit holders may vote by proxy. approved proxy forms 
are available by contacting customer services on +47 51 25 
38 58. please remember to bring a proof of identity and, where 
relevant, a certificate of incorporation.

unit holders are entitled to discuss questions which are 
submitted in writing to the board of directors of sKaGen as 
up to one week prior to the meeting. With the exception of the 
elections, the election meeting may not make any resolutions 
that bind the funds or the asset management company. 

Funds discussion

after the formal part of the electoral meeting, investment direc-
tor Harald espedal will talk about the outlook going forward. 
there will then be a discussion about the funds with the portfolio 
managers and investment director Harald espedal. unit holders 
may ask questions either via text messages or in person.

Agenda for the electoral meeting:

election of chairperson and two unit holders to sign the minutes – for discussion
Board of directors’ annual report – for information
auditor’s report – for information
election of two board members to the board of directors of sKaGen as – for discussion
election of one deputy board member to the board of directors of sKaGen as – for discussion
election of two members to the nomination committee – for discussion
Questions sent in from unit holders – for discussion

More information and a registration form can be obtained by contacting 

customer services on +47 51 21 38 58. the deadline for registration is 

28 February 2014. the meeting is open to everyone. light refreshments 

will be served.

 

Best regards

the Board of directors of sKaGen as

 

Martin Gjelsvik

chairman of the Board of directors

notice oF electoral MeetinG

 We would like to invite unit holders in SKAGEN Funds to our 
electoral meeting which will be held at the Stavanger Concert 
Hall on 5 March 2014 at 6pm.
The electoral meeting will be broadcast live on our Norwe-
gian language website www.skagenfondene.no so that as 
many people as possible may follow the proceedings.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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once upon a time, not too long ago, our world could 
in fact easily be grouped into two sets of countries, 
“developed” and “developing”. there was a great 
divide between those countries considered rich and 
those considered poor – and very few, if any, in bet-
ween. one group had a long average life expectancy, 
small families, education and political power. the 
other had neither.

– i like to tell the story of my neighbour who 
knows two hundred varieties of wine, i am only fami-
liar with two; red and white. While my neighbour is 
only aware of two types of countries – industrialised 
and developing - i on the other hand know about 
200 countries and their Gdp, fertility rates, levels 
of literacy, child mortality and so on, says Hans 
rosling, professor of global health at the Karolinska 
institute in stockholm.

Health and wealth

– the countries of the world today defy all attempts 
to be classified into only two groups. so many of 
the formerly ”developing” countries have been 
catching up – and most of the global growth today 
is taking place outside northern america and Wes-
tern europe.

through the organisation Gapminder (www.gap-
minder.org) Hans rosling aims at making statistics 
and facts more accessible and available – showing 
how most people these days live in the middle of 
the socio-economic spectrum.

– the average life expectancy today in, for 
example, Vietnam is 75 years. this is the same level 
as in the us in 1990, although, from the perspective 
of wealth, income per person is on a par with the us 
in the 1860s! in terms of health they are 20 years 
behind and in terms of wealth 150 years behind.
the paradox related to improved child survival is 
that it doesn’t lead to population growth. rather, 
the opposite is true. Hans rosling explains that it 
is when child mortality drops that the demand for 
family planning increases, hence leading to fewer 
births. Most of the world’s population lives in a 

society where two child families are most common 
and child mortality is relatively low. on average 
women in the world today give birth to 2.5 babies. 
this has led to what Hans rosling refers to as ‘the 
age of ‘peak-child’’. the number of children has 
levelled off at 2 billion in the last decade and will 
probably remain at this level throughout this century. 
in africa the number of children is still increasing but 
the number is decreasing at the same speed in asia.

upgrading our world view

in the mid-1990s Hans rosling had come to realise 
that the crème de la crème of the academic elite 
at the Karolinska institute, the swedish medical 
university, were lacking basic knowledge of how the 
world had changed – much due to a remaining out-
dated mindset. this is what inspired him to embark 
on his mission to “upgrade our world view”, as he 
likes to put it.

When Hans rosling asked his students to define 
the terms ‘the western world’ and ‘the developing 
world’ they would explain that the western world 
had smaller families and longer life expectancies. 
their view of the world would have been accurate in 
1960. since then, there has been an on-going slow 
but dramatic change that renders the old way of 
dividing the world into two groups totally useless.
in one of Hans rosling’s famous ted-speeches he 
holds up a un report from 2009 on levels and trends 
in child mortality. He states that it is a great report 
apart from the page that categorises countries. on 
the list of developing countries he points to the 
republic of Korea, the country that has given us the 
electronics giant samsung. singapore, the country 
with the lowest child mortality in the world is also 
considered a developing country as is the richest 
country in the world, Qatar. Hans rosling asks how 
these countries can be considered ‘developing’ and 
then goes on to tear up the page on country catego-
risation exclaiming “this is crap!”

the ‘developed world’ and ‘developing world’ are crude labels for 
categorising the world’s six billion people. Hans rosling, a swedish 
professor, suggests that we put these terms aside in favour of 
another, more accurate term: the world.

– Hans rosling interviewed by Michael Metzler

Time to say goodbye

pocKets oF Value

World
MarKets

Hans Rosling
self proclaimed ‘edu-tainer’ and pro-
fessor of global health, Karolinska 
institute, stockholm.

co-founder of the Gapminder foun-
dation, with its mission of “Fighting 
devastating ignorance with fact-based 
worldviews everyone can understand”.

in 2007, Google acquired software 
trendalyzer from the Gapminder Foun-
dation.

the current version of trendalyzer 
is available as web-service (www.
gapminder.org/world) displaying time 
series of development statistics for all 
countries.
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– I like to tell the story of my neighbour who knows two hund-
red varieties of wine, I am only familiar with two; red and 
white. While my neighbour is only aware of two types of 
countries – industrialised and developing - I on the other 
hand know about 200 countries and their GDP, fertility rates, 
levels of literacy, child mortality and so on.
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it was instructive, for example, that the audience 
at our new Year’s conference in copenhagen belie-
ved that more than 50 percent of the world’s popu-
lation was illiterate and that fewer than 50 percent 
of the world’s infants were vaccinated against 
measles before their first birthday. the correct 
answers are that fewer than 20 percent are illite-
rate and vaccination rates are north of 80 percent. 
that nearly half a billion people have moved from 
poverty to middle class is a fact that seems to have 
passed by a generally enlightened public.

What is truly interesting is that nobel prize lau-
reate paul Krugman, to my ears, has not grasped 
the fact that the chinese economy is more than 
three times as big as the Japanese as measured 
by purchasing power. a question regarding china’s 
future was dismissed with an “it’ll go the way of 
Japan”. china’s share of the global world trade is 
presently three times that of Japan. raw material 
consumption in china is between three and eight 
times greater than that of Japan — not to mention 
significantly greater than that of the us. in 2013, 
china also eclipsed the us as the world’s biggest 
trading nation as measured by the sum of exports 
and imports of goods.

A new world

that Krugman is considered one of the world’s 
top economists and leading opinion makers might 
seem disheartening in this context. However, it 
just goes to show that economists and investors 
continue to remain blinkered by their old prejudices 
as laid out in textbooks and the media from the 
1970s and until far into the 1990s. the world has 
certainly changed in fundamental ways since then.

traditionally, investments in global emerging 
markets have been perceived to be a leverage 
investment to deal with global business cycles. to 
invest in emerging markets when economic trends 
are falling – in other words, trading counter-cycli-

cally – can be a generally distressing experience, 
a little like trying to catch a falling knife in mid-air.

the period between 1993 and the turn of the 
millennium illustrates this well. to a large degree, 
growth in the industrialised world was a manifesta-
tion of the internet boom. on the other hand, the 
global emerging markets were struggling. exces-
sive borrowing, primarily in dollars, was driven by 
an ample supply of credit. the combination of a 
decline in demand and overpriced exchange rates 
culminated in the asian crisis in 1997/98.

the past five years of the same type of afforda-
ble credit have contributed to inflated exchange 
rates in several emerging countries and a wea-
kening of several countries’ foreign trade since 
2010. this has invited easy parallels with the 1990s 
– which are likely not relevant.  

Emerging markets in a stronger position

the global emerging markets of today no longer 
play the role of derivatives within the global com-
modities cycle. the countries’ economies are now 
sufficiently large and no longer as dependent on 
exporting to western countries as previously. the 
steep declines we witnessed in 2013 in a number 
of emerging countries provided a welcome correc-
tion and a natural stabiliser; this did not occur in 
the 1990s when the prevailing economic orthodoxy 
was based on constant exchange rates.

on the contrary, most of the economies now 
seem more dependent on internal growth. there is 
an interesting development in the service sector, 
which accounts for upwards of 80 percent of value 
creation in industrialised countries. south africa 
is an example of a country that is perceived to be 
a commodity-driven mining economy – but most of 
the south african stock market index is anchored 
in the service sector. However, in global emerging 
markets in general, the service sector is often part 
of the informal economy. But as this part of the 

emerging market countries have not spent 
billions of dollars building shopping malls, 
media houses and financial institutions 
which means that they can leap right into 
the digital future. this is just one of the 
many things that investors in emerging 
markets don’t realise.

– Kristoffer stensrud

Growth and 
rapid change

pocKets oF Value

consensual 
scepticism

Many investors are undoubtedly 
missing facts by viewing the 
world through the prisms of old 
paradigms and past events.
in spite of everything – the 
increased purchasing power, 
the development of the service 
sector, the spread of digital com-
merce, and the potential for an 
improved political climate – the 
investing public remains scepti-
cal. it may therefore be the case 
that this consensus scepticism 
will open up for good investment 
opportunities in carefully selec-
ted companies in the future.

 

pocKets
oF Value
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economy grows, it will need to be taxed at which 
point it will start contributing to the official Gdp. 

Into the future

since emerging countries have not poured billi-
ons of dollars into building shopping malls, media 
houses and financial institutions, they are able to 
skip this phase that western economies have had to 
go through and leap straight into the digital version. 
What is more, it is based on full transparency and 
new efficient distribution systems. this has the 
potential to enable drastic savings of resources 
with growing numbers of people having access to 
smartphones and free information for all. Many 
investors are undoubtedly missing these facts by 
viewing the world through the prisms of old para-
digms and past events.

this is not to say that the shift in the emerging 
markets will be without friction. in 2013, we saw 
clear signs of impatience among the go-getting 
middle classes in many emerging markets. politi-
cal and institutional problems are evident in many 
countries. in spite of a historically golden decade of 
political stability, there is a strong desire for regime 
change as political stability has paved the way for 
red tape and corruption.

the combination of economic and political uncer-
tainty will likely be greater than usual in 2014 with a 
potentially dampening effect on the global emerging 
markets. For example, already in 2013, we saw a 
policy shift in china that will alter decades-old pre-
judices about the nation state’s sovereignty position 
in relation to globalisation, a greater emphasis on 

individual economic freedom, and greater empha-
sis on qualitative rather than quantitative growth.

Whether or not global emerging markets – as 
defined by indexes – will be a better investment bet 
than traditional developed markets in 2014 remains 
to be seen. Based on key figures for the cost of 
value creation in companies, we are approaching 
a level where we would normally be certain that 
global emerging markets should have better risk-
adjusted returns in a couple of years. But there are 
no guarantees.

What we can guarantee is that the uncertainties 
that may arise in 2014 will provide us with oppor-
tunities for finding good companies with excellent 
value creation at low prices and good revaluation 
opportunities in a changed climate – as was the 
case in 1998, 2002 and 2008. For many managers, 
periods of short-term anxiety in the markets cause 
crises; for sKaGen, such periods have given rise to 
opportunities over the past 21 years. With a solid 
anchoring in value, we will remain poised to out-
perform the markets.

in other words, in spite of everything – the 
increased purchasing power, the development of 
the service sector, the spread of digital commerce, 
and the potential for an improved political climate 
– the investing public remains sceptical. it may 
therefore be the case that this consensus scepti-
cism will provide good investment opportunities in 
carefully selected companies in the future.

and this in a world travelling at inconceivable 
speed.

sKaGen m2 is constantly seeking 
exposure to the best real estate com-
panies in the worlds’ growth cities. not 
countries. Growing cities represent an 
increasing share of world Gdp. Geo-
graphical locations that attract people 
and businesses tend to grow almost 
exponentially over time, as concentra-
tions of people and businesses support 

more businesses, jobs and prosperity 
in a synergetic positive spiral. 

some cities keep growing faster 
than the countries they are situated in 
over centuries. others turn out to have 
a shorter life span. cities that thrive on 
only one or a few industries run the risk 
of losing out in the global race as the 
world economy keeps evolving.

When cities expand fast in less 
developed economies, they may have 
to deal with slum areas, concentration 
of poverty and health problems in the 
early growth phase. over time, cities 
can address these problems more 
efficiently, through better access to 

clean water, healthcare and disposal 
of sewage and garbage.

as well located, well diversified 
and well managed cities grow wealt-
hier, soft values like quality of life 
attract human talent. and the concen-
tration of creativity is the best recipe 
for economic resilience and continued 
wealth over time.

the label “developed” or “emer-
ging” carries no value on the city level. 
Growing city wealth is good for real 
estate values. on all income levels. 
this applies in stockholm, new York, 
istanbul or Mumbai  – everywhere.

INDuSTRy

REAl ESTATEDEMOGRAPHICS

new market logic 

Growth cities, not 
emerging markets
– peter almström
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Background at start-up: dere-
gulation of credit in the mid 
1980s resulted in a booming 
norwegian housing market. 
Benevolent banks approved 
mortgages up to the hilt. the 
recovery lasted until the winter 
of 1988, and then the curtain 
came down. over the next five 
years house prices in norway 
fell by 40 percent. previously 
solid big banks went bankrupt, 
shareholders lost everything, 
and the credit market was 
paralysed. the oslo stock 
exchange, unlike global stock 
markets, never recovered after 
the bloody Monday stock mar-
ket crash on the new York stock 
exchange on 19 october 1987.

up until august 1992 invest-
ment in norwegian equities 
was a rarity. However, in 1993 
investors once again started to 
believe that long-term invest-
ment in companies’ equity 
could pay off. the oslo stock 
exchange ended the year up 
65 percent. 1993 was also a 
joyous year for global equity 
markets. Measured in norwe-
gian kroner, the world index 
was up 35 percent

Missed out on a great year
its 1 december 1993 launch 
meant that sKaGen Vekst 
unfortunately missed out on 
a wonderful year on the stock 
exchange. But the fund did 
enjoy the remainder of the 
favourable decade.

With the exception of 
1998, unit holders in sKaGen 
Vekst reaped the benefits of 
the 1990s too, both in abso-
lute terms and relative to the 
benchmark. the fund peaked 
in 1999, with a return of 95 
percent, compared to 60 per-
cent for the benchmark.

twenty years on there are 
companies in the sKaGen 
Vekst por tfolio that have 
been there since the fund’s 
early days. the Fred olsen 
twins, Bonheur and Ganger 
rolf, olav thon eiendom and 
Wilhelm Wilhelmsen are just a 
few of the norwegian classics. 
among the foreigners samsung 
electronics is sKaGen Vekst’s 
largest investment, and once 
again made an excellent con-
tribution to the fund’s perfor-
mance in 2013.

1993

norWeGian loW point

real estate 
/ sHippinG

Skagen Vekst

crisis is the mother of progress, claims Kristoffer 
stensrud. a seemingly bad time to start an equity 
fund can actually prove to be an advantage.

– tore Bang

A world of 
opportunities

pocKets oF Value

“For many years we have achieved strong returns for our unit 
holders by focusing on things that others have neglected. during 
the asian crisis we looked east, whilst others were looking West,” 
says Kristoffer stensrud, referring to the launch of sKaGen Global 
in 1997.
since sKaGen was established 20 years ago our portfolio mana-
gers have focused their attention on companies in parts of the 
world other investors have preferred to avoid.

“it is important to re-evaluate established truths, while the 
mathematical law of gravity dictates that the market’s assess-
ment of companies converges over time. that provides scope for 
generalists like ourselves, who are armed with broad mandates 
and are willing to take a closer look at what may be hidden to 
many others in the market,” explains Kristoffer.

although sKaGen’s funds have different mandates and the 
portfolio managers all enjoy a high degree of freedom, the funds 
share at least one thing in common: they all experienced a dif-
ficult birth.
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Background at start-up: the 
asian crisis was in full swing 
and investors were fleeing 
from the debt-ridden asian 
markets. Many asian countries 
were struggling with high 
debt and a strong dollar. the 
situation was not as bad for 
companies. Many had relati-
vely low debt levels and the 
necessary liquidity to manage 
the crisis. tough cost cuts and 
a weak currency meant that 
these emerged as future win-
ners once the crisis started to 
abate.

Struck gold during the Asian 
crisis: Many people felt that it 
was particularly unfavourable 
to start a global equity fund in 
august 1997, in the midst of 
the asian crisis. the fact that 
companies were out of favour 
with investors played to our 
advantage, however.

We were able to pick solid, 
high quality, unpopular, under-
valued and under-researched 
companies at bargain prices. 
one such company was sams-
ung electronics, which entered 
the sKaGen Global portfolio in 
the winter of 1997. there could 

have been no better christmas 
gift for us or our unit holders, 
and the investment continued 
to pay off in subsequent years.
in 2013 samsung electronics 
was again one of the largest 
positive contributors to three 
of our four equity funds.

unit holders who invested 
in sKaGen Global at launch 
had to endure a loss of three 
percent in the first five months 
of the fund’s life, while the 
Msci World index was down 
eight percent in euro. How-
ever, over the next two years 
our unit holders got value for 
their money; the fund gained 
34 percent in 1998 and 135 
percent in 1999 while the 
benchmark index was up 15 
percent in 1998 and 44 per-
cent in 1999.

the ensuing decade as a 
whole was also good for sKa-
Gen Global, which ended up 
being well rewarded for its 
relatively heavy investment 
in undervalued companies in 
emerging markets.

Background at start-up: the 
terror attack on 11 september 
2001 resulted in increased 
monetary stimulus from the 
Fed. the us economy had been 
struggling since the spring of 
2000. at the end of the year key 
indicators showed that the glo-
bal economy was improving and 
optimism gradually returning. 
china was in the infancy of its 
economic golden age. 2002 
looked brighter and investors 
saw positive returns for the first 
time in years. But then two us 
accounting bombs went off: 
energy giant, enron and tele-
coms company, Worldcom, tur-
ned out to be bubbles inflated 
by lies, deception and foolish-
ness. the finance world once 
again fell apart.

loaded the raft with Brazi-
lian bargains: 2002 seemed 
to be the perfect time to start 
a focused emerging markets 
fund and the sKaGen Kon-tiki 
raft was launched on 5 april. 
But after just a few months at 
sea, unit holders discovered 
that over 40 percent of the raft 
was under water. the situation 
improved slightly towards the 

end of 2002 and sKaGen Kon-
tiki ended its first year down 
26 percent in euro. By the end 
of the year the initial start-up 
capital of around eur 59 million 
had shrunk to just under eur 
30 million.

the worst of the storm raged 
in the land of commodities, Bra-
zil. the 2002 elections brought 
trade union leader lula da silva 
to power, something that didn’t 
exactly encourage investors.

the combination of cheap 
companies and a run-down 
currency enabled Kristoffer 
stensrud to pick companies off 
the top shelf. companies such 
as petrobras, eletrobras, Vale, 
antofagasta and unibanco 
entered the portfolio.

When the fear started to 
abate in 2003 unit holders 
who had stuck with sKaGen 
Kon-tiki were rewarded for their 
patience. the fund increased 
by 76 percent, compared to the 
emerging markets index which 
returned 30 percent. the fund’s 
total assets increased from eur 
30 million to over eur 202 mil-
lion, and the number of unit 
holders more than doubled to 
just under 10,000.

2002

stock market crash 
1997

asia crisis

verdilomme
asia Brazil

Skagen Global Skagen Kon-Tiki
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it is relatively rare that we find long-
lasting winners among first movers in 
a new market. We tend rather to surf 
the second wave when the market is 
more mature and the pioneers have 
worn themselves out.

– christian Jessen

History has proved that investors should be 
careful about investing in new companies just 
because they are the first in a new segment or 
market. Hearing the words “this time it’s diffe-
rent” is yet another reason to be on one’s guard. 
investors should make a concrete assessment, 
taking into consideration both historical expe-
rience and current circumstances. there is often 
a greater chance of finding good investments 
among fallen angels rather than among the latest 
hottest trends.

old favourites that have fallen out of the 
market’s favour often end up languishing deep 
in the abyss when disillusioned investors fold 
their cards. the key when considering such com-
panies is to find out where the turning point 
lies, which will lead to improved earnings for the 
company. this entails going in when the techno-
logy, conditions and markets improve – before 
other investors have got over their fear and bad 
experiences.

Faith in innovators

corporate and stock market participants often 
have a firm belief that the first companies in a 
new market will end up being long-term winners. 

When groundbreaking inventions are put into 
production for others, the company is secured 
a strong income for years to come.

there is something fascinating about success-
ful innovations which turn into viable pioneering 
activities and put products on shelves. Business 
leaders and the press welcome the stories; it 
takes a combination of extremely hard work and 
creativity to push through something new.

equity analysts and investors struggle to get 
an overview over the opportunities in a new sec-
tor, but they must be good; the companies would 
not have managed to get past the birthing phase 
and onto the stock market otherwise.

equity investors fight over companies and fear 
being left on the sidelines. the hangover comes 
when the companies disappoint in their quarterly 
statements and their growth prospects fade. 
suddenly a success turns into a stock market 
fiasco and investors suffer the consequences.

Common sense

does this story sound familiar? Most likely. the 
solar industry is a classic development story 
which has given sKaGen the opportunity to 
acquire cheap companies in a growing sector.

Why do we see the same thing happen time 
after time? our opinion is that many market par-
ticipants look back instead of ahead in time, as 
well as being overly guided by their instincts. if 
an investor has previously lost a lot of money on 
a company or a sector, it takes a lot for him to get 
back into the ring. even for professionals this can 
make it difficult to have a more nuanced view.

singer and Hoover, pioneers in sewing machi-

Pitfalls for first movers
 in retrospect we see that only a few of the participants sur-
vived, and it took several years before any lasting market 
leaders could be identified with any degree of certainty.

Advantages for second movers
competitors learn from first movers´ experiences. 
Key is going in when the technology, conditions and 
markets improve

later BlooMinG
tecHnoloGies

solar
enerGY

Those 
who wait Who can win if it’s not the first 

off the block? it is often the next 
in line. some of the so-called 
first-mover advantages include 
gaining customers without com-
petition, having a technological 
head start and enjoying the self-
perpetuating process created by 
the very fact of having users and 
customers. But the winners are 
those who first get critical mass. 
one such example is Google 
which swept Yahoo and alta 
Vista off the field.
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nes and vacuum cleaners respectively, are often 
cited as examples of first mover advantage. they 
were not the first to come out with their products, 
however, they were the first to experience com-
mercial success. so they were second rather 
than first movers. 

Pitfalls

pitfalls are manifold for first movers. large 
investments in technology and innovation can 
prove advantageous, but the benefits are short-
lived if competitors are later able to copy and 
produce at lower costs. if a company has wrongly 
estimated its market size, it can end up being 
choked by overly high development costs rela-
tive to earnings.

another problem may arise when a visionary 
company launches innovative products ahead of 
its time. consumers often need time to embrace 
entirely new technologies, and in the meantime, 

competitors can learn from the first mover’s 
experiences. electric cars are another segment 
where many early participants, such as Buddy 
and think, have had to admit defeat.

We cannot end without mentioning the dot-
com bubble at the end of the 1990s. early inter-
net companies insisted on the importance of 
being first in their respective segments, and 
investors fell for this, despite history having 
taught them how difficult it is to pick winners 
in the early phases of a new market. the auto 
and airline industries are two such examples 
which stand out from the last century. in retro-
spect we see that only a few of the participants 
survived, and it took several years before any 
lasting market leaders could be identified with 
any degree of certainty. life as a pioneer is no 
bed of roses.

polysilicon is produced from sand. in simplified terms, in a traditional 
production scenario sand is boiled to 1,600°c after which polysilicon is 
filtered and cleaned. However, new methods can handle that process at 
’just’ 400°c, which makes production less expensive.

just the right mix

Sun warms the 
equity funds
– ole søeberg

solar energy producers are a 
good example of a typical sKa-
Gen investment: they are unpo-
pular among equity investors 
after an 80-percent decline, 
and they are affordably priced 
on future earnings.

Globally, solar energy is 
quickly becoming the least 
expensive form of energy and 
production costs are plumme-
ting. even the traditional oil and 
energy company Bp predicts that 
by 2020 solar energy will repre-
sent around two percent of the 
world’s overall energy production 

– without relying on subsidies.
sKaGen’s investment philo-

sophy is value-based but also 
applies a hefty dose of common 
sense. that is why we have gone 
somewhat against our usual 
approach of focusing on under-
valued individual companies and 
strengthened our position in the 
sector. the reason for our deci-
sion is that the investment case 
is based on a general misconcep-
tion of the solar cell industry as a 
whole; in other words, all compa-
nies, not just one. We therefore 
believe it is worth diversifying 
our risk by including more com-
panies, all of which have strong 
competitive positions.

Having for some time been a 
stock market disaster, the nor-
wegian solar power company 
renewable energy corporation 
(rec) now has the lowest produc-
tion costs of polysilicon, along 
with oci of south Korea and Gcl 
of china. in our view, this is pre-
cisely where the value creation 
takes place and what creates 
an entry barrier for competitors. 
combined, these three compa-
nies represent 150,000 tonnes 
of annual production capacity.

We have also invested in chi-
nese solar panel manufacturer 
Yingli and aBB of europe, which 

among other things makes inver-
ters and so-called smart grids, 
which are the next generation 
electricity distribution grids.

challenges remain
challenges remain, however, 
in utilising solar energy in tra-
ditional electricity grids. these 
grids were originally designed for 
major production units such as 
coal and nuclear power plants 
with power being distributed to 
businesses and consumers via 
high voltage and local grids.  in 
more remote areas, the sun will 
produce energy during the day 
but as power is needed around 
the clock, the battery market will 
likely develop rapidly in step with 
solar and wind energy.

this development should 
evoke enthusiasm, but trends 
in solar energy sector shares 
in recent years have scared off 
many investors.

ten years ago, solar cell instal-
lations were driven by subsidies, 
known to be unpredictable since 
they are decided on by politici-
ans. short-term demand over-
heated and the price of the raw 

material, polysilicon, skyrock-
eted:  From usd 50 per kilo in 
2004 they rose to usd 475 in 
early 2008. at that time produc-
tion costs were around usd 35, 
so a raft of new manufacturers 
entered the market. this in turn 
depressed prices and the down-
turn was fierce and immediate; 
many manufacturers were forced 
to close shop with share prices 
tumbling and investors ostraci-
sing the companies.

sKaGen has been bold enough 
to take another look at the figu-
res and business plans: although 
the companies are unpopular, we 
are once again seeing pockets of 
value. currently, the most effec-
tive companies can produce one 
kilo of polysilicon for around usd 
15, which is close to the market 
price of usd 21. the market is 
expected to grow by 45 percent 
by the end of 2015; an increase 
expected to produce an equili-
brium price of around usd 30. 
in short, promising signs for the 
most efficient producers.

INNOVATION

INDuSTRy

Hi-tech,  lo-tech
the technology may be advanced, 
but the principle of solar energy is 
as logical as life itself. the uru, a 
pre-inca people residing on floating 
islands on the lake titicaca, created 
their unique premises hundreds of 
years ago. reeds are used not only 
to build the islands, but also to make 
houses and boats. the uru people, 
today counting 2000 inhabitants, 
lead a very simple life. among the 
few modern luxuries added, is a 
radio station broadcasting from the 
island and the use of solar panels. 
the latter, although  posing in stark 
contrast to the humble housing, still 
seems curiously native to the uru 
way of life and perfectly illustrates 
the 360 degrees circle of technolo-
gical progress that lies within this 
particular technology.
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looking back ten years, the us was firmly the 
dominant automotive market in the world, 
representing almost a third of global demand. 
Very few people, if any, would have predicted 
that china would overtake the us in only seven 
years but it did and left america trailing in its 
rear view mirror in 2010.

in the third quarter of 2013 auto sales in 
emerging countries accounted for 52 percent 
of global vehicle sales and they are expected 
to grow 2-3 times faster than sales in develo-
ped countries. it is thanks to this structural eM 
growth that auto companies have been some 
of sKaGen’s best ever investments.

localisation and customisation key

one of the key automotive industry trends 
for years has been the localisation of produc-
tion in order to shorten lead times but also, 
importantly, to reduce currency exposure. 
today, all global original equipment Manu-
facturers (oeMs) produce at least 60 percent 
of their cars outside their ‘home’ market and 
some, such as Honda, as much as 80 percent. 
Hyundai Motor has not added any capacity in 
its home market during the past 16 years and 
is unlikely to do so in the years to come.

Just as model names need to be adapted 
in different markets – chevrolet had limited 
success in marketing the nova in central and 
south america as ‘no Va’ means ‘it doesn’t 
go’ in spanish – vehicles themselves need to 
be increasingly adaptable. in stark contrast to 
the vision of Henry Ford with his black Model t, 
buyers of higher-end cars want increasing cus-
tomisation of features such as colours, uphol-
stery and wheels. there is also a clear trend 
that customers, at least in the c size segment 
and upwards, prefer to downscale their models 
and add more options on their cars; changea-
ble features which offer very high incremental 
margins for the oeM.

twenty years ago, development costs for 
a new model could be up to usd 6 billion. 
today, auto manufacturers are developing and 

launching more new models at a fraction of 
the cost and time previously required. the key 
to this is platform sharing. in 2002, Hyundai 
Motor produced 28 models using 22 platforms, 
while last year it produced 40 models from just 
six platforms. We have also seen far greater 
cooperation across car manufacturers, even 
between those with no ownership ties. this 
is especially true for engine technology where 
BMW for example has cooperated with both 
toyota and psa.

localisation of product is also important and 
with platform sharing it has become much chea-
per and easier. the chinese typically want big 
cars and china is the only market in which BMW 
offers a stretched version of its 3 series in order 
to meet this demand. similarly, Hyundai Motor 
is now introducing a new model, Mista, made 
only for the chinese market. looking west, sta-
tion wagons do not sell in the us, and smaller 
engines of c.150hp and below are not available 
in full size cars. this stands in stark contrast 
to the nordic region, where station wagons are 
very popular and even smaller engines domi-
nate the sales statistics.

Electric mania misplaced?

alternative fuel is the new auto industry buzz 
word in some markets. in norway, electric 
vehicles accounted for as much as 12 percent of 
sales in november, with hybrids adding another 
nine percent, and it would have been higher still 
but for delivery bottlenecks.

the frenzy is mainly because pure electric 
vehicles are currently duty exempt, in a country 
where vehicles with combustion fuelled engines 
are taxed by at least 100 percent, but sentiment 
could change. although the technology might 
be environmentally friendly in use, the produc-
tion of batteries is heavily pollutive and the use 
of electricity in one country might cause higher 
coal use in another. some studies have even 
concluded that in some markets diesel engines 
are more environmentally friendly.

We are unsure whether electric engines will 

Growth market
in just ten years china has overta-
ken the us as the dominant automo-
tive market in the world. emerging 
countries now account for over 50 
percent of global vehicle sales.

Going through 
the gears

pocKets oF Value

How emerging market demand and supply are driving 
change and growth in the auto industry

– Knut Harald nilsson
portfolio manager sKaGen Kon-tiki
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emerging
countries

With more than half of glo-
bal auto sales now coming 
from emerging countries, it 
is important to have a strong 
foothold there to sustain 
long-term growth. emerging 
countries now represent 83 
percent of global population 
and many are under-penetra-
ted with vehicle ownership at 
a fraction of the levels in deve-
loped countries.

auto 
industry

be the winning technology as we also expect 
hydrogen to compete. Battery technology will 
improve, but traditional combustion engines 
have also improved massively – emissions have 
fallen and according to the us environmental 
protection agency the fuel efficiency of new 
cars in the us has increased by around 20 per-
cent over the past 8 years – and will continue to 
be used in the vast majority of vehicles globally 
for the foreseeable future.

Five drivers of profitability and growth in 
the automotive industry:

1. differentiated product. a product with gre-
ater perceived quality provides pricing power. 
Good test reviews and competitive second hand 
prices are key drivers. if you generate a six per-
cent margin, the industry average, and manage 
to increase your effective price by three per-
cent, your profit would increase by 50 percent.

2. improved customer service in areas such 
as financing and warranties.

3. High or increasing capacity utilisation as 
this is a high fixed cost industry. a single per-
centage point increase in utilisation can typi-
cally increase operating profit by 3-4 percent.

4. positioned in growth markets. With more 
than half of global auto sales now coming from 
emerging countries, it is important to have a 
strong foothold there to sustain long-term 
growth. emerging countries now represent 
83 percent of global population and many are 
under-penetrated with vehicle ownership at a 

fraction of the levels in developed countries.
5. positioned in growth segments. the suV 

market in china is currently growing 2-3 times 
faster than the overall passenger vehicle mar-
ket partly as it is under-penetrated, but also 
because chinese consumers want big cars, 
particularly when they replace their first vehic-
les. in emerging markets in general, however, 
small cars are normally the best sellers and 
having a competitive offering in this segment 
is important.

today, all oeMs have their eyes on china. 
obviously the size of the market is an important 
pull but it is also the extraordinarily high pro-
fitability per car versus other markets, espe-
cially for luxury cars, that makes it attractive. 
adjusted for taxes, luxury car prices in china 
are usually 10-15 percent higher than in europe 
and 20-25 percent higher than in the us. no 
wonder audi, BMW and Mercedes are favouring 
this market and in 2013 china – where the wait-
ing lists for luxury cars are significantly shorter 
than in developed markets – was the biggest 
market for BMW, surpassing the us.

Best ever investment

Generally, us consumers are among the most 
value-for-money focused in the world. if you 
receive good test reviews and a name for qua-
lity, service and reliability, you have a good 
chance of succeeding in america and if you suc-
ceed there, you are likely to do well elsewhere. 
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continental entered the sKaGen Vekst portfolio 
in november 2011. Back then we believed the 
company was misunderstood and undervalued 
as most investors viewed it as a tyre business 
and didn’t appreciate the opportunities in the 
technology part of the company to exploit the 
technological revolution taking place in the car 
industry, where the megatrends are safety, envi-
ronment, information and affordability.

Safety: technology and components for vehicle 
safety are a core competence at continental; it inte-
grates a full range of active and passive safety sys-
tems and is making progress towards its ambition 
of achieving zero accidents. in technological terms, 
automated driving represents the logical next step 
in an evolutionary process where advanced driver 
assistance systems are networked more closely with 
real-time data, driver information and drive systems.  
as a system supplier, continental is in a strong posi-
tion to develop and produce solutions for partially 
automated applications for its customers by 2016.  
We expect to see the first applications involving 
highly automated driving from 2020 onwards, and 
fully automated driving as of 2025.

Environment: continental is committed to 
reducing motor vehicle co2 emissions further. 
the continuous optimization of fuel and energy 
consumption will be achieved by reducing engine 
size with the help of turbocharging and direct-
injection technology.  other environmentally-

friendly initiatives are the electrification of the 
drive train through the development of hybrid and 
electric power steering, weight-saving designs and 
proactive driver assistance systems.

Information: the demand for information mana-
gement in a vehicle is expressed by continental’s 
“always on”.  By linking the driver, the passengers 
and the vehicle with infrastructure, other vehicles 
and mobile devices, continental achieves both 
keeping the driver informed about relevant driving 
data and ensuring entertainment and information for 
all occupants. examples include head-up displays, 
voice recognition and text-to-speech technologies.

Affordability: demand is rising for smaller, low 
cost cars, not just in asia and latam, but also 
in developed countries. the global automotive 
market is changing rapidly and low-cost vehicles 
are expected to have 20 per cent market share 
globally in a couple of years.  the definition of 
“affordable” cars differs by geography: india eur 
2,000, china & eastern europe eur 4,000 and 
W-europe and Japan eur 10,000.  continental has 
a scalable product portfolio to satisfy the growing 
market for this segment.

continental had on average eur 300 of techno-
logy and products on the 61m cars produced last 
year. as the technology component continues to 
increase, then continental’s revenue per car should 
also rise. the new Mercedes s-class has eur 6,000 
of continental technology in each car, which is by 
far the highest ever level for the company.

continental’s share price had a very good run 
during 2013, up around 80%. We still believe there 
is more to come as the company should be seen as  
a technology provider and hence deserve higher  
valuation multiples.

When we added Hyundai Motor to our portfolio 
in May 2009, it was partly due to its success-
ful development in the us, where their market 
share had grown from 1.4 percent in 2000 to 
4.5 percent at the beginning of 2008. our thesis 
was that the market share gain would be repea-
ted in europe, and it has. in 2008, Hyundai’s 
european market share was 1.7 percent which 
more than doubled to 3.5 percent in 2012.

Hyundai Motor has turned out to be the best 
investment in the history of sKaGen Kon-tiki in 
terms of absolute contribution, delivering eur 
499m as of year-end, with Great Wall Motor in 
second place having contributed eur 370m. in 

total, the auto industry has been a highly pro-
fitable one for sKaGen Kon-tiki over the past 
five years and during 2013 our investments in 
this industry created a return of eur 473m or 
40 percent of the fund’s value creation.

looking ahead, although we cannot predict 
precisely which direction the auto industry will 
take, it will no doubt be driven in large part by 
what happens in the developing world, and we 
believe our auto companies are all well-placed 
in their chosen markets – both emerging and 
developed – to remain in the fast lane and con-
tinue to deliver returns for our clients.

 

auto evolution

Technology drives
Continental success
– Geir tjetland

in the beginning, car manufac-
turing was a slow and expensive 
process, and few could afford to 
own a car. Henry Ford’s assem-
bly-line manufactured vehicles 
changed all that. it has been 
affecting how cities look and 
how people have behaved for 
more than a hundred years – it 
enabled more people to live far 
from urban centres and drive 
straight into the city. in the uni-
ted states, a highway network 
was created. With today’s toug-
her environmental policy, there 
is a fervent desire to minimise 
the use of fossil fuels in the long 
term. and that is why the electric 
car has back in from the cold – 
with a vengeance.

INFRASTRuCTuRE

HISTORy

the automobile century

Profound
impact
– anna Marcus
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When the first electric car was produced in the 
19th century, few would have guessed that it 
would re-emerge as a concept for the future over 
100 years later. 

today, nine out of ten cars, coaches or lorries 
run on petrol or diesel – and traffic is a major 
source of greenhouse gas emissions, a contribu-
tor to global climate change. in many areas, smog, 
congestion and an overburdened public transpor-
tation system have become everyday worries.

as early as 2008, the swedish government 
decided that the cars of the future should be fossil 
fuel independent by 2030.

the solution may be electric cars powered by 
fuel cells: aerospace technology whereby hydro-
gen is converted into electrical energy. all that is 
emitted by the car is water vapours. in other words, 

as long as the hydrogen is produced using rene-
wable energy, there is no environmental impact. 
today, that type of car can manage a 500-kilome-
tre drive and may be ready for mass production 
by 2020.

“But what’s needed is major development of 
infrastructure if we’re to apply this technology 
extensively,” says Bengt dalström, cio of toyota 
sweden. “the eu has stated its intention to carry 
out infrastructure developments, and denmark 
and other countries already have ambitious rollout 
plans in the works.”

Owner-free and driverless

costly batteries make it profitable to push down 
the weight of electric cars using e.g. carbon fibre 
and composites for the chassis and structural 

Early electric cars: Back in 1902-03, 
Walter c. Baker built three stream-
lined electric racing cars. called 
“torpedoes,” these all-but-forgotten 
electrics should be remembered for 
four good reasons: 1) they allowed 
Walter Baker to become the first 
man in history to break the 100-
mph barrier in a motorcar; 2) the 
torpedoes’ bodies were remarka-
bly streamlined, decades ahead of 
anything similar; 3) because Walter 
Baker regularly crashed his cars, 
none of his speed marks went into 
the record books. even in his own 
day, he became known as  “Bad 
luck Baker;” and 4) what probably 
saved his life in all those crashes 
were plain, simple shoulder harnes-
ses, an idea again much too modern 
for the times.
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Shaping the future 
of cars

When the first electric car was produced in the 19th century, few would have 
guessed that it would re-emerge as a concept for the future over 100 years later. 

– anna Marcus

INDuSTRyINNOVATION
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components; even bio-based materials have 
made huge breakthroughs. the impact of these 
new materials will likely be most evident in how 
cars are designed in the future. However, accor-
ding to dalström, design will not be the main dif-
ference in the future:

“one thing is for sure,” he says, “when we 
wake up many years from now, we’ll still be able 
to recognise the cars of the future at a conceptual 
level. the fundamental functions of travelling, 
transporting, and protecting oneself from the 
weather will remain the same.”

in addition to fuel and battery capacity, the 
biggest change will be in how we use cars. We will 
probably have one vehicle for long-distance trans-
portation and trips and another for city traffic.

“already in the next five years, we will be see-
ing programmes similar to bike rental or sharing 
where you will be able to easily borrow parked, 
electric city vehicles about the size of a large 
motorcycle. they will travel at around 45 km/h 
and have zero emissions.”

another trend is that ownership is declining 
and that ever fewer people want to deal with 
inspections, service appointments, repairs and 
parking. that is why many automotive companies 
currently offer car sharing and car rentals. in the 
future, the car will increasingly be able to take 
care of itself – one example is Google’s famous 
self-driving car, which maps out its surroundings 
using a laser radar. 

Volvo and scania also have driverless traffic 
on their drawing boards, and toyota has been 
experimenting with driverless public transporta-
tion since 2005. apart from drivers being able to 
devote their time to activities other than driving, 
the technology also has the potential to reduce the 
number of accidents and environmental impact, 

thereby generating a smoother traffic flow.  

Noise and pollution

as early as the turn of the last century, the electric 
motor was heralded as a superior alternative to 
the internal combustion engine, which was consi-
dered dirty and noisy. several different european 
inventors have been credited with creating the first 
electric car in the first half of the 19th century. the 
person who first brought it to a wider audience, 
however, was the tech enthusiast abdul Hamid ii, 
sultan of the ottoman empire.

in 1888, the sultan read about the German-
British engineer Magnus Volk’s invention – a one 
horsepower vehicle – and became so excited that 
he immediately ordered one for himself.  He is 
reported to have cabled: “no need to discuss 
price. send vehicle as soon as possible!” rumours 
of the sultan’s order boosted interest for electric 
cars in europe.

However, the cars’ heavy lead batteries and 
short range meant that electric motor technology 
was displaced as the internal combustion engine 
was developed.  

even today, the greatest challenge for electric 
car manufacturers is precisely battery capacity. in 
order to make the electric car more competitive, 
big batteries are required and this, in turn, makes 
cars more energy intensive. But with an increased 
focus on the environment and broad research of 
new battery technologies, there is no doubt that 
electric power will continue to play an important 
part in the auto industry.

“in 2030, we’ll most likely have batteries with 
greater storage capacity. there are hundreds of 
researchers all over the world working on that 
right now,” Bengt dalström concludes.

A prototype for Fuel cell technology was presented by toyota this January.
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We have spent a lot of time over the past few 
years developing our business in luxembourg 
and the netherlands. it was therefore only to be 
expected that there would be a spillover effect 
and increasing interest from Belgium given the 
close proximity, shared languages, media and 
borders. We therefore made an application to the 
Belgian Financial supervisory authority, FsMa, 
and marketing approval was granted in July of 
last year.

the Belgian approval will enable us to actively 
communicate in a better way with our prospects 
and clients there. We will service our existing 
clients and prospects in Belgium from sKaGen’s 
headquarters in stavanger, norway and have 
consequently added dutch and French language 
capacity to the international department.

 
Fund management globalisation

Much has been said about the strong economic 
growth rates and increasing wealth of the asian 
countries over the past few years. on the back of 
these developments and in light of the continued 
long-term favourable economic outlook, we have 
in the past year seen increasing interest in our 
equity fund products from the Far east.

this has not come as a great surprise to us as 
we have been running an emerging markets fund 
since 2002 and seen the changes coming. in a 
globalised world it is natural that prospects find 
us from countries as far off as asia and australia 
as they seek out investment and diversification 
alternatives outside their own regions or home 
markets.

We welcome the interest and expect to see 
more of it in the coming years.

Closer to home

also in europe, the fund management landscape 
is changing. there are undeniably many changes 
being made to financial regulations these days, 

and we must do our best to adjust to and comply 
with these. Hopefully all the changes will benefit 
both investors and the industry in the long run.

at times the pace of change can be quite diz-
zying. the acronym tombola spins fast, expelling 
abbreviations such as MiFid, crd4, ucits5, rdr, 
aiFMd, eMir and iMd2. to the layman these 
abbreviations may sound like additives you 
would not want to see in your food. to the fund 
management industry, on the other hand, they 
have become day-to-day practice and something 
to be digested and adhered to.

all our internationally marketed funds are 
ucits4 compliant and we encourage our clients 
to read through our Key investor information 
documents and prospectuses before investing. 

The coming year

We will, as usual, work hard in 2014 to service all 
our clients, partners and prospects in our exis-
ting markets, including luxembourg, Belgium, 
iceland and switzerland. Good communication 
and follow-up remain at the core of our values. 
We will also, but to a lesser extent, cast our eyes 
further afield, including to the aforementioned 
asian markets.

sKaGen international has since 2004 aimed 
to diversify our client base through a measured 
expansion internationally. this strategy ena-
bles us to have stability in our funds as different 
client groups, from various countries, act diffe-
rently in terms of subscriptions and redemptions. 
this is something we are sure our existing clients 
will benefit from.

 
 

BeNelux Troika 
complete
in 2013 the sKaGen Benelux troika became complete. sKaGen received mar-
keting permission in Belgium; a natural next step in our international expansion.

– Casper Meussen
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common to the three organisations is that 
they work within areas or with themes that are 
unpopular, under-researched and undervalued 
and with ardent commitment.

contributing to medical relief, safe homes for 
children without parental care and better lives 
for children in poverty is valuable in itself. it is 
also of value because it provides children and 
young people with the opportunity to develop.

Extending the cooperation

in 2013 we extended our cooperation with the 
organisations and a total of eur 835 000 was 
distributed between various projects. doctors 
Without Borders has earmarked the money for 
work in sierra leone and niger. We have seen 
how medical relief to africa is not particularly 
highly regarded work and doctors Without 
Borders call this the forgotten crisis. in sos 

children’s Villages the capital will be used 
to support work in pskov, russia. the Kolibri 
project in Brazil continues to provide facilities 
for children and young people, one of which is 
the holiday and recreational centre Kolibriegg 
itanhaém on the coast, which was completed 
in 2010. 

Supporting young people
SKAGEN’s cooperation with Doctors Without Borders, SOS Children’s Villages and Kolibri 
– Children at Risk Foundation has taught us how valuable it is to focus on the undervalued, 
under-researched and unpopular – also when it comes to our social responsibilities.

– Margrethe Vika

Brazil  Many of the children who grow up in the favelas 
in são paulo have never left the city. at Kolibriegget 
itanhaém, they see the ocean for the first time and 
learn about the atlantic rain forest. the boy pictured 
above visited the centre during the school holidays and, 
inspired by the rain forest and african tribal traditions, 
dressed up using coloured clay and other items found 
in the forest. the children learn about nature as well 
as their african cultural heritage. 

Doctors without borders
sKaGens contribution to doctors 
Without Borders is earmarked for 
projects in sierra leone and niger. 
the organisations call these the 
forgotten crises.
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Would you like to contribute? You can find our 

three cooperation partners here:

doctors Without Borders: 

www.doctorswithoutborders.org

sos children’s Villages: 

www.sos-childrensvillages.org/

Kolibri – children at risk Foundation: 

www.kolibricarf.no

SOS Children’s Villages: We have 
had a long cooperation with sos 
children’s Villages and recently 
contributed eur 239 000 to the 
children’s village in pskov, russia.
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portfolio Managers  report 

Introduction
> a good year
   for developed markets thanks to a better 

global economy, low interest rates and 
strong company results.

> historically large differences
   between investors’ assessment of 

companies’ earnings in developed markets 
compared with emerging markets.

> further to go
   in developed and especially emerging 

markets, if the much-needed structural 
changes are made.

Flying high: chinese workers wash windows at the shanghai World 
Financial centre in pudong. in 2013 the gap between investors’ 
assessments of companies earnings in developed and emerging 
markets grew.
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the major theme in the global capital mar-
kets in 2013 was investors’ willingness to 
pay more for shares in the developed parts 
of the world, in particular the us, europe 
and Japan. Meanwhile the price of shares 
in emerging markets plummeted. We have 
rarely seen a year without corrections in 
the stock markets but share price fluctua-
tions in 2013 were historically low.

Bond investors had a much more dif-
ficult and turbulent ride in 2013. there 
was a significant rise in interest rates for 
long-term government bonds in so-called 
safe havens like the us and Germany in 
the spring. this may have been the start of 
the end of a 30-year rally for government 
bonds.

While there is still a great deal of uncer-
tainty regarding the world economy going 
forward, there are sure to be good oppor-
tunities – over limited periods – to earn 
money on “safe” government bonds.

in the distressed eurozone, long-term 
interest rates fell throughout the year, 
sometimes substantially. this was to the 
benefit of investors who had bet money 
on the worst being over.

the continued fall in risk premiums for 
high yield corporate bonds meant that, 
on the whole, it was another good year for 
those who had lent money to companies at 
the highest end of the risk scale.

Exaggerated fears

as we wrote in our report for 2012, the glo-
bal economy entered 2013 more stable and 
balanced than previously. We also saw an 
improvement in the us economy and con-
tinued good growth in china. at the same 
time fears over the tightening measures in 
the distressed countries of europe appear 
to have been exaggerated.  

admittedly global growth was somew-
hat weaker than anticipated. it was more 

Historically large gap
Yet another year ending in three has been a favourable one for 
shareholders, but only for those who invested in developed markets. 
The gap between developed and emerging market returns was 
historically wide.

important, however, that the risk of econo-
mic catastrophe diminished, particularly 
in europe.

companies have generally speaking 
been extremely focused on costs. in a time 
of weak sales growth this led to stable and 
slightly rising earnings.

a global economy on the mend, low 
interest rates and decent company ear-
nings were three key factors that resulted 
in a very good year for developed coun-
tries’ stock markets. Measured in euro, the 
world index was up 17.6 percent.

in local currency, three quarters of the 
return in global equity markets could be 
ascribed to the higher pricing of equities or 
multiple expansion (higher p/e). dividends 
and a slight growth in earnings accounted 
for the rest. 

Break in trend and divergence

While we experienced global convergence 
in the pricing of equities in the decade from 
2002 to 2012, that trend was broken in 
2013. We saw a significant divergence in 
the pricing of shares, both between sectors 
and geographical regions.

 companies with stable earnings and 
high dividend yields were particularly 
popular up until the summer. an upturn 
in long-term interest rates from the end 
of May was a shot across the bow of these 
stocks, however. the pricing of these 
companies had long been too high for our 
liking.

While equity investors in developed 
countries’ stock markets had an extre-
mely good year, those who had bet on 
emerging markets saw their investments 
fall in value, measured in eur. companies 
became cheaper and never before has the 
return gap between developed and emer-

portfolio Managers  report 

SKAGEN Vekst

RETuRN IN GlOBAl STOCK MARKETS
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in local currency, three quarters of the return in global equity markets could be ascribed to the higher pricing of equities or 
multiple expansion (higher p/e). dividends and a slight growth in earnings accounted for the rest.
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largely satisfied with our funds
our three global equity funds all 
performed satisfactorily in 2013 in 
absolute terms. at the top of the list 
is sKaGen Global with a return of 
15.2 percent measured in euro, 2.4 
percentage points behind the Msci 
ac World index. sKaGen Vekst was 
up 9.8 percent, beaten by its bench-
mark index by 3.2 percentage points. 
sKaGen Kon-tiki ended the year with 
a value increase of 5.1 percent, 11.8 
percentage points ahead of the Msci 
emerging Markets index.

We would of course have liked to 
have seen both sKaGen Vekst and 
sKaGen Global beat their respective 
benchmark indexes. But in light of our 
investment philosophy and process, 
we are satisfied with the results.

in an equity market that is becoming 
increasingly more selective, in which 
companies that do not deliver are 
punished harshly, the negative contri-
butors to our funds were few in number 
and their impact was minor. the win-

ners’ list was long, and the majority of 
the companies contributed positively 
to the result (see the respective funds’ 
reports on pages 26-45).

Finally, the return was due to a com-
bination of generally good growth in 
earnings from companies, and rera-
tings from extremely low price levels 
to more moderate levels.

the companies that we believed to 
be fully priced have - as always - been 
replaced by more attractive alterna-
tives. Hence at the end of 2013, the 
valuation of the equity funds is at more 
or less the same level as at the begin-
ning of the year. the funds are priced 
at a reassuringly large discount relative 
to their respective benchmark indexes.

our global property fund, sKaGen 
m2, had a disappointing year and 
ended 2013 down 8.3 percent, 6.6 
percentage points behind its bench-
mark index. the fund’s net asset value 
was negatively impacted by the fund’s 
exposure to asian countries which 

were affected by political unrest and 
weakening currency developments 
during the summer and autumn.

the bond funds sKaGen tellus and 
sKaGen avkastning recognised the 
risk of a potential rise in interest rates 
for long government bonds and there-
fore decreased the portfolios’ maturity 
ahead of the substantial rise in interest 
rates that took place at the end of the 
second quarter, thereby avoiding sig-
nificant losses.

the global bond fund sKaGen tellus 
ended the year down 4.1 percent, 4.1 
percentage points ahead of its bench-
mark index.

sKaGen avkastning lost 9.8 percent 
while its benchmark index was down 
11.3 percent. Because the norwegian 
krone was very weak in 2013 the result 
for sKaGen avkastning in euro was 
also very weak. Most of the capital 
in the fund is invested in the norwe-
gian money market, and investments 
abroad are hedged in noK.

ging markets been larger.
While the former markets are priced in 

line with the historic average, you can buy 
companies in emerging markets at a signi-
ficant discount. the reason for the discount 
in emerging markets can be explained by 
the following:

• Downward adjustment of expecta-
tions of economic growth, particularly in 
india and south america.

• A lack of structural reforms and poli-
tical unrest have resulted in the belief that 
the long-term growth story in this part of 
the world has been undermined.

• Companies’ return on equity has been 
falling over the past couple of years.

 
Faith and doubt

We expect a moderate improvement in the 
global economy in 2014, primarily driven 
by the us and europe.

the fact that price levels are continuing 

to be pushed down means that deflation 
is a greater threat than inflation in most 
countries. Global interest rates will the-
refore continue to be low both at the long 
and short end of the yield curve.

companies’ earnings are expected to 
rise, but not so much as to give grounds 
for celebration.

companies’ finances are solid and their 
coffers historically plentiful. this gives us 
reason to believe that merger and acqui-
sition activity will continue to increase. 
Moreover, companies which do not find 
investments that satisfy their required 
rate of return will increase their dividend 
payments to shareholders.

in other words the premise for a conti-
nued rise in share prices is in place. History 
has shown that the pricing of equities ends 
up being well above the historic average 
in periods of recovery such as the one we 
are now in.

For us it is always the valuation of indi-
vidual companies that counts, however, 
regardless of which way the market is 
going. that is why it is reassuring to know 
that our equity funds are priced at a sig-
nificant discount to their respective ben-
chmark indexes.       

nevertheless, more expensive equities 
means more room for faith and doubt, 
and one should expect greater volatility 
in 2014.  

the greatest risk factor is a significant 
setback for the global economy which 
would directly impact companies’ bottom 
lines. substantial interest rate hikes, which 
make risk free investments more attrac-
tive, are also a threat. although these thre-
ats cannot be entirely ruled out, the danger 
does not appear to be imminent in 2014.
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“May i borrow your pen? i need to make notes on this article.” You lend your pen and 
thereby contribute to raising the collective debt level. is that such a bad thing? 

Debt is no four-letter word

FiXed incoMe coMMent

– torgeir Høien
Macroeconomist 

and por tfolio manager

one of the side effects of the financial 
crisis is that debt is now perceived as an 
abomination. How often do we read that 
the debt ratio has reached a certain level 
and the country is about to go to the wall?

poor countries have little debt, while 
rich ones have a lot. Why? Because the 
willingness to provide credit depends on 
clear-cut property rights and general trust 
among the population – legal and social 
norms that poor countries lack. Hence 
credit growth tends to outpace economic 
growth. rich countries are more “levera-
ged” than poor ones.

channelling savings to investment is 
essential for prosperity, and not all savings 
can end up as equity. debt has its place. 
sometimes things go wrong of course and, 
once the equity has evaporated, creditors 
face the consequences. nevertheless it is 
through trial and error with debt instru-
ments, and other securities, that capital 
markets continuously stumble towards a 
better way of using scarce resources.

Government debt is not an evil. if it 
were not possible to issue public debt, 
tax and excise rates would be volatile and 
unpredictable. also, not all government 
expenditure consists of consumption and 
transfers. a part of it is used to finance 
productive public capital.

But hasn’t the debt crisis in the euro-
zone shown that public debt can be too 
high? of course it can. the public sector 

does not have shareholders who can take 
the rap; its creditors are first in line if cen-
tral government finances go to pot – either 
through a default or a drop in bond prices 
– and a spike in the general price level. so 
when is the debt too high? When expected 
public surpluses cannot service it. this, in 
turn, depends on public expenditure and 
on how tax bases are growing.

cuts, or at least slower growth, in 
public expenditure, have been a neces-
sity in some countries. the public sector 
had become too bloated. But, one often 
underestimates how important growth in 
the tax bases is for public finances. tax 
revenue grows quickly without any hike in 
tax rates if there is an upturn in the econ-
omy. even a moderate upturn can have a 
significant effect.

We have seen this in the us where the 
deficit has been cut rapidly over the past 
few years through higher tax revenues 
due to more economic activity rather than 
through cuts in public expenditure. net of 
interest expenditure, the budget will likely 
turn positive during the course of this year. 
this means that authorities will not need to 
borrow to cover current expenses. this is 
good news for bond investors, as the risk 
of a meltdown in bond prices has been 
vastly reduced.  

We are also witnessing similar things in 
europe. in the eurozone a mixture of politi-
cal sobriety and economic healing lays the 

foundations for sustainable government 
finances. the eurozone will probably have 
a primary surplus this year. the problem 
is that there are 18 different nations, all 
of which ostensibly take care of themsel-
ves. luckily they are bound together in a 
common destiny via the european cen-
tral Bank, which has deep pockets and 
is ready to intervene in sovereign debt 
markets should spreads again threaten 
the currency union.

of the larger economies, only Japan 
might be in serious trouble. the public 
sector debt is very high. even with very low 
interest rates, the interest rate payments 
are gobbling up much of the state’s expen-
diture. although the economy has started 
growing again, there is no primary surplus 
on the horizon. public expenditure grows 
almost as fast as tax bases. don’t lend 
your fountain pen to shinzo abe.     
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SK AGEN VEKST 2013 (MIll. NOK)
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5 largest positive contributors

Continental AG 229
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd 205
Samsung Electronics Co Ltd Pref 140
Danske Bank A/S 87
Hexagon Composites ASA 79

5 largest purchases

Kia Motors Corporation  193 
Sberbank of Russia Pref  174 
Norsk Hydro ASA  170 
Statoil ASA  118 
AirAsia Bhd  90 

5 largest detractors

Agrinos AS -26
Electromagnetic Geoservices AS -26
Marine Accurate Well ASA -26
AirAsia Bhd -23
Eurasian Natural Resources Corp Plc -19

5 largest sales

Baker Hughes Inc  -174 
Akzo Nobel NV  -159 
Cermaq ASA  -114 
Sistema Jsfc GDR  -106 
Transocean Ltd  -91 

 
SKAGEN Vekst
Handpicked for you

Children and young women picking flowers in a field north of Skagen. 1887. utsnitt. 
By Michael ancher, one of the skagen painters. the picture is owned by the skagens Museum.

portfolio Managers  report 

SKAGEN Vekst

ANNuAl RETuRN (IN EuR)

HISTORIC PRICE DEVElOPMENT (IN EuR)

>   re-adjustment and fewer shares in 
the portfolio since 2012 is starting to 
yield results 

>    We expect share price fluctuations to 
be less in sKaGen Vekst than in the 
market.

>   We expect the upturn to continue. We 
are entering 2014 with well-
positioned companies with low 
valuations. this should form the 
basis for good absolute returns. 
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SKAGEN Vekst
portfolio Managers

Geir tjetland and ole søeberg.

sKaGen Vekst delivered an absolute return 
of 9.8 percent for 2013. that was somew-
hat less than our benchmark index which 
rose 13.0 percent, measured in euro.

there are a number of good companies 
and industries on the oslo stock exchange 
whose share prices have fluctuated a great 
deal in the past. We can also expect to 
see the same in future. this is why, on the 
whole, the oslo stock exchange tends to 
fluctuate more than many other stock 
exchanges.

nevertheless, the risk in sKaGen 
Vekst was lower than in the general mar-
ket throughout 2013. this reflects our 
investment philosophy which focuses on 
absolute returns in individual companies 
and a low valuation.

sKaGen Vekst had little exposure to us 
companies and minimal exposure to Japa-
nese companies in 2013. the more than 20 
percent rise in these markets was a large 
part of the reason that the fund underper-
formed the index. We underestimated the 
effect of abenomics; the substantial rera-
ting of Japanese companies as a result of 

a more expansive economic policy and a 
weakening of the yen increased their com-
petitive advantage.

Markets were less correlated than in 
previous years, both in general and at 
company level. the performance of indi-
vidual companies had more impact on 
stock prices than in previous years. posi-
tive surprises and disappointments were 
more clearly reflected in share prices and 
more attention was given to the values 
and valuations of individual companies. 
there are good opportunities in place for 
us as investors and with a well constituted 
portfolio going into 2014, we look forward 
to making the most of these in the coming 
years.

Good contribution

the best contributor of the year was con-
tinental. the share price of the German 
company rose substantially as investors 
came to understand that the company is far 
more than a tyre producer. this was confir-
mation of our investment analysis. Having 
increased by 82 percent, the company’s 

Solid low risk year
2013 was a prosperous year for unit holders and a number of companies in the portfolio 
delivered good results.

share price has now reached a more nor-
mal level relative to its business, but we 
still see further potential in the share. For 
further information, see the separate arti-
cle about continental on page 16.

royal caribbean cruises was another 
important contributor in the portfolio. as 
we have previously mentioned, the order 
book of new cruise ships in the past few 
years is at record low levels. Higher ticket 
prices, increased consumption on board 
and good cost control all bode well for the 
cruise industry in general and for rcl in 
particular which has not faced the same 
operational challenges as its competitor, 
carnival. if you add to this expected travel 
activity for many millions of chinese wan-
ting to go out and explore the world, then 
the future looks quite rosy for large parts 
of the travel industry.

samsung electronics was once again 
a positive contributor to the portfolio in 
2013 and the share price is lower than 
ever at the start of 2014. at the time of 
writing the preference shares are priced 
at 5 times 2013 earnings and 4.7 times 
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2014 earnings.
it is hard to find a company of the same 

calibre or activity size with a lower share 
price. samsung electronics has performed 
admirably since the company entered the 
portfolio before christmas in 1997. Based 
on key figures, the share has been cheap 
all along and the share price increase has 
been a result of growing earnings per 
share. the company will continue to be a 
large part of the sKaGen Vekst portfolio 
in the coming year.

Good things come in small packages

among the smaller companies in the port-
folio we find a number of investments that 
have made a significant contribution, but, 
due to a much lower total exposure, have 
received far less attention. the best exam-
ple of this is Hexagon composites.  

the share price of this company increa-
sed mainly thanks to expectations of what 
is commonly known as the ‘gasification’ 
of trucks in the us. lincoln, a company 
wholly owned by Hexagon, is the leading 
manufacturer of gas tanks for trucks in 
the us. Given low gas prices and, most 

importantly, the distribution network 
which makes it possible to drive from coast 
to coast in the us on gas, we expect to 
see an exponential growth in this market 
going forward. the share price rose over 
600 percent in 2013 and contributed noK 
80 million in absolute return to the fund.  

another smaller company in the port-
folio is dno, an oslo-based oil company. 
the majority of the company’s value comes 
from a 55 percent ownership in the tawke 
field in Kurdistan. sKaGen Vekst bought 
into dno in February with expectations of 
a repricing based on improving export con-
ditions for oil out of Kurdistan via turkey. 
the expectations were fulfilled towards 
the end of 2013, at the same time as there 
was a positive development in the assu-
med reserves in the tawke field. at the end 
of the year we assessed that the share’s 
risk-reward ratio had diminished after a 
substantial increase for the share price. 
We also did not feel we were getting suf-
ficient compensation for the political risk 
in Kurdistan. We therefore chose to take 
home some of the gains after an upturn 
of well over 100 percent.

renewable energy corporation (rec) 
must also be mentioned as another extra-
ordinary contributor in 2013. admittedly 
there was no significant increase in the 
price of silicon, but thanks to restructuring, 
the spin-off of the rec solar division and 
a strengthening of the balance sheet, 
both rec companies saw their share price 
develop solidly throughout the year. For 
more information, see the theme article 
on rec solar on page 13.

The other side of the coin

the companies that detracted from the 
fund’s return include agrinos, Marine accu-
rate Well and eMGs. these three compa-
nies cost the portfolio noK 26 million each. 
common to all three companies are new 
products/solutions and relatively unproven 
business models.

several companies that achieved posi-
tive returns but nonetheless contributed to 
the fund’s underperformance include norsk 
Hydro, teva pharmaceutical, statoil, rsa 
insurance, sap, Kongsberg Gruppen and 
the olsen twins, Bonheur and Ganger rolf.  

We increased our exposure to norsk 

Best contributor: the German car and tyre manufacturer continental was the best contributor to sKaGen Vekst in 2013. the company’s share price rose substantially as investors came to 
understand the company’s operations.
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Hydro at the end of last year when Vale 
was sold out of the company. norsk Hydro 
has an extremely low price tag, but is not 
earning any money. it is difficult to predict 
when aluminium prices will rise, but we 
know that norsk Hydro is extremely compe-
tent from an operational perspective and 
is best in class when it comes to costs. in 
addition the company has considerable 
power production assets.

We also added to our position in statoil 
in december. statoil, like other oil majors, 
is increasing its focus on value creation, 
which will result in lower investments and 
improved cash flows and dividend poten-
tial. this is not reflected in the current 
pricing of the large oil companies, statoil 
included.

our holding in the pharmaceutical com-
pany, teva, was also increased in decem-
ber. the company is incredibly low priced 
despite a gradual decline in income from 
the sclerosis drug, copaxone, during 2014. 
the company also appears to be getting a 
new ceo after much unrest recently. this 
will hopefully give teva the peace it needs 
to develop further at the same time as it 
substantially cuts costs.

the insurance company royal sun 
alliance faced its fair share of challenges 
last year, particularly the company’s irish 
arm, which incurred large losses for the 
company. a recent report from pwc con-
firmed that the cockroaches found in the 
irish kitchen had not spread to the other 
countries in which rsa operates.

Expanded mandate

2014 will be an exciting year for sKaGen 
Vekst. First and foremost because we have 

changed our investment mandate from 
50/50 norway/Global to 50/50 nordics/
Global. this will give us access to a broa-
der investment universe, and not least, 
reduce the portfolio’s exposure to the oil 
and energy sector. Going into 2014, sKa-
Gen Vekst has just over 50 percent of the 
portfolio invested in norwegian compa-
nies. this will be reduced gradually as we 
identify companies that are high enough 
quality and cheap enough to replace exis-
ting holdings.  

For unit holders it is also good news 
that sKaGen Vekst has from the start of 
the year introduced a high watermark, and 
thereby improved its fee structure in cli-
ents’ favour.

For 2014 we expect that our companies 
will deliver earnings of over 20 percent 
and believe that this will be reflected in 
higher share prices. current expectations 
for growth in the global economy are beco-
ming more positive, which is good news for 

cyclical stocks. Higher growth can be a risk 
since bond yields will rise in the long term 
and the attractiveness of equities will fall 
in line with this. such a scenario may be 
reminiscent of the situation 20 years ago, 
when equities rose significantly in 1993 
while the return in 1994 was moderate, 
despite much better company earnings.

at the start of the year, the sKaGen 
Vekst portfolio is priced at just over 11 
times last year’s earnings. Measured on 
expected earnings in companies in 2014, 
the portfolio is priced at just under 9 
times earnings. the difference in numbers 
reflects the fact that we expect strong ear-
nings growth. We are satisfied with these 
levels.

By way of comparison our benchmark 
index is priced at 14 times earnings in 
2014. although the general stock market 
can no longer be perceived as cheap, but 
rather normally priced, we are optimistic 
about the coming year.

SK AGEN VEKSt KEY FIGURES FOR tHE LARGESt HOLDINGS (AS OF 31 DEC 2013)

Company
Holding 

size
Price P/E 

2013e
P/E 

2014e
P/B 

trailing
target 

Price

Samsung Electronics 7,2 1 013 000 5,1 4,7 1,1 1 500 000

Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. 7,1 47 19,4 14,9 1,2 62

Continental AG 5,4 159 14,7 12,7 3,3 200

Norsk Hydro 4,7 27 36,1 20,1 0,8 42

Kongsberg Gruppen 4,7 128 13,1 12,4 2,3 160

Teva Pharamaceutical 4,1 40 8 8,6 1,4 52

Statoil 3,7 147 9,8 9,5 1,4 185

Norwegian Air Shuttle 3,4 188 17,1 7,8 2,3 340

Danske Bank A/S 3,3 124 15,9 10,4 0,9 175

SAP 3,2 62 18,6 16,6 4,6 95

Weighted average 10 46,8 11,4 9,7 1,4 40 %

Weighted average 35 84,3 11,3 8,8 1,4 48 %

Reference index 14,7 12,8 1,8

P/E may deviate from other sources as it is based on SKAGEN estimates  
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SK AGEN GlOBAl 2013 (MIll. NOK)

Japan 3,0%

South America 4,4%North America 
29,3% 

EMEA 8,4%

Peripheral EU
10,9%

Core EU
15,5%

Asia ex
Japan 18,0%

Norway 4,7%

Cash 4,1%

Frontier Markets 1,5%

Health 4,1%

Industrials 
13,8%  

Telecom 6,5%
Bank 
and finance
21,3% 

Raw materials 
9,6%

Consumer
discret-

ionary
10,8%

Energy 
13,7%  

Consumer 
staples 2,1%

Cash 4,1%

Information
technology 13,2%

Utilities 0,5%

Fund start date 7 August 1997

Return since start 966 %

Average annual return 15,52 %

AUM EUR 5 581 million

Number of unit holders 99 075

GEOGRAPHICAl DISTRIBuTION (rounded figures)

SECTOR DISTRIBuTION (rounded figures)
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5 largest positive contributors

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd Pref 882
Citigroup Inc 806
Tyco International Ltd 541
Renault SA 362
American International Group Inc 337

5 largest purchases

Nordea Bank AB  1 048 
State Bank of India  491 
Technip SA  466 
Mosaic Co/The  362 
Vale Sa Spons ADR  348 

5 largest detractors

Indosat Tbk PT -100
Banco Do Estado Rio Grande Do Sul SA Pref -73
State Bank of India -63
Electromagnetic Geoservices AS -53
Asya Katilim Bankasi AS -50

5 largest sales

Svenska Cellulosa AB-B  -763 
Oracle Corp  -743 
Gjensidige Forsikring ASA  -484 
TE Connectivity Ltd  -452 
Pentair Inc  -400 

 
SKAGEN Global
a world of opportunities

From the moor north of Skagen. 1885. detail. 
By p.s. Krøyer, one of the skagen painters. the picture is owned by the skagens Museum.

portfolio Managers  report 

SKAGEN Global

ANNuAl RETuRN (IN EuR)

HISTORIC PRICE DEVElOPMENT (IN EuR)

>   twice as much exposure to the weak 
emerging markets than the world 
index impacted the return in 2013

>   no major negative surprises on the 
earnings front. 

>   at the end of the year, the valuation 
of the portfolio was as low as at the 
beginning by switching expensive 
companies with cheaper alternatives.
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SKAGEN Global
portfolio Managers

Kristian Falnes, søren Milo christensen  
and chris-tommy simonsen

2013 is the third year since the fund was 
launched in 1997 that sKaGen Global has 
ended up with weaker returns than its ben-
chmark index.

the fact that 31 percent of the fund’s 
assets were invested in the world’s emer-
ging markets at the end of the year – twice 
the amount in the benchmark – explains 
the underperformance.

While the Msci World index gained 17.6 
percent in 2013, the Msci eM index was 
down 6.7 percent, as measured in euro. 
Given this historically wide gap and our 
weighting in emerging markets, we are 
satisfied with our company picks.

the fund’s return was spread evenly 
throughout the year, also between sec-
tors and companies. More than half of the 
companies gained more than 30 percent.

it is reassuring to note that the port-
folio is priced at a c. 50 percent discount 
relative to the world index, both in terms 
of companies’ earnings and book equity.

Developed markets more expensive

Much of the performance in the developed 
stock markets can be explained by the fact 

that companies have become more expen-
sive, in the form of higher earnings multi-
ples (p/e). only a small part of the share 
price increase is due to higher earnings. We 
saw the reverse picture in emerging mar-
kets (see the general portfolio manager’s 
report on pages 22-24).

towards the end of the year, the fund 
price reached a new all time high. in other 
words all the fund’s unit holders made a 
profit on their units.

sKaGen Global’s long-term return his-
tory is still extremely good, both in abso-
lute and relative terms. unit holders who 
have been with us from the start have 
enjoyed an average annual return of 15.5 
percent, versus 2.9 percent for the world 
index.

Almost as cheap

despite the fact that the fund price was 
up 15.2 percent in 2013, companies’ p/e 
multiples were only marginally higher at 
the end of the year than at the start. this 
is due to the fact that throughout the year 
we have sold or reduced holdings in com-
panies with the highest valuations and 

Absolute strength
2013 was a good year for SKAGEN Global in absolute terms, which 
gained 15 percent in euro. However, we are not satisfied that the 
world index outperformed the fund by 2.4 percentage points.

taken on board lower priced companies 
with greater share price potential.

the companies’ expected earnings 
growth in 2014 is just over ten percent, 
which is also in line with the figure a year 
ago.  

Gazprom unappreciated

the oil price was relatively stable at around 
usd 105-110 per barrel throughout the 
year. our energy shares were up 25 per-
cent, in line with the us oil service index. 
Baker Hughes and Weatherford were the 
best contributors here.

Gazprom’s share price performance 
was rather disappointing in 2013. We 
believe that concerns over lower gas pri-
ces in europe are exaggerated. contrary 
to what most people predicted, gas pri-
ces in europe remained at a high level 
and Gazprom’s earnings outlook impro-
ved considerably during the second half 
of the year.

our solar energy shares, newcomers 
rec silicon and rec solar, both experien-
ced a formidable rise in share price. this 
contributed nicely to the sector’s returns.
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We doubled our position in russian 
surgutneftegas, which we consider to be 
significantly undervalued. French energy 
company technip was new to the portfo-
lio while nabor industries and noble were 
sold out.

Good contribution from commodities

in contrast to 2012, the contribution from 
the commodities sector was above the 
portfolio average. newcomers included the 
Korean chemical company oci and Brazi-
lian mining company Vale. on the strength 
of our faith in improved trade conditions, 
we doubled our holdings in lundin Mining 
and norsk Hydro.

after tyco international was split into 
three entities in 2012, we exited one of 
the spin-offs, pentair, and reduced our 
holding in adt corp. We have maintained 
our position in the parent company, tyco 
international, which was one of the fund’s 
best contributors in 2013.

Following a significant share price 
increase for two subcontractors to the 

auto industry, te connectivity and trW 
automotive, both companies were sold out 
of the portfolio at a good profit.

our car manufacturers, renault, GM, 
toyota industries and Hyundai Motors all 
drove onto the fund’s winners list. the 
above-mentioned companies were the 
main reason that the consumer discre-
tionary sector was the fund’s single best 
sector, with a return of over 60 percent. 
another good contributor was russian 
media company, ctc Media, which expe-
rienced a value increase of over 80 percent.

Broad scepticism towards the stock 
markets in both Brazil and india provided 
us with the opportunity to buy shares at 
very attractive prices in the Brazilian resi-
dential construction company Gafisa and 
indian tata Motors.

Down in consumption and health

now that companies with stable ear-
nings have become overly popular and the 
price of future earnings is still too high 
for our liking, we have exited us pharma-

ceuticals company, pfizer, and swedish 
consumer goods company, sca. Both com-
panies have been part of our portfolio for 
a number of years, and made significant 
contributions to the fund’s return.

in 2014 it will be a challenge to identify 
defensive stocks with an attractive valua-
tion which give good downside protection 
in a climate of higher bond yields.

in banking we were well rewarded for 
our stakes in us citigroup, aiG and Gold-
man sachs, as we were in 2012. our finan-
cial stocks in emerging markets did less 
well, however, and Banrisul, state Bank of 
india, sabanci and Bank asya/albaraka all 
ended up on our losers’ list.

We bought into nordea Bank in con-
nection with the swedish state selling the 
entirety of their stake. We found the price 
attractive, given the expectations of higher 
return on equity going forward.

large loss on Irish subsidiary

We sold the remainder of our Gjensidige 
stake as the stock approached its price 

Above average: the commodities sector contributed above-average returns in 2013. the Brazilian mining company Vale was one of the newcomers in sKaGen Global.
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target and contributed significantly to last 
year’s results. We doubled our holding in 
rsa insurance Group while norwegian 
life insurance company, storebrand, was 
a newcomer in the portfolio.

rsa insurance Group has so far been a 
big disappointment. this is primarily due 
to a large loss by its irish subsidiary. the 
company had to adjust expected future 
earnings downwards several times during 
the autumn. the management was com-
pelled to step down and we must prepare 
ourselves for a significant cut in dividend.

since rsa insurance Group is now a 
clear takeover candidate, particularly for 
those companies looking for a position 
in the attractive scandinavian market for 
nonlife insurance, we decided to hold onto 
our shares.

our German property company, GsW 
immobilien, was taken over by its compe-
titor, deutsche Wohnen. We deemed the 
terms of the acquisition to be acceptable 
and expect the merged company to make 
cost synergies which will benefit all the 
shareholders. When it comes to the Ger-
man property market in general and Berlin 
in particular, we see many good reasons 
why the recent good share price develop-
ment should continue.

Swollen coffers

samsung electronics experienced a strong 
earnings growth of 25 percent. the stock 
only rose 20 percent, however, measured 
in local currency. in other words, this was 
yet another year when the valuation of the 
samsung electronics share was lower than 
its current earnings.

our preference shares are now priced in 
line with book equity. despite increasingly 
swollen coffers, samsung electronics still 
has a return on equity of around 20 percent 
a year. a more investor-friendly dividend 
policy may make the company more popu-
lar among investors, which would in turn 
lead to a welcome repricing of the share.

one company that investors did get a 
new and better perception of was Micro-
soft. the stock market giant was up more 
than 35 percent last year. While the pricing 
of Microsoft in recent years has been influ-
enced by fears of how far pc sales could 
fall globally, the focus has now shifted to 
Microsoft’s attractive position within soft-
ware for the corporate market.

a change in management and a more 
effective capital structure through increa-

sed dividends and share buybacks also 
contributed to the lift in the Microsoft 
share price.

as a result of a higher p/e as well as the 
risk that clients will go over to more web-
based solutions we decided to halve our 
position in us software company oracle.

Ascent with Kinnevik and Vivendi

our exposure to russian telecommunica-
tion, through our investments in Vimpel-
com and sistema, paid off in 2013. the 
increase in the popularity of these com-
panies’ shares is mainly down to their wil-
lingness to pay higher dividends.

swedish Kinnevik, most of whose 
values are linked to mobile telephony, 
was the unmistakable winner within the 
telecommunications sector. the share 
price rose 113 percent. Much of the fan-
tastic value increase can be attributed to 
the company’s initiatives in online trade 
portals. Kinnevik’s price tag is becoming 
harder to justify, however, so we more than 
halved our holding.

our investment hypothesis that French 
Vivendi would cultivate its company 
structure has borne out. the share price 
was significantly up while the conglome-
rate discount fell to such a level that we 
decided it would be sensible to exit the 
company.
We have maintained a minor position in the 
laggard from 2012, Brazilian eletrobras. 
the company still has capital reserves to 
be able to uphold its dividend obligations 
linked to the preference capital we own. 
the share price at the turn of the year 
reflected a direct return from expected 
dividends of 14 percent.  

No warning light

although the valuation of several coun-
tries’ stock markets has come up to levels 
approaching the historical average, the 
warning light is not yet flashing. Key here 
is the earnings development in companies 
going forward. Most of the juice has been 
squeezed out of the cost-cutting lemon.

a continued improvement in the world 
economy should eventually have a positive 
impact on the top line, however, in the form 
of increased sales. While falling risk premi-
ums was the main driver behind share price 
developments in 2013, we expect earnings 
growth to be most influential in 2014.

the 35 largest investments in sKaGen 
Global, corresponding to around 64 per-
cent of the fund, are priced at 8.6 times 
expected earnings in 2014 and are only 
marginally higher than book equity. this 
should limit the downside risk while the 
potential for continued good share price 
development remains firmly in place. a 
discount of 50 percent relative to the world 
index should also lead to better relative 
times ahead.

While 2013 was characterised by histo-
rically low fluctuations in share price, we 
must be prepared for greater volatility in 
2014 (see the general portfolio manager’s 
report for more on this).

SK AGEN GLOBAL KEY FIGURES FOR tHE LARGESt HOLDINGS (AS OF 31 DEC 2013)

Company
Holding 

size
Price P/E 

2013e
P/E 

2014e
P/B 

trailing
target 

Price

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 7,6 1 013 000 5,1 4,5 1,1 1 500 000

CITIGROUP 5,7 52,1 11,3 9,8 0,8 75

TYCO INTERNATIONAL 3,1 41 19,2 16,1 3,7 45

NORDEA 2,6 86,7 12,3 11 1,4 100

GAZPROM 2,3 8,6 3 3,3 0,4 12

AIG 2,2 51,1 11,8 11,9 0,8 70

AKZO NOBEL 2 56,3 19,7 16,7 2,4 60

CHINA UNICOM 2 11,6 19,9 14,2 1 17

MICROSOFT 2 37,4 14,1 12,8 3,8 40

renault 1,9 58,5 11,9 6,8 0,7 80

Weighted top 10 29,6 8 7,4 1 33%

Weighted top 35 64,3 9,7 8,6 1,1

MSCI AC World 16,9 14,4 2,1

P/E may deviate from other sources as it is based on SKAGEN estimates  
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SK AGEN KON-TIKI 2013 (MIll. NOK)
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>   company specific developments 
mattered more to returns in 2013 
than we have seen for some time. 

>   Many of our core holdings benefitted 
from consumption growth at home 
and stronger positioning globally.

>   emerging markets have not been kind 
to investors recently, and although 
the short-term might prove volatile, 
the valuation gap to dM indicates 
better times ahead.

Fund start date 5 April 2002

Return since start 468 %

Average annual return 15.95 %

AUM EUR 5 985 million

Number of unit holders 86 803

GEOGRAPHICAl DISTRIBuTION (rounded figures)

SECTOR DISTRIBuTION (rounded figures)
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SKAGEN Kon-Tiki
Emerging Markets Index
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5 largest positive contributors

Hyundai Motor Co Pref 2 459
Great Wall Motor Co Ltd 1 331
Samsung Electronics Co Ltd Pref 1 047
Sistema Jsfc GDR 967
AP Moeller - Maersk A/S 529

5 largest purchases

State Bank of India  789 
Mafrig Alimentos Sa  509 
X 5 Retail Group NV GDR  488 
Kinnevik Investment AB-B  349 
Raiffeisen Bank International AG  328 

5 largest detractors

Indosat Tbk PT -326
State Bank of India -308
Vale SA-Pref A -260
Haci Omer Sabanci Holding AS -251
Mafrig Alimentos Sa -180

5 largest sales

Baker Hughes Inc  -1 797 
Hon Hai Precision Industry Co Ltd  -1 418 
Hanmi Pharm Co Ltd  -636 
HSBC Holdings PLC  -635 
Great Wall Motor Co Ltd  -592 

 
SKAGEN Kon-Tiki
leading the way in new waters

Skagen reef’s lightship. 1892. detail. 
By carl locher, one of the skagen painters. the picture is owned by the skagens Museum.

portfolio Managers  report 

SKAGEN Kon-Tiki

ANNuAl RETuRN (IN EuR)

HISTORIC PRICE DEVElOPMENT (IN EuR)
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SKAGEN Kon-Tiki
portfolio managers

Kristoffer stensrud, Knut Harald nilsson,  
cathrine Gether, erik landgraff and  Hilde Jensen

slowing growth, political unrest, and 
falling currencies all contributed to a weak 
year for equity investors in eM relative 
to developed markets. the former were 
down 7 percent as measured in euro while 
developed markets were up 18 percent. 
However, despite a number of macro 
events dominating the news flow out of 
eM, company specific developments mat-
tered more to returns in 2013 than we have 
seen for quite some time. in this environ-
ment our investment philosophy paid off 
as we outperformed the benchmark by 
almost 12 percent.

 We are pleased to note that many of 
our core holdings not only benefitted from 
continued consumption growth in their 
home regions, but also from a strengt-
hening of their global positioning across 
both developed and emerging markets. 
companies such as Hyundai Motor and 
samsung electronics are formidable com-
petitors irrespective of geography.

 We maintain our relentless focus on 
finding undervalued companies, and Kon-
tiki’s portfolio remains attractively valued, 
trading at a p/e of 5.9 for 2014e and p/B 
of 1.2, compared with 10.8 and 1.5 for the 

eM index. While we cannot predict short-
term performance, such valuations tend 
to produce very satisfactory returns for 
patient investors in the longer term.

Tapering concerns and political unrest

emerging markets stock markets began the 
year in flattish to gradually declining ter-
ritory, before suffering a significant drop in 
late May. concerns over the Fed’s tapering 
plans led to large flows from perceived 
riskier assets such as eM equities, bonds 
and currencies to so-called safer havens 
in the developed world. the weakening of 
currencies exacerbated the fall in equity 
prices, bringing several large eM stock 
markets into bear market territory. Mar-
kets recovered somewhat in the autumn, 
but the eM index still finished the year with 
a seven percent decline.

 2013 saw its share of political unrest in 
several emerging markets. the taksim Gezi 
park demonstrations in turkey showcased 
the large divide between an increasingly 
authoritarian and conservative prime 
minister and a younger, more progressive 
part of the population. turkey finished the 
year with more turbulence, when a number 

Investment philosophy weathers a 
turbulent year in emerging markets
SKAGEN Kon-Tiki had a strong 2013 in a turbulent year for emerging markets (EM). The fund was up five 
percent, compared with a fall of seven percent for the benchmark index as measured in euro. Since inception 
in April 2002, the fund has achieved an annual average return of 16.0 percent, compared with 7.7 percent 
for the EM index.

of high-profile arrests highlighted what 
appears to be a power struggle between 
key fractions in turkish society. also in 
Brazil and thailand, discontent with the 
ruling class triggered widespread demon-
strations during the year.

A year of divergence

2013 was a year of divergence in emerging 
markets. this trend is not surprising, as the 
countries grouped into the eM category 
differ significantly when it comes to the 
challenges and opportunities they face.

 the Brics had a rough year. stock 
markets in Brazil, russia, india, china 
and south africa fell between 6 and 33 
percent, as measured in euro. Growth has 
generally been disappointing and there are 
concerns that lack of political and econo-
mic reform will make it difficult for several 
of these countries to return to previous 
rates of growth.  

 several asean* region stock markets 
were also poor performers in 2013. the 
combination of high valuations at the 
beginning of the year and significant cur-
rent account deficits, for example in indo-
nesia, was a rather toxic mix.

*  association of southeast asian nations
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 despite poor overall performance in 
eM, Frontier Markets had a strong year and 
markets such as nigeria, Ghana, Kenya and 
Vietnam all finished the year significantly 
higher than they started.

From Korea with love

the largest contributors to returns this year 
were Hyundai Motor, Great Wall Motor, and 
samsung electronics. We are pleased to 
see that high conviction ideas, sized accor-
dingly in the portfolio at the beginning of 
the year, paid off.

in Hyundai Motor, our preference sha-
res (+70 percent) significantly outperfor-
med the ordinary shares (+8 percent), 
confirming our thesis that the slight dis-
advantage of lower liquidity that comes 
with holding preference shares in no way 
warrants a discount of 50 or even 70 per-
cent. combine this with an eye-opening 
valuation of less than three times earnings 
for a high quality company, and it is clear 
that the foundations for a good investment 
were – and are – in place.

Great Wall Motor (+81 percent) conti-
nued to grow strongly, benefitting from its 
excellent position in the fast-growing suV 
segment. supported by large-scale and 
low cost manufacturing in china, as well 
as increasing technological sophistication, 
Great Wall has a good chance of succee-
ding in export markets. during 2013, our 
investment in Great Wall Motor also bene-
fitted from a re-rating of its shares.

samsung electronics continued its 
success in the smartphone market, 
remains attractively valued, and continues 
to make its presence felt in a number of 
other segments and industries. Just as 
with Hyundai Motor, we hold samsung’s 
preference shares (+19 percent), which 
handsomely outperformed the ordinary 
shares by almost 30 percent.

Perception changes      

new positions initiated just before or 
during 2013 also performed well. in Kin-
nevik, our thesis that the company’s attrac-
tive assets in e-commerce and other online 

services were not fully priced into the sha-
res has played out nicely thus far. a swe-
dish company that was established in 1936 
and has developed into a leading player in 
the online industry is a good illustration 
of how it can take time for perceptions 
to change. investors who identify such 
changes ahead of others usually stand to 
benefit. our investment in naspers, which 
delivered excellent returns in 2013 (+99 
percent), is another similar example.

our basket of solar companies, led by 
Yingli Green energy and rec, benefitted 
from the market’s realisation that solar 
energy is now at grid parity without sub-
sidies in several markets. clearly this 
has significant implications for demand. 
Further, the market backdrop for investing 
in solar is interesting. after many years of 
red ink, bankruptcies, and disappointing 
returns to investors, expectations for the 
sector were very low.  

sistema – our russian holding company 
– was an excellent contributor in 2013 as 
the company proved its ability to generate 

Solar energy: our selection of solar energy companies benefitted from the fact that the market is finally beginning to open its eyes to the sector. chinese Yingli Green energy is one of several 
solar energy companies in the portfolio.
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and distribute returns to investors, in part 
by focusing its portfolio. ap Møller-Maersk 
also performed strongly, as the world’s 
leading container ship operator proved its 
cost leadership in a market which is suf-
fering from temporary overcapacity. the 
company also pleased investors by focu-
sing its portfolio on key business areas.

lessons learned

among our losers, we find companies such 
as indonesian telecom operator indosat, 
state Bank of india, Brazilian iron ore 
company Vale, and turkish conglomerate 
sabanci Holding. there is no single expla-
nation for these missteps, but weak ear-
nings and currency developments or wor-
sening investor perception of the country 
or sector the companies operate in, were 
common drivers. We believe most of the 
losses to be temporary, as operational 
trends and investor perceptions change.

However, a lesson learned is to be more 
careful with inherently unpredictable busi-
ness models. We have therefore reduced 
our exposure to companies whose earnings 
are heavily influenced by government regu-
lation or the direction of raw material pri-
ces. the same goes for companies with too 
many moving parts, where we are unable to 
develop high conviction about the overall 
prospects of the business. during the year 
we sold out of a number of such compa-
nies, and redeployed the funds to higher 
conviction ideas.

While we achieved good relative per-
formance, we are not satisfied with our 
absolute return. our focus is eM, but in 
hindsight we should have taken greater 
advantage of our flexible mandate to cap-
ture strong equity returns in the us, europe 
and Japan.

We stick to what we know

emerging markets have not been kind to 
investors over the past three years. While 
investors have had a tendency to reward 
high exposure to fast growing emerging 
markets, we have recently seen an inverse 
development. slowing growth and deterio-
rating investor perception have turned eM 
premiums into eM discounts, and compa-
nies based in emerging markets are now 
rewarded for exposure to developed mar-
kets.

a much debated question is whether 
emerging markets are currently cheap. 
Moderate valuation levels both relative 
to history and to developed markets indi-
cate that patient investors can expect good 
returns in the longer term.

However, average valuation metrics 
do not tell the full story in eM. First, com-
panies with large exposure to raw mate-
rial prices, or those dominated by state 
ownership, make up a large share of the 
total market capitalisation. in general, 
these companies are – and should be – 

trading at lower valuations. Higher quality 
private names, on the other hand, trade at 
significantly higher multiples.

second, falling margins and high 
investment levels have caused return on 
equity in eM to converge toward dM levels, 
which naturally results in lower valuations. 
But this is also a source of opportunity. 
reduced capital inflows should moderate 
investment, which together with stabilising 
currencies could provide support to returns 
going forward.

in sKaGen Kon-tiki we follow such 
developments with interest in order to 
understand the context in which our com-
panies operate. However, predictions in 
the field of economic growth rates or out-
comes of political elections are neither our 
focus nor our strength. rather, we continue 
to look for excellent companies – those 
with a sustainable edge versus their com-
petitors – and buy them when they trade 
at a discount to conservatively estimated 
intrinsic value.

 

SK AGEN KON-tIKI KEY FIGURES FOR tHE LARGESt HOLDINGS (AS OF 31 DEC 2013)

Company
Holding 

size
Price P/E 

2013e
P/E 

2014e
P/B 

trailing
target 

Price

Hyundai Motor 8,8 125 000 3,6 3,1 0,6 195 000

Samsung Electronics 8,2 1 013 000 4,8 4,2 1,1 1 500 000

Great Wall Motor 4,5 42,8 11,9 9,5 4,3 55

Sistema 4,1 32,1 12,8 12,8 1,5 32

ABB 3 170 17 13,1 3,6 195

AP Moller-Maersk 2,8 58 850 12,5 10,3 1,2 75 000

Richter Gedeon 2,5 4 399 14,7 13,3 1,5 5 000

Sabanci Holding 2,3 8,6 6,9 6,2 1 12

Vale 2,3 32,7 6 6 1 50

Mahindra & Mahindra 2,2 944 12,6 11,1 3,5 1 200

Naspers 2,3 1 096 54,8 34,3 7,1 1 200

State Bank of India 2 1 767 5,9 5 0,9 3 000

Weighted top 12 45 6,7 5,9 1,2

Weighted top 35 75 7,7 6,7 1,2

Emerging market index 11,3 10,8 1,5

top 35 @ target prices 10,4 9 1,6

P/E may deviate from other sources as it is based on SKAGEN estimates  
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EMEA 1,6%

Peripheral EU
5,0%

Core EU
12,3%

Asia ex
Japan 47,2%

South America 7,4%

Cash 3,6%

North America 
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* The fund was established 31.10.2012

2012* 2013

>   the fund was affected by major 
fluctuations in the demand for real 
estate equities as well as macro 
unrest in the asian markets.

>   British real estate stocks, a couple of 
us reits and olav thon were a few of 
the winners in the portfolio in 2013.

>   Global growth should slowly increase 
in 2014, and this will have a positive 
impact on real estate equities.

Fund start date 31 October 2012

Return since start -6,27 %

Average annual return -5.40%

AUM EUR 61 million

Number of unit holders 5 629

GEOGRAPHICAl DISTRIBuTION (rounded figures)

 
SKAGEN m²
a share in the global property market

Architect Ulrik Plesner’s first extension to Brøndum’s hotel. 1892. detail.  By Johan peter von 
Wildenradt, one of the skagen painters. the picture belongs to the skagens Museum..

portfolio Managers  report 
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SK AGEN m2 2013 (MIll. NOK)

5 largest positive contributors

Segro Plc 7
British Land Co Plc 6
Gecina SA 4
GSW Immobilien AG 3
Ashford Hospitality Trust 3

5 largest purchases

Ananda Development PCL-Nvdr  19 
Brandywine Realty Trust  18 
Bekasi Fajar Industrial Estate Tbk PT  13 
PS Business Parks Inc  12 
Ashford Hospitality Trust  12 

5 largest detractors

Surya Semesta Internusa PT -9
Ananda Development PCL-Nvdr -8
Bekasi Fajar Industrial Estate Tbk PT -8
BR Properties SA -5
DLF Ltd -5

5 largest sales

Corio NV  -6 
Mack-Cali Realty Corp  -5 
Fastighets AB Balder  -5 
Nexity SA  -4 
Gecina SA  -4 
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up until 21 May 2013, the fund’s return 
was approaching 20 percent, measured in 
euro. at that point, real estate shares fell 
sharply and the entire upswing evaporated 
in one month. the fund ended the year 
down 8.3 percent compared to a loss of 1.7 
percent for our global benchmark index.

Downward spiral

these swings were related to central 
banks’ handling of the global financial 
crisis. extremely low interest rates incre-
ased demand for high-yield assets such 
as real estate and real estate shares. the 
exceptionally low interest rate levels in 
the united states and Japan also created 
the conditions for so-called carry trades 
whereby investors borrowed large amounts 
in low-interest foreign currencies, in order 
to invest in high-yield securities in other 
countries, such as southeast asia. the 
consequence was that real estate shares 
were valued higher relative to their ear-
nings; a so-called multiple expansion. We 
were aware of this but underestimated the 
impact on markets outside the us, Japan 
and Hong Kong.

When the us Federal reserve publis-

hed its plans to withdraw its intervention 
purchases of bonds on 22 May, demand 
for real estate shares quickly dropped – 
particularly among investors sensitive to 
interest rates such as bond investors and 
those performing carry trades. When real 
estate shares failed to recover quickly, 
fund investors started to move money 
out of long-term real estate equity funds, 
which were then forced to sell shares to 
handle the negative fund flow. alongside 
this, the outflow of capital from multiple 
emerging markets created macro concerns, 
especially for countries like india and indo-
nesia with major current account deficits.  

sKaGen m2 was directly affected by the 
downturn in the global real estate equity 
market, but compared to our benchmark 
index we were much more affected by the 
downturn in the asian emerging markets, 
primarily indonesia but also thailand, 
india and the philippines. in 2013, sKa-
Gen m2 had an average total exposure of 
around 50 percent to emerging markets, 
compared to less than 10 percent for our 
benchmark index.

one of sKaGen m2’s fundamental ideas 
is to combine sKaGen’s proven value-

Roller coaster ride for global 
real estate equities
In order for listed real estate shares to reach returns closer to real estate than equity, a long investment 
horizon is a requisite – preferably five years or longer. In other words, patience is called for. But the 
developments in 2013 really put this patience to the test.

based investment philosophy with thema-
tic real estate investment strategies. one 
such theme is value-creating real estate 
companies in strong metropolitan areas 
– not countries – where economic growth 
is faster as a result of urbanisation, the 
accumulation of skills and growing pro-
sperity. another theme is the development 
of e-trade and its effect on brick-and-mor-
tar retail centres and logistics systems. 
However, in 2013 returns were domina-
ted by global, cross-border equity market 
trends. Geography and foreign exchange 
rates also played a large part in the total 
outcome, while company and segment-
specific differences in earnings and valua-
tion of future cash flows had relatively less 
impact. in 2013, our best returns on our 
investments came from europe and the 
us, and most of our losses were incurred 
in southeast asia and Brazil.

Strong uS portfolio; chose to stay out 
of Japan

the three best geographic real estate equ-
ity markets in 2013 were Japan, the uK 
and sweden. Japanese real estate shares 
outperformed the broad equity index in 

SKAGEN m²
portfolio Managers

Harald Haukås, Michael Gobitschek and peter almström, 
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Japan by 10 percent and contributed sig-
nificantly to the returns in our benchmark 
index. powerful stimulatory measures by 
the Bank of Japan weakened the Japanese 
yen and created negative real interest 
rates, which prompted a very strong rally 
in shares. We chose not to invest in Japan 
because it seemed expensive even before 
the rally, and the fundamentals for Japan 
look weak. in 2013, this cost us roughly 4 
percent in negative returns relative to our 
benchmark. We have indirect exposure 
to logistics properties and nursing home 
facilities in Japan via two singapore-based 
companies – Global logistic properties 
and parkway reit – whose operational per-
formance was stable throughout the year.

the British company segro and British 
land were among the winners in the port-
folio during the year, but we have reduced 
our exposure slightly because of high valu-
ations. in sweden, our holdings in sagax 
and Balder performed well at the start 

of the year but, with the benefit of hind-
sight, we sold too early when both shares 
exceeded our price targets in the spring.

the worst real estate equity markets 
for the year were turkey, india and Brazil 
– all down around 35 percent. indonesia 
had the biggest price fluctuations of the 
year, with a peak of 73 percent and a final 
figure for the year near zero. additionally, 
the foreign exchange rate declined by 20 
percent against the euro. towards the end 
of the year, relative returns worsened due 
to the increasing political unrest in thai-
land and turkey.

us real estate investment trusts (reits) 
generated negative returns in 2013; more 
than 30 percent lower than the s&p 500 
in usd. We did well in our share picks in 
the us, with four of our ten holdings there 
rising between 15 and 20 percent in usd. 
the hotel company ashford and sl Green 
with offices in Manhattan were on the 
portfolio’s top-10 list.

in china, we were successful despite 
a weak market and two of our holdings – 
soHo china and shimao – were among 
the best chinese real estate shares on the 
Hong Kong stock exchange.

in india, the price performance of dlF 
was sharply negative in spite of higher 
earnings and large surplus values, while 
both indiabulls and phoenix Mills outper-
formed the local real estate equity index 
for the year. in Brazil, all our holdings 
exhibited good underlying performance 
but the stock market deteriorated signifi-
cantly over the year as the Brazilian central 
Bank was forced to implement major new 
interest rate hikes, in order to curb rising 
inflation. along with india and turkey, Bra-
zil is the country where the government’s 
actions did the most economic damage in 
2013, with sharp price declines despite 
fundamentally good conditions and good 
earnings on our investments.

uK property: British segro and British land were two of the winners in the portfolio in 2013. the best returns came from europe and the us last year, while south east asia and Brazil disap-
pointed the most.
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Stronger growth in sight

in indonesia, we performed very well in 
the spring, and it was a mistake not to 
take home a lot more profit when we had 
the opportunity in april and May. We had 
strong inflows into the fund during that 
period, while almost all real estate shares 
- low-risk companies in particular - rose 
sharply in a short time. it was not easy 
to decide where to move profits from a 
valuation perspective. We have tightened 
our procedures for gradual repatriation of 
profits and geographic risk management, 
and we will be able to handle similar mar-
ket developments significantly better in 
the future.

in recent years, reits have attracted 
more investors but they have also become 
more volatile in step with increased uncer-
tainty about future interest rate levels. We 
have therefore actively reduced our share 
of reits and instead sharpened our port-
folio focus on what we call value-creating 
real estate companies where a major part 
of current earnings are actively reinvested 
in the development of the business.

Going into 2014, we note that pro-
perty shares in most mature markets 
have become more expensive relative to 
earnings (except for the us), while most 
emerging markets have become more 
affordable. there is much to suggest slowly 
improving global growth in 2014, which 
will also benefit real estate shares.

Historically, real estate shares have 
often declined initially in connection with 
a rise in interest rates, but then quickly 
rebounded either as a result of higher 
economic growth or rising inflation. in 
the us, we have seen both higher interest 
rates and higher growth, which may indi-
cate cautiously positive market conditions 
for real estate companies especially as 
interest rates can be expected to remain 
at historically attractive low levels. the 
valuations of several us reits are more 
attractive today than before, and we have 

gradually increased our exposure to the 
us during the year from about 15 to 20 
percent.

in europe, we expect that France will 
remain relatively weak in 2014, but with 
a much stronger property market in paris. 
in the uK, there is a risk of rising lending 
rates, but good value creators may still per-
form strongly. the housing market in the 
uK is still being supported by continued 
favourable financing and strong demand 
in london from foreign investors. German 
housing, especially in Berlin, remains inte-
resting. in sweden the underlying market 
conditions in metropolitan areas, primarily 
in stockholm, seem strong but listed real 
estate shares appear expensive, especially 
if market interest rates start climbing in 
the long term.

Value front and centre

in markets such as indonesia, thailand, 
Brazil and india many of the negative sce-
narios for real estate shares have already 
been priced in. However, we should pro-
bably expect that the negative market sen-
timent will persist a while longer, at least 
until we get more clarity about the election 
outcomes in these countries. in china, we 
believe that many local real estate markets 
will continue to grow rapidly and within 

underdeveloped real estate segments, 
such as logistics. We also expect that the 
already implemented tightening in china 
will continue to slow down the unsustai-
nable price increases we have seen in 
the past, which in this case is positive. 
at the same time, ongoing reforms and 
deregulation might be beneficial to the 
long-term development of many cities and 
submarkets.

the pricing of Japanese real estate 
shares requires very strong growth or con-
stantly negative real interest rates, and we 
do not believe in either of these scenarios. 
But there is a lot of capital in Japan in bank 
accounts or bonds that should be moved 
into equities. tokyo is growing, as is the 
need for care for the elderly, and there 
are opportunities for skilled management 
teams to create good real estate returns 
also in Japan.

With our long-term focus on value sha-
res, the fundamental driving forces remain 
in place and in light of developments over 
the last year we expect that our portfo-
lio will begin to deliver excess returns in 
2014. an educated guess is that many of 
our 2014 winners will emerge from the list 
of the ten worst shares in 2013.

SK AGEN m2 KEY FIGURES FOR tHE LARGESt HOLDINGS (AS OF 31 DEC 2013) 

Company
Holding 

size
Price P/NAV 

las tyear
Div. Yield 

2013e
EBItDA 

2013e/EV

BRANDYWINE 3,5 14,09 95 4,3 8,0 

DEUTSCHE WOHNEN 3,4 13,49 102 1,5 3,0 

MERCIALYS 3,2 15,25 89 4,5 5,9 

CAPITAMALLS ASIA 3,2 1,96 81 1,8 1,7

BRITISH LAND 3,0 6,29 110 4,3 4,3 

LEXINGTON 3,0 10,21 80 6,5 8,7 

GLOBAL LOGISTIC 3,0 2,89 87 1,4 3,2 

AIV 3,0 25,91 80 3,7 6,6

LIPPO MALLS 3,0 0,41 91 8,5 11,1

PS BUSINESS PARK 2,8 76,42 105 2,3 6,8

 Weighted top 10 31,1 92,10 3,9 5,9 

EBITDA 2013e may deviate from other sources as it is based on SKAGEN estimates    
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* The fund was established this year

2006 2007 2009 2010 2011 2012 20132008

>   We were rewarded for staying away 
from long us and German bonds.

>   We believe interest rates will continue 
to remain low in 2014, despite global 
growth expectations.

>   there should be good opportunities 
to make profits in 2014 in the market 
for government bonds.

Fund start date 29 September 2006

Return since start 43 %

Average annual return 5,04 %

AUM EUR 61 million

Number of unit holders 2 219

 
SKAGEN Tellus
a doorway to global interest rates

Interior. Brøndum’s annex.  ca. 1920. detail. 
By anna ancher, one of the skagen painters. the picture is owned by the skagens Museum.
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We believe that global economic growth 
will be better than most analysts expect. 
nevertheless we think long risk-free inte-
rest rates will remain quite stable. How 
come? doesn’t growth push up risk-free 
interest rates?

We believe that the fixed income market 
has already priced in relatively brisk econo-
mic growth in 2014. that is the reason why 
the interest rate on a us 10-year treasury 
bond rose from around 1.6 percent at the 
beginning of 2013 to around 3 percent at 
the start of 2014.

We also take the central bank heads 
at their word when they say that short 
interest rates will remain low for several 
years to come. the latest signals from the 
us indicate that the Fed is not inclined to 
raise the policy rate before 2017. and the 
european central Bank is probably going 
to be a laggard. Why not raise policy rates 
faster? Because unemployment is high and 
inflation is lower than the central bank 
objectives. in the eurozone unemployment 
was 12.1 percent in december and core 
inflation fell to 0.7 percent.  

our view also differs when it comes to 
how we regard the effects of a period of 

near zero interest rate policies. almost eve-
ryone says that zero interest rates even-
tually pull up inflation. But it may be that 
they are wrong. What if a zero interest rate 
policy results in lower rather than higher 
inflation? arguably this is what happened 
in Japan. the Bank of Japan has held the 
interest rate at around zero for years now, 
and until recently they had almost conti-
nuous deflation.

there are two paths from low interest 
rates to low inflation. over time expected 
inflation is equal to the difference between 
the nominal interest rate and real inter-
est rate. central banks cannot control the 
real rate in the long term. When economic 
growth pushes up the real rate, expected 
inflation will fall for a given nominal inte-
rest rate. also, zero interest rate policy 
has an effect on fiscal policy. low interest 
rates lead to lower coupons on government 
bonds. this implies a decline in public 
expenditures. it is this that has enabled 
Japanese authorities to finance their debt. 
thanks to the Bank of Japan, the average 
coupon on Japanese government bonds is 
only 1.2 percent.  

so while the real interest rates might 

A year of opportunities 
Risk free interest rates rose in 2013. SKAGEN Tellus profited from this relative to its benchmark index as 
we stayed away from long US and German bonds and the like. So what do we expect in 2014?

increase somewhat throughout the year, 
we expect falling inflation and lower infla-
tion expectations to keep the long nominal 
interest rates in check.

With reasonable stability in the long risk 
free interest rates, we see significant profit 
opportunities in countries which have a 
high spread to German and us interest 
rates - both in the eurozone and in emer-
ging markets. Where and when depends 
upon local circumstances, which might 
fluctuate throughout the year.

uncertainty is as always greatest with 
regard to how the exchanges rates will 
move. 2013 was against all the odds the 
year of the euro. We do not expect to see 
a repeat of that in 2014.

SKAGEN Tellus
portfolio Manager

torgeir Høien
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>   the year was characterised by an 
increase in the long rates.

>   norwegian bank bonds and deposits 
made the greatest contribution to 
returns.

>   We see interesting opportunities in 
some euro countries and emerging 
economies in 2014.

Fund start date 16 September 1994

Return since start 189 %

Average annual return 5,65 %

AUM EUR 143 million

Number of unit holders 10 743

 
SKAGEN Avkastning
active interest rate management

Homecoming fishermen. 1884. detail. 
By oscar Björck, one of the skagen painters. the picture is owned by the skagens Museum.
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this is due to the fact that the fund has 
a flexible mandate, allowing it to reduce 
the interest rate risk in periods when 
long government bond rates increase. 
nevertheless, because the norwegian 
krone depreciated significantly in 2013, 
sKaGen avkastning’s return as measured 
in euro was negative.

in 2013 the bond market was charac-
terised by an improvement in the growth 
prospects for developed economies, as 
well as uncertainty associated with the 
tapering of quantitative easing from the 
Federal reserve (Fed). the long interest 
rates in the us rose significantly, with the 
us ten-year treasury bond up 140 basis 
points from May to the end of the year.

interest rates in other countries follo-
wed suit. in emerging economies uncer-
tainty around the Fed’s policy caused high 
volatility and an even greater lift in the 
long-term interest rates. long-term inte-
rest rates in norway also rose in 2013, 
resulting in weak performance for sKaGen 

avkastning’s benchmark index, st4X.
We chose to substantially reduce the 

interest rate risk in the fund when we 
saw that the long interest rates were set 
to rise. We sold the fund’s foreign bonds 
and invested all the assets in norwegian 
bank securities with floating interest and 
in bank deposits. this strategy allowed us 
to avoid heavy losses, but at the same time 
the upside has been limited.

since the fund has only been invested 
in norway for large parts of the year, it was 
norwegian bank bonds and deposits which 
contributed most to the return in 2013. 
of the foreign investments, our bonds in 
spain, portugal and slovenia contributed 
most positively. our south african bond 
detracted from the return, as we unfortu-
nately sold too late when the interest rates 
skyrocketed.

Having kept the interest rate risk low 
from early in the summer, we decided 
to increase it again from november. the 
fund now has bonds in Mexico, slovenia 

Good relative return; impacted by 
NOK depreciation
Although 2013 was a difficult year for government bond investors, SKAGEN Avkastning achieved a solid 
absolute and good relative return as measured in NOK*. 

and portugal. the drivers are in place to 
push down interest rates in these coun-
tries, even if we see a further interest rate 
increase internationally. a sharp drop in 
interest rates in slovenia in december 
made for good end to the year for the fund.

We believe that the prospects of low 
inflation, continued expansive monetary 
policy as well as less uncertainty regarding 
the Fed’s unconventional monetary policy 
will make it easier to sort the wheat from 
the chaff in 2014 and find good cases for 
a drop in interest rates. We see interesting 
opportunities in emerging economies and 
some of the distressed euro countries.

We believe that the foreign part of the 
fund will contribute to lift  the return in 
2014 through a higher yield and bond price 
gains.

*SKAGEN Avkastning is a NOK fund. Most of the 
capital in the fund is invested in NOK-denominated    
bonds, and the investments abroad are hedged 
against the NOK.

SKAGEN Avkastning
portfolio Manager

Jane tvedt
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SKAGEN  
VEKST

 SKAGEN  
GlOBAl

 SKAGEN  
KON-TIKI 

SKAGEN  
TElluS

SKAGEN  
AVKASTNING 

MEAN VARIANCE ANAlySIS lAST 5 yEARS

standard deviation, fund 17,5% 14,7% 17,4% 6,3% 7,5%

standard deviation, benchmark index 17,0% 11,9% 16,5% 8,5% 7,7%

sharpe-ratio, fund 0,85 1,09 1,01 0,91 0,89

sharpe-ratio, benchmark index 1,23 1,06 0,80 0,16 0,74

relative volatility/tracking error 6,6% 5,6% 4,6% 6,4% 2,9%

information ratio -0,88 0,61 0,96 0,68 0,35

correlation 0,93 0,93 0,96 0,66 0,93

alpha -4,9% 1,4% 4,2%

Beta 0,96 1,15 1,02

r2 86% 87% 93%

GAIN lOSS ANAlySIS lAST 5 yEARS

relative Gain 90% 119% 110% 105% 106%

relative loss 116% 108% 89% 60% 96%

relative Gain loss ratio 0,78 1,10 1,23 1,74 1,11

positive index divergence 6,6 9,3 8,9 10,8 4,5

negative index divergence 12,6 5,7 4,2 6,4 3,5

index divergence ratio 0,53 1,62 2,10 1,69 1,27

percentage positive index divergence 35% 62% 68% 63% 56%

percentage positive index divergence Market up 32% 70% 60% 27% 44%

percentage positive index divergence Market down 41% 47% 75% 89% 72%

percentage of number of positive index divergence 37% 55% 57% 62% 58%

percentage of number of positive index divergence when market is up 33% 61% 52% 41% 46%

percentage of number of positive index divergence when market is down 43% 45% 63% 81% 76%

VAluE AT RISK 5 yEARS

Value at risk: observed, naV -7,1% -6,5% -7,7% -2,0% -2,3%

Value at risk: observed, Benchmark -6,1% -3,6% -6,9% -3,1% -2,5%

relative Value at risk, observed -3,6% -2,2% -1,6% -3,5% -1,4%

SINCE START

relative Gain 96 % 154 % 122 % 109 % 62 %

relative loss 79 % 104 % 98 % 111 % 69 %

relative Gain loss ratio 1,22 1,48 1,24 0,98 0,91

positive index divergence 14,37 19,39 12,69 4,36 12,75

negative index divergence 9,86 8,25 5,51 4,29 15,67

index divergence ratio 1,46 2,35 2,30 1,02 0,81

Historical returns are no guarantee for future returns. Future returns will depend, inter alia, on market developments, the fund manager’s skill, 
the fund’s risk profile and management fees. the return may become negative as a result of negative price developments.

GOOD RESulTS ARE NO GuARANTEE FOR FuTuRE RETuRNS 

AS OF 31.12.2013 lAST yEAR (%) lAST 2 yEARS (%) lAST 3 yEARS (%) lAST 5 yEARS (%) lAST 7 yEARS (%) lAST 10 yEARS (%) SINCE START (%)

sKaGen Vekst 9,8% 12,6% 0,8% 17,0% 1,9% 11,7% 14,8%

Msci nordic/Msci ac ex. nordic 13,0% 15,4% 7,0% 24,1% 3,4% 12,8% 9,7%

sKaGen Global 15,2% 15,7% 8,0% 18,3% 5,4% 12,2% 15,5%

Msci World ac 17,6% 15,9% 8,7% 14,3% 2,6% 5,6% 2,9%

sKaGen Kon-tiki 5,1% 8,2% 0,5% 20,2% 7,5% 15,9% 16,0%

Msci emerging Markets -6,7% 4,2% -2,9% 15,0% 3,1% 10,2% 7,7%

sKaGen m2 -8,3% -5,4%

Msci all country World index real estate iMi -1,7% 1,3%

sKaGen tellus -4,1% 3,7% 2,2% 6,8% 5,0% 5,0%

J.p. Morgan GBi Broad index unhedged in eur -8,2% -4,7% -0,7% 2,2% 3,8% 3,4%

sKaGen avkastning -9,8% 1,0% 1,8% 7,7% 3,3% 4,1% 5,7%

statsobligasjonsind. 3.00 -11,3% -2,2% 0,7% 6,7% 4,1% 3,9% 5,6%

 

AS OF 31.12.2013

Return and risk  
measurements
Returns in euro (all return figures beyond 12 months are annualised) 

Risk and performance measurements

* the benchmark index prior to 1/1/2010 was oseBX.
** the benchmark index prior to 1/1/2010 was the Msci World index.
*** the benchmark index prior to 1/1/2013 was Barclay’s capital Global treasury index 3-5 years.
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Standard deviation is a measure of the varia-
tion of annual returns. there is approximately 
a 65 percent probability that annual returns 
will be in the range of plus/minus one stan-
dard deviation. the probability that returns 
will deviate more than two standard devia-
tions from the expected return is approxima-
tely five percent. a high standard deviation 
may indicate high risk.

Sharpe ratio measures the probability of
the fund generating a higher return than the 
risk-free interest rate. the higher the score, 
the higher the probability. the higher the pro-
babil- ity, the more certain are the chances of 
achieving excess returns in the equity market. 
thus, the value may be used as a long-term 
measure of risk, but is often used as an abso-
lute measure of risk-adjusted returns.

Relative volatility is the standard deviation 
of the annual excess return relative to the 
bench- mark during the relevant period. rela-
tive vola- tility measures the manager’s ability 
to create regular excess returns relative to the 
benchmark, but is often used as a measure 
of a fund’s inde- pendence of the benchmark.
information ratio measures the probability of 
the fund generating a higher return than its 
benchmark. the higher the score, the higher 
the probability of achieving excess returns. 
the information ratio is also used as a mea-
sure of risk-adjusted excess returns, where 
risk is con- strued as the chance of uneven 
excess returns. thus, the information ratio 
measures the man- ager’s ability to create cer-
tain excess returns, whereas relative volati-
lity measures the ability to generate regular 
excess return.

Alpha is a risk-adjusted measure of the so-
called active return on an investment. it is 
the return in excess of the compensation for 
the risk borne, and thus commonly used to 
assess active man- agers’ performance. it 
can be shown that in an efficient market, the 
expected value of the alpha coefficient is zero. 
therefore the alpha coef- ficient indicates how 
an investment has per- formed after accoun-
ting for the risk it involved

an alpha value less than zero means the 

investment has provided too little return rela-
tive to the given risk (or had too high a risk in 
terms of yield).

an alpha value of zero means the invest-
ment has earned a return adequate for the 
risk taken. an alpha value of over zero means 
the invest- ment has a return in excess of the 
reward for the assumed risk.

Beta of a stock or portfolio is a number 
describ- ing the relation of its returns with 
that of the financial market as a whole. an 
asset with a beta of 0 means that its price 
is not at all cor- related with the market. a 
positive beta means that the asset generally 
follows the market. a negative beta shows 
that the asset inversely follows the market, if 
the market goes up, then the asset generally 
decreases in value and vice versa. instead 
of the market in general sKaGen applies the 
fund’s reference index.

R2 is used in the context of statistical models 
whose main purpose is the prediction of 
future outcomes on the basis of other related 
informa- tion. it is the proportion of variability 
in a data set that is accounted for by the sta-
tistical model. it provides a measure of how 
well future outcomes are likely to be predicted 
by the model. a high value (close to 100%) 
indicates a high and good explanatory power.

Correlation is a measure of relationship bet-
ween a set of two variables or measurements. 
a high correlation means that one set of varia-
bles can be predicted from the other and vice 
versa. in this case a high correlation (close to 
100%) means that the asset or portfolio fol-
lows the market closely.

Value at Risk (VaR) is a widely used risk mea-
sure of the risk of loss on a specific portfo-
lio of financial assets. Var here corresponds 
to how much you can risk losing in a month 
with 2.5% probability. calculations are both 
parametric and observed figures from the past 
five years. Given that the observations of the 
last five years are among the worst in the last 
30 years, it is expected that the calculation 
based on these obser vations shows a greater 
loss potential than the parametric cal- cula-
tion (based on standard deviation).

the relative Var is a measure of the worst 
under performance in a month.

relative gain/relative loss is a measure of the 
ability to achieve excess returns in cyclical 
upturns and downturns, respectively. a rela-
tive loss of 80 percent means that the fund 
has suf- fered a loss corresponding to the loss 
it would have suffered if it were invested 80 
percent in the benchmark and 20 percent in 
risk-free securities.

a relative loss of less than 100 percent 
means that the fund is losing less than the 
market in a cyclical downturn. a relative gain 
of more than 100 percent means that the fund 
is performing better than the market in a cycli-
cal upturn. if you compare with a fund’s stan-
dard deviation, these measures may explain 
why the standard devia- tion is higher or lower 
than the benchmark.

Relative gain/relative loss ratio shows the 
ratio between relative gain and relative loss. a 
value above one means that the fund is getting 
better paid for the risk assumed relative to the 
bench- mark. When ranking funds investing in 
the same market, the measure is strongly cor-
related with the sharpe ratio, but also shows 
whether the risk-adjusted return is better than 
the risk- adjusted return of the market. thus, 
the meas- ure may be used to compare funds 
in different markets, as opposed to the sharpe 
ratio, which may only be used to compare 
funds investing in the same market.

Positive/negative index divergence shows 
posi- tive or negative annual divergence 
during the relevant period. if positive diver-
gences are greater than the negative ones, the 
fund has achieved a higher return than the 
benchmark. the total of positive and nega-
tive divergences is a measure of the fund’s 
independence from the benchmark.

Index divergence ratio shows the ratio bet-
ween positive and negative benchmark diver-
gences. this is a measure of the ability to cre-
ate excess returns. the higher the number, the 
better you get paid for each negative bench-
mark diver- gence. the benchmark divergence 
ratio inter- prets risk as the chance of nega-
tive index diver- gences, as opposed to the 
information ratio, which construes the risk 
as irregular excess returns (not necessarily 
negative excess returns).

All calculations of measurements are based on monthly observations.

explanation of concepts

Traditional risk and performance 
measurements

Profit and loss analysis
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OWNERSHIP STRuCTuRE

oWnersHip structure

SKAGEN AS is owned by:
t.d Veen as  25,69 %
solbakken as  18,40 %
McM Westbø as     9,84 %
Harald espedal as    8,31 %
Kristian Falnes as    8,31 %
Månebakken as    7,29 %
Westbø as    7,29 %
other    14,88 %

nuMBer oF units oWned BY Board MeMBers and KeY persons

NAME NuMBER OF uNITS POSITION
Martin Gjelsvik 7 235 chairman of the Board and owner
tor dagfinn Veen 1 191 323  Board member, elected by the shareholders, and owner
Barbro Johansson 96 Board member, elected by the shareholders
Yuhong Jin Hermansen 5 705 Board member, elected by the unit holders
per Gustav Blom 1 385 Board member, elected by the unit holders
Jesper rangvid 5 000 deputy member, elected by the shareholders
anne sophie K. stensrud 1 455  deputy member, elected by the shareholders, and owner
Martin petersson 62 deputy member, elected by unit holders
Harald espedal 509 991 Managing director and owner
Kristian Falnes 787 697 portfolio manager and owner
J. Kristoffer c. stensrud 3 063 679 portfolio manager and owner

tHe election coMMittee

the election committee consists 
of sigve erland (chair) and Mette 
lundh Håkestad. the election 
committee proposes candidates for 
unit holder representatives for the 
Board of directors of sKaGen as.

 6 429
 556 553
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542 401

52 697
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193 360
4 920

309 132
 1 660 197
 3 329 009

By P.S. Krøyer, one of the Skagen painters. 
the picture belongs to the skagens Museum 

(the picture has been manipulated).

At breakfast, 1883. 
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What happened in 2013?

2013 was a year of greater optimism in which 
the global economy stabilised. it was also a 
year without major market corrections, but 
with a large discrepancy between returns in 
the various stock markets. the developed 
stock markets performed well, while perfor-
mance in emerging markets was unexpec-
tedly weak. this resulted in a large returns 
gap between developed and emerging mar-
kets. nevertheless, given the weakening of 
the norwegian krone, both markets ended 
up in positive absolute return territory as 
measured in noK. the good return from sKa-
Gen Kon-tiki demonstrated that sKaGen’s 
investment philosophy made it possible to 
attain good returns even in the unpopular 
emerging markets.
 
What can we expect in 2014?

We believe that the global economy will sta-
bilise further and that we will see somewhat 
stronger growth. it appears as though inte-
rest rates will remain low and we expect an 
improvement in companies’ earnings, both 
as a result of stronger growth and cost focus. 
slightly more expensive shares relatively 
speaking may give rise to more faith and 
doubt, however, and hence more fluctuations 
than we saw in 2013.

 there are, as always, some concerns, 
however. We may see a setback in economic 
growth, interest rates may increase more 
than expected and there is always some 
uncertainty around geopolitical develop-
ments.

 New mandate in SKAGEN Vekst

after more than 20 years, we are expanding 
the mandate of sKaGen’s oldest fund, sKa-
Gen Vekst, from a minimum of 50% invest-
ments in norway to a minimum of 50% in 
the nordics as of 1 January 2014. the rea-
son for this change is that over the past 20 
years, the oslo stock exchange has become 
increasingly dominated by energy-related 
companies, such that the risk profile no 
longer gives the risk/reward ratio sKaGen 

wants. With the expanded mandate, it will 
be easier to find companies that fulfil the 
three us in sKaGen’s investment philosophy. 
at the same time it was agreed that a so-
called high watermark would be introduced 
to calculate the fund’s variable fee, which 
will mean that unit holders may pay a lower 
management fee in volatile markets. a high 
watermark works in such a way that no vari-
able management fee is calculated unless 
the fund’s price is higher than it was at the 
previous calculation.
 
unit classes

sKaGen uses distributors and advisors in 
some countries and they receive retrocession 
for the work they do. in the netherlands and 
the uK, regulations have been introduced 
whereby distributors and advisors in these 
countries may not receive retrocession for 
individual client groups. in order to adapt to 
these regulations, in 2013 sKaGen laid the 
groundwork for establishing a so-called clean 
unit class in its three oldest equity funds 
from 1 January 2014.

Assets under management

assets under management increased in 2013 
by noK 18.8 billion (eur 0.4 billion) from 
noK 109.3 billion (eur 14.9 billion) to noK 
128.1 billion (eur 15.3 billion). altogether 
there were net redemptions of noK 6.3 bil-
lion (eur 808 million), mainly as a result of 
norwegian and global investors reducing 
their exposure to emerging markets. the 
value increase was noK 25.1 billion (eur 
1.2 billion).

sKaGen has retained its position as the 
largest independent fund manager in the 
norwegian mutual fund industry even though 
there were net redemptions of noK 6.1 billion 
(eur 777 million) in the equity funds in 2013.

 the fixed income funds had net redemp-
tions of noK 0.3 billion (eur 44 million), 
while the balanced fund sKaGen Balanse 
had new net subscriptions of noK 0.1 billion 
(eur 13 million).

sKaGen’s markets outside norway are 

becoming increasingly more important to 
the company. as of the end of 2013 nor-
wegian clients constituted 40% of the total 
assets under management, other scandi-
navian clients 35%, while clients outside 
scandinavia accounted for 25%.there were 
no unusually large redemptions in the equity 
or fixed income funds in 2013.

Returns in the funds

2013 was another demanding year for value 
managers and several of sKaGen’s equity 
funds delivered an unsatisfactory perfor-
mance in relative terms.

 all the funds delivered a good absolute 
return in 2013 as measured in noK. sKaGen 
Kon-tiki was the best equity fund in relative 
terms, with an excess return of 13 percentage 
points (12 percentage points in eur terms) 
relative to its benchmark index, while sKaGen 
Global and sKaGen Vekst underperformed their 
benchmarks slightly. sKaGen m² performed 
relatively weakly throughout its first full year in 
operation. all of the fixed income funds, as well 
as the balanced fund of fund, sKaGen Balanse 
60/40, outperformed their benchmark indexes.
 
unit holder meetings

the new act on securities funds which entered 
into force on 1 January 2012 has reinforced unit 
holder democracy by introducing unit holder 
meetings as a new decision-making body. unit 
holders have been given the authority through 
unit holder meetings to approve changes to 
articles of association and the merging of funds, 
provided that 75 percent of the votes represen-
ted at the meeting vote in favour of the change. 
the Financial supervisory authority of norway 
shall continue to ensure that the changes are 
lawful and that the management companies 
have followed the necessary procedures. accor-
ding to the new regulations, however, unit hol-
ders will be given the opportunity to assess 
and vote on which changes they believe are in 
their interests.

several unit holder meetings were held in 
2013, including one to establish the clean unit 
classes mentioned above. arrangements were 

For unit holders in SKAGEN’s funds, 2013 was one of the least volatile in the company’s 20-year history. 
The gap between developed and emerging markets grew, and this had an impact on the returns of 
several of our funds. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REPORT
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made to enable advance voting via sKaGen’s 
webpages in order to ensure that as many 
people as possible could participate.

Focus on client dialogue

sKaGen aims to provide clients with the best 
possible service, follow-up and communication, 
and strives to be innovative and unique in its 
client service and communication.

sKaGen’s webpages give a good overview of 
the funds’ performance and prices as well as a 
news service which provides for direct commu-
nication with sKaGen’s employees. Meanwhile 
the web portal “My page” provides unit holders 
with tailor-made information, reports and ana-
lysis on their holdings in sKaGen’s funds.

 there has been a lot of activity in all of the 
countries where sKaGen’s funds are marketed. 
the offices in norway, sweden and denmark 
have hosted inspiration, lunch and theme mee-
tings, all with good attendance. the office in the 
netherlands, which was established in 2011, is 
making good progress meeting clients in vari-
ous channels. in the uK, sKaGen mostly has 
institutional clients. there are often specific 
requirements regarding managing assets for 
this client group, and employees at the london 
office have spent a lot of time with clients and 
consultants reviewing sKaGen’s investment 
philosophy, risk management and internal 
control. sKaGen also dedicates substantial 
resources towards ensuring that distributors in 
the various countries have sufficient knowledge 
about sKaGen’s funds and that clients have 
the correct experience of sKaGen, even when 
operating through distributors.

sKaGen has adapted its webpages for use 
on tablets and mobile phones. a solution has 
also been developed for norwegian clients to 
trade via mobile phones using Bankid. in the 
nordic markets social media is becoming an 

increasingly important communication channel 
with our clients.

 each year sKaGen carries out a client sur-
vey in norway and sweden where we have the 
highest proportion of direct clients, to evaluate 
whether the company fulfils its goal of providing 
the best possible service and follow-up. the 
2013 client survey shows that clients are still 
satisfied with sKaGen.

SKAGEN’s employees

at the end of 2013, sKaGen has 179 employees 
divided between six offices in norway (sta-
vanger, trondheim, Ålesund, Bergen, oslo and 
tønsberg), two offices in sweden (stockholm 
and Gothenburg), and one office each in den-
mark (copenhagen), the uK (london) and the 
netherlands (amsterdam). sKaGen’s funds are 
also marketed in Finland, switzerland, luxem-
bourg, Belgium and iceland.

employee know-how and competency deve-
lopment is a priority for sKaGen and our clients. 
at the end of 2013 nearly all of sKaGen’s client 
representatives are authorised financial advi-
sors. the program has high requirements 
for theoretical and practical knowledge, and 
employees who deal with clients must sit exami-
nations supervised by an independent commit-
tee. in sweden a similar authorisation scheme 
was introduced in 2005, and all our swedish 
advisors are authorised in accordance with it.

during its almost 20 years of business, sKa-
Gen has had an incentive structure and owner-
ship model that encourages long-term planning 
and sustainable risk levels. the management 
company’s earnings fluctuate considerably with 
the markets and it has been essential to keep a 
low fixed cost base in order to sustain the orga-
nisation and maintain competence levels during 
hard times. in order to be able to recruit and 
keep the best employees in a global market, 

sKaGen must be able to pay a variable income 
when the company shows strong results.

sKaGen has a compensation model that 
is intended to encourage employees to work 
together to provide clients with the highest 
possible risk-adjusted returns. the model pro-
motes cooperation between all departments 
to ensure that clients experience sKaGen in 
the best possible way, also with respect to 
service, competent follow-up and communi-
cation. no employees have their salary directly 
tied to subscription results. thus we avoid the 
negative aspects often associated with such 
arrangements, including unhealthy internal 
competition and sales pressure, protection of 
own expertise and poor utilisation of employee 
resources.

sKaGen recruits employees with diverse 
backgrounds, and seeks to achieve a balance 
between male and female employees. at the 
end of the year, there were 63 female and 116 
male employees. there are equal opportuni-
ties for both genders with respect to terms of 
employment and pay. in 2013, sKaGen had 
an absence rate due to illness of 3.4 percent.

the Board of directors wishes to thank 
all employees for a great effort in 2013. 
employee competence and conduct are deci-
sive to sKaGen’s performance.

Organisation

sKaGen as is supervised by the Financial 
supervisory authority of norway, and is the 
manager for sKaGen’s funds. Handelsban-
ken is the funds’ custodian and the norwe-
gian central securities depository (Vps) is 
the registrar for sKaGen’s registry of unit 
holders.

Risk management

the Board has approved the funds’ risk pro-

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REPORT

Martin Gjelsvik 
Chairman of the Board  
and owner

Barbro Johansson 
Board member, elected by 
shareholders

Tor Dagfinn Veen 
Board member and owner

Yuhong Jin Hermansen 
Board member, elected by  
unit holders
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file, which shall be reviewed at least annu-
ally. the Board receives risk reports at every 
Board meeting. sKaGen’s funds take a holis-
tic approach to managing market risk, credit 
risk, liquidity risk, operational and legal risk 
and reputational risk. employees responsible 
for risk and compliance work in close coo-
peration with the various departments, but 
at the same time remain independent and 
report directly to the Board.  

Financial risk

the funds’ financial risk is low and only con-
sists of interest rate risk, as they only have 
short-term debt connected with the settle-
ment of securities.

Market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk

risk in fund investments arise as a conse-
quence of market movements, developments in 
currency, interest rates and the economic cycle 
as well as sector and company specific issues. 
throughout 2013 the anticipated risk level at 
portfolio level was unusually low. the actual risk 
was in line with expectations, with the excep-
tion of the property fund sKaGen m². Here the 
risk was actually higher than expected due to 
a combination of the fund’s high exposure to 
the asian markets and the weak development 

and significant turbulence in india, indonesia 
and thailand. the market risk is expected to be 
somewhat higher in 2014 than in 2013 due to 
the fact that equities in general have become 
more expensive relative to value multiples as 
well as imminent political elections in several 
important markets. this gives more room for 
faith and doubt and it may become more unclear 
what will capture investors’ interest and gene-
rate risk aversion.

in addition to statutory requirements, sKa-
Gen takes different approaches to managing 
the relevant risk categories. sKaGen aims to 
reduce the market risk by diversifying invest-
ments between various sector, country and 
currency types. sKaGen applies the investment 
philosophy when analysing a company’s valua-
tion, product/market matrix, gearing and the 
liquidity of the security. investments in the fixed 
income funds are made based on an evaluation 
of the creditworthiness of individual issuers and 
the general economic and institutional condi-
tions in the country in which the issuer resides. 
the credit risk is limited by having a minimum 
requirement regarding creditworthiness and 
counterparty type. credit risk in the form of 
counterparty risk on settlement is reduced by 
seeking instant delivery versus payment (dVp) 
as well as surveying broker counterparty quality 

with regard to creditworthiness and accounts.
liquidity risk is assessed on a regular basis, 

among other things by reviewing historically 
large net redemptions relative to conservative 
estimates of the potential to sell each security.

operational risk is followed up and managed 
via updated event registers as well as detai-
led discussions with the company’s managing 
directors in the various market areas. the 
different contributors to operational risk are 
then assessed by the managing directors on 
an aggregate level and potential measures 
weighed up.

 sKaGen has drawn up internal routines to 
reduce the risk of operational errors that could 
have an impact on the funds.  

Both legal requirements and internal guide-
lines have been adhered to in 2013.

the Board confirms that the premise of the 
management company as a going concern con-
tinues to be fulfilled.

Investment philosophy

the Board adheres to sKaGen’s investment 
philosophy and business concept. We are 
convinced that the best way to create excess 
return for clients – currently as previously – 
is to have an active investment philosophy 
whereby portfolio managers seek unpopular, 

Proposal for the allocation of funds’ income:

Per Gustav Blom 
Board member, elected by  
unit holders

Anne Sophie K. Stensrud 
Deputy member and owner

Jesper Rangvid 
Deputy member, elected  
by shareholders

stavanger 30  January 2014

Board of sKaGen as

 (All FIGuRES IN 1,000 NOK)
SKAGEN  

VEKST
 SKAGEN  
GlOBAl

 SKAGEN  
KON-TIKI 

SKAGEN 
M2

SKAGEN  
AVKASTNING

SKAGEN  
HøyRENTE

SKAGEN HøyRENTE 
INSTITuSJON

SKAGEN 
TElluS

SKAGEN  
KRONA (IN SEK)

SKAGEN  
BAlANSE 60/40

incoMe stateMent 1 660 057 11 055 789 8 327 903 -20 399 31 003 90 947 28 820  42 765 20 129  17 884 
Allocation of net income
transfer to/from retained earnings 1 660 057  11 055 789  8 327 903 -20 399  -6 176 4 777  -3 454  -11 769  945  17 884 
allocation for distribution to unit holders  -    -    -    -    37 179    86 170 32 273  54 535  -    -   
net distributed to unit holders during 
the year  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   19 184   - 
TOTAl 1 660 057 11 055 789 8 327 903 -20 399 31 003 90 947 28 820 42 765 20 129 17 884

Martin Petersson 
Deputy member, elected by 
unit holders

Martin Gjelsvik tor dagfinn Veen Martin petersson Yuhong Jin Hermansen Barbro Johansson anne s.K. stensrud Jesper rangvid per Gustav Blom
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FINANCIAl STATEMENT

Annual Financial Statement 2013

stavanger 30  January 2014

Board of sKaGen as

INCOME STATEMENT        SKAGEN Vekst                 SKAGEN Global                   SKAGEN Kon-Tiki                  SKAGEN m²*  SKAGEN  
 Balanse 60/40** 

(all figures in 1,000 noK) Notes 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012

Portfolio revenue and costs

interest income and costs  678  -2 024  7 066  -5 913  7 947  5 790  -29  50  1 216  693 

dividends  185 561  195 731  1 002 452  884 975  974 735  1 195 258  20 490  427  -    -   

realised capital gain/loss  45 664  -37 525  2 100 568  590 257  560 193  273 256  12 861  41  2 664  -104 

change unrealised gain/loss 7  1 632 804  652 076  8 353 608  2 222 686  8 451 539  1 589 782  -47 481  3 585  14 318  930 

Guarantee commission  195  -    370  -    536  -    -    -    -    -   

Brokers' fees  -5 438  -7 640  -33 751  -26 867  -54 579  -47 478  -2 167  -474  -    -   

currency gain/loss  23 759  -21 866  159 551  -101 630  68 446  -80 649  1 318  -185  -    -   

PORTFOlIO RESulT  1 883 224  778 751  11 589 864  3 563 508  10 008 817  2 935 959  -15 008  3 444  18 198  1 518 

Management revenue and costs

commission from sale and redemption of units - - -1 - - - - - - -

Management fee - fixed 8  -74 800  -74 873  -412 391  -330 487  -955 657  -888 357  -8 307  -466  -    -   

Management fee - variable 8  -136 194  -25 740  -    -63 312  -633 789  222 463  4 126  183  -    -   

ASSET MANAGEMENT RESulT  -210 994  -100 613  -412 392  -393 799  -1 589 447  -665 894  -4 181  -283  -    -   
RESulT BEFORE TAX  1 672 229  678 139  11 177 472  3 169 709  8 419 371  2 270 065  -19 189  3 161  18 198  1 518 

tax cost 10  -12 173  -11 600  -121 683  -96 849  -91 468  -130 070  -1 210  -45  -314  -236 

NET INCOME  1 660 057  666 539  11 055 789  3 072 860  8 327 903  2 139 995  -20 399  3 116  17 884  1 282 

Allocation of net income

transfer to/from retained earnings 9  1 660 057  666 539  11 055 789  3 072 860  8 327 903  2 139 995  -20 399  3 116  17 884  1 282 

allocated for distribution to unit holders 9 - - - - - - - - - -

net distributed to unit holders during the year 9 - - - - - - - - - -

TOTAl  1 660 057  666 539  11 055 789  3 072 860  8 327 903  2 139 995  -20 399  3 116  17 884  1 282 

BAlANCE SHEET 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012

Assets

norwegian securities at cost price 3,7  2 558 016  3 448 770  1 479 170  914 112  1 307 106  1 042 332  11 330  4 720  175 097  68 277 

Foreign securities at cost price 3,7  3 283 566  3 178 796  32 526 759  29 264 262  34 803 657  38 524 216  520 320  191 991  -    -   

unrealised capital gain/loss 7  2 028 704  398 998  10 756 595  2 403 282  13 100 771  4 657 004  -43 897  3 585  15 247  930 

accrued interest securities 7  -    -    -    -    -    -    88  -    -    -   

TOTAl SECuRITIES PORTFOlIO  7 870 285  7 026 564  44 762 524  32 581 656  49 211 534  44 223 552  487 841  200 296  190 344  69 207 
dividend receivable  17 589  8 091  108 153  150 691  166 010  137 273  499  151  -    -   

TOTAl  ACCRuED INCOME   17 589  8 091  108 153  150 691  166 010  137 273  499  151  -    -   
deferred tax asset 10  -    -    -    -    -   -  1 865  -    18 -

accounts receivable - brokers  -    794  86 544  16 912  166 170  14 210  2 654  -    -    -   

accounts receivable - management company  4  1  18  4  26  8  1 954  5  -    -   

tax receivable on dividends  6 441  5 602  43 429  30 658  5 248  2 284  848  -    -    -   

other  receivables  -    -    -    -    -    -    202  -    -    -   

TOTAl OTHER RECEIVABlES  6 445  6 398  129 991  47 574  171 445  16 503  7 522  5  18  -   
Bank deposits  306 670  190 556  1 841 208  1 726 057  1 478 438  1 973 195  13 569  14 583  2 561  408 

TOTAl ASSETS  8 200 989  7 231 609  46 841 877  34 505 978  51 027 427  46 350 522  509 430  215 034  192 923  69 615 

Equity Capital
unit capital at par value 9  500 868  559 112  4 262 254  4 103 250  8 056 199  8 889 649  478 320  210 869  162 382  68 116 

premium 9  -2 330 671  -1 588 476  18 482 830  17 287 148  20 158 787  23 779 564  45 874  7  10 993  -43 

TOTAl PAID-IN EQuITy CAPITAl  -1 829 803  -1 029 364  22 745 084  21 390 398  28 214 987  32 669 214  524 194  210 876  173 375  68 073 
retained earnings 9  9 871 410  8 211 354  23 938 254  12 882 465  21 846 541  13 518 639  -17 283  3 116  19 167  1 282 

allocated to unitholders for reinvestment in new units 9  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

TOTAl EQuITy CAPITAl  8 041 607  7 181 990  46 683 338  34 272 863  50 061 528  46 187 853  506 911  213 992  192 542  69 356 

Debt
deferred tax 10  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    12  -    29 

accounts payable -  brokers  -    4 334  3 688  50 841  53 916  127 765  71  607  -    -   

accounts payable - management company  156 162  43 379  114 983  147 900  882 652  2 589  -    283  -    -   

other debt 10  3 220  1 905  39 868  34 373  29 331  32 316  2 448  140  381  230 

TOTAl OTHER DEBT  159 382  49 619  158 539  233 114  965 899  162 670  2 519  1 042  381  259 
TOTAl DEBT AND EQuITy CAPITAl  8 200 989  7 231 609  46 841 877  34 505 978  51 027 427  46 350 522  509 430  215 034  192 923  69 615 

* the fund was launched on 31.10.2012
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INCOME STATEMENT  SKAGEN Tellus SKAGEN 
Avkastning

                       SKAGEN Høyrente SKAGEN Høyrente  
Institusjon                  SKAGEN Krona* 

(all figures in 1,000 noK) Notes 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012

Portfolio revenue and costs

interest income and costs  14 910  18 315  37 181  37 264  102 957  135 347  32 259  47 518  21 672  18 933 

dividends - - - - - - - - - -

realised capital gain/loss  47 765  5 898  18 656  5 506  -2 226  1 456  199  -566  -    -   

change unrealised gain/loss 7  -20 438  8 035  -7 989  21 251  -743  15 772  -1 852  4 511  246  1 732 

Guarantee commission - - - - - - - - - -

Brokers' fees  -26  -15  -10  -10  -5  -99  -3  -64  -33  -97 

currency gain/loss  4 587  -1 022  -10 696  13 451  -    -    -    -    -    -   

PORTFOlIO RESulT  46 798  31 210  37 141  77 463  99 984  152 475  30 603  51 399  21 885  20 569 

Management revenue and costs

commission from sale and redemption of units  - - - - - - - - - -

Management fee - fixed 8  -4 033  -3 889  -6 138  -5 225  -9 036  -10 096  -1 783  -2 225  -1 757  -1 094 

Management fee - variable 8 - - - - - - - - - -

ASSET MANAGEMENT RESulT  -4 033  -3 889  -6 138  -5 225  -9 036  -10 096  -1 783  -2 225  -1 757  -1 094 
RESulT BEFORE TAX  42 765  27 322  31 003  72 238  90 947  142 379  28 820  49 173  20 129  19 475 

tax cost 10  -    -78  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

NET INCOME  42 765  27 244  31 003  72 238  90 947  142 379  28 820  49 173  20 129  19 475 

Allocation of net income

transfer to/from retained earnings 9  -11 769  27 244  -6 176  35 632  4 777  23 093  -3 454  10 662  945  -9 056 

allocated for distribution to unit holders 9  54 535  -    37 179  36 606  86 170  119 286  32 273  38 511  -    -   

net distributed to unit holders during the year 9  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    19 184  28 531 

TOTAl  42 765  27 244  31 003  72 238  90 947  142 379  28 820  49 173  20 129  19 475 

BAlANCE SHEET 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012

Assets

norwegian securities at cost price 3,7  34 253  -    789 381  793 547  2 378 339  2 984 971  714 565  797 137  -    -   

Foreign securities at cost price 3,7  458 920  439 235  139 365  153 977  -    -    -    -    837 349  795 819 

unrealised capital gain/loss 7  -5 720  14 717  5 179  13 168  9 908  10 651  1 628  3 480  1 804  1 558 

accrued interest securities 7  8 146  7 940  5 383  6 950  7 011  13 202  2 335  5 193  2 653  3 359 

TOTAl SECuRITIES PORTFOlIO  495 599  461 892  939 308  967 642  2 395 258  3 008 825  718 528  805 810  841 806  800 736 
dividend receivable  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

TOTAl ACCRuED INCOME  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   
deferred tax asset 10 - - - - - - - - - -

accounts receivable - brokers  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

accounts receivable - management company  5  1  2  -    7  -    5  -    2  -   

tax receivable on dividends  955  852  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

other  receivables  -    -    -    -    -    179  -    -    -    -   

TOTAl OTHER RECEIVABlES  960  854  2  -    7  179  5  -    2  -   
Bank deposits  11 094  8 951  260 080  148 923  1 044 806  850 446  547 768  489 951  23 075  29 083 

TOTAl ASSETS  507 653  471 696  1 199 390  1 116 565  3 440 071  3 859 449  1 266 301  1 295 761  864 882  829 819 

Equity Capital

unit capital at par value 9  416 855  423 042  852 668  788 149  3 309 524  3 693 165  1 235 057  1 256 286  848 159  818 539 

premium 9  45 046  44 285  302 771  277 172  29 180  33 864  -2 995  -2 937  6 382  6 171 

TOTAl PAID-IN EQuITy CAPITAl  461 900  467 327  1 155 438  1 065 321  3 338 705  3 727 029  1 232 062  1 253 349  854 541  824 710 
retained earnings 9  -10 184  3 301  5 594  13 420  10 025  10 274  1 260  3 123  1 918  1 647 

allocated to unitholders for reinvestment in new units 9  54 494  -41  36 578  36 124  85 983  119 583  32 512  38 750  -    -   

TOTAl EQuITy CAPITAl  506 210  470 588  1 197 611  1 114 865  3 434 713  3 856 886  1 265 834  1 295 222  856 459  826 357 

Debt

deferred tax 10 - - - - - - - - - -

accounts payable -  brokers  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

accounts payable - management company  1 036  959  1 566  1 373  2 227  2 563  467  539  473  363 

other debt 10  407  150  214  327  3 130  -    -    -    7 951  3 099 

TOTAl OTHER DEBT  1 443  1 109  1 780  1 700  5 358  2 563  467  539  8 424  3 462 
TOTAl DEBT AND EQuITy CAPITAl  507 653  471 696  1 199 390  1 116 565  3 440 071  3 859 449  1 266 301  1 295 761  864 882  829 819 
* in 1000 seK 
** the fund came into operation on 29.02.2012 

INCOME STATEMENT        SKAGEN Vekst                 SKAGEN Global                   SKAGEN Kon-Tiki                  SKAGEN m²*  SKAGEN  
 Balanse 60/40** 

(all figures in 1,000 noK) Notes 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012

Portfolio revenue and costs

interest income and costs  678  -2 024  7 066  -5 913  7 947  5 790  -29  50  1 216  693 

dividends  185 561  195 731  1 002 452  884 975  974 735  1 195 258  20 490  427  -    -   

realised capital gain/loss  45 664  -37 525  2 100 568  590 257  560 193  273 256  12 861  41  2 664  -104 

change unrealised gain/loss 7  1 632 804  652 076  8 353 608  2 222 686  8 451 539  1 589 782  -47 481  3 585  14 318  930 

Guarantee commission  195  -    370  -    536  -    -    -    -    -   

Brokers' fees  -5 438  -7 640  -33 751  -26 867  -54 579  -47 478  -2 167  -474  -    -   

currency gain/loss  23 759  -21 866  159 551  -101 630  68 446  -80 649  1 318  -185  -    -   

PORTFOlIO RESulT  1 883 224  778 751  11 589 864  3 563 508  10 008 817  2 935 959  -15 008  3 444  18 198  1 518 

Management revenue and costs

commission from sale and redemption of units - - -1 - - - - - - -

Management fee - fixed 8  -74 800  -74 873  -412 391  -330 487  -955 657  -888 357  -8 307  -466  -    -   

Management fee - variable 8  -136 194  -25 740  -    -63 312  -633 789  222 463  4 126  183  -    -   

ASSET MANAGEMENT RESulT  -210 994  -100 613  -412 392  -393 799  -1 589 447  -665 894  -4 181  -283  -    -   
RESulT BEFORE TAX  1 672 229  678 139  11 177 472  3 169 709  8 419 371  2 270 065  -19 189  3 161  18 198  1 518 

tax cost 10  -12 173  -11 600  -121 683  -96 849  -91 468  -130 070  -1 210  -45  -314  -236 

NET INCOME  1 660 057  666 539  11 055 789  3 072 860  8 327 903  2 139 995  -20 399  3 116  17 884  1 282 

Allocation of net income

transfer to/from retained earnings 9  1 660 057  666 539  11 055 789  3 072 860  8 327 903  2 139 995  -20 399  3 116  17 884  1 282 

allocated for distribution to unit holders 9 - - - - - - - - - -

net distributed to unit holders during the year 9 - - - - - - - - - -

TOTAl  1 660 057  666 539  11 055 789  3 072 860  8 327 903  2 139 995  -20 399  3 116  17 884  1 282 

BAlANCE SHEET 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012 31.12.2013 31.12.2012

Assets

norwegian securities at cost price 3,7  2 558 016  3 448 770  1 479 170  914 112  1 307 106  1 042 332  11 330  4 720  175 097  68 277 

Foreign securities at cost price 3,7  3 283 566  3 178 796  32 526 759  29 264 262  34 803 657  38 524 216  520 320  191 991  -    -   

unrealised capital gain/loss 7  2 028 704  398 998  10 756 595  2 403 282  13 100 771  4 657 004  -43 897  3 585  15 247  930 

accrued interest securities 7  -    -    -    -    -    -    88  -    -    -   

TOTAl SECuRITIES PORTFOlIO  7 870 285  7 026 564  44 762 524  32 581 656  49 211 534  44 223 552  487 841  200 296  190 344  69 207 
dividend receivable  17 589  8 091  108 153  150 691  166 010  137 273  499  151  -    -   

TOTAl  ACCRuED INCOME   17 589  8 091  108 153  150 691  166 010  137 273  499  151  -    -   
deferred tax asset 10  -    -    -    -    -   -  1 865  -    18 -

accounts receivable - brokers  -    794  86 544  16 912  166 170  14 210  2 654  -    -    -   

accounts receivable - management company  4  1  18  4  26  8  1 954  5  -    -   

tax receivable on dividends  6 441  5 602  43 429  30 658  5 248  2 284  848  -    -    -   

other  receivables  -    -    -    -    -    -    202  -    -    -   

TOTAl OTHER RECEIVABlES  6 445  6 398  129 991  47 574  171 445  16 503  7 522  5  18  -   
Bank deposits  306 670  190 556  1 841 208  1 726 057  1 478 438  1 973 195  13 569  14 583  2 561  408 

TOTAl ASSETS  8 200 989  7 231 609  46 841 877  34 505 978  51 027 427  46 350 522  509 430  215 034  192 923  69 615 

Equity Capital
unit capital at par value 9  500 868  559 112  4 262 254  4 103 250  8 056 199  8 889 649  478 320  210 869  162 382  68 116 

premium 9  -2 330 671  -1 588 476  18 482 830  17 287 148  20 158 787  23 779 564  45 874  7  10 993  -43 

TOTAl PAID-IN EQuITy CAPITAl  -1 829 803  -1 029 364  22 745 084  21 390 398  28 214 987  32 669 214  524 194  210 876  173 375  68 073 
retained earnings 9  9 871 410  8 211 354  23 938 254  12 882 465  21 846 541  13 518 639  -17 283  3 116  19 167  1 282 

allocated to unitholders for reinvestment in new units 9  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

TOTAl EQuITy CAPITAl  8 041 607  7 181 990  46 683 338  34 272 863  50 061 528  46 187 853  506 911  213 992  192 542  69 356 

Debt
deferred tax 10  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    12  -    29 

accounts payable -  brokers  -    4 334  3 688  50 841  53 916  127 765  71  607  -    -   

accounts payable - management company  156 162  43 379  114 983  147 900  882 652  2 589  -    283  -    -   

other debt 10  3 220  1 905  39 868  34 373  29 331  32 316  2 448  140  381  230 

TOTAl OTHER DEBT  159 382  49 619  158 539  233 114  965 899  162 670  2 519  1 042  381  259 
TOTAl DEBT AND EQuITy CAPITAl  8 200 989  7 231 609  46 841 877  34 505 978  51 027 427  46 350 522  509 430  215 034  192 923  69 615 
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SKAGEN Vekst note 8, 9, 10 & 11

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the fixed management fee constitutes 1 percent p.a. of daily assets under management in addition to 
the variable management fee: 1/10 of the return above 6 percent p.a.measured in norwegian kroner. 

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION 

unit capital Premium
Retained  
earnings Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  559 112  -1 588 476  8 211 354  7 181 990 

issue of units  48 034  640 780  688 814 

redemption of units  -106 278  -1 382 974  -1 489 252 

net income   1 660 057 1 660 057 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  500 868  -2 330 671  9 871 410  8 041 607 

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 5 008 679 5 591 123 6 243 962

Base price per unit (in noK)*  1 605,2264  1 284,4768  1 173,0200 

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised 
figures as of 31/12 are used in the annual  financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur. 

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
equity funds are, in principle, exempt from tax on gains and do not have the right to deduct 
losses on realisation of equities when calculating taxable income. Furthermore, dividends 
received from companies within the eu/eea are, in principle, tax-exempt. However, 3 percent 
of  dividends received from these companies are treated as taxable to norway. 

dividends received from companies outside the eu/eea are taxable. the funds may in addition 
be charged withholding tax on dividends received from all foreign companies.

the tax cost for the years 2013 and 2012 in sKaGen Vekst is associated with withholding tax 
on foreign dividends.      

NOTE 11. RISK AMOuNT (in noK) 
risK amount determined as of 01.01:

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
-0,35 -0,37 3,28 -0,50 1,73 1,26 3,62

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
3,77 0,51 2,03 3,06 -7,03 -9,44

SKAGEN Global note 8, 9 & 10

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the fixed management fee constitutes 1 percent p.a. of daily assets under management 
in addition to the variable management fee: 1/10 of better value development measured 
in percent in the fund’s asset value compared with the reference index Msci all country 
World daily total return net $, measured in norwegian kroner.  

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION

unit capital Premium
Retained  
earnings Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  4 103 250  17 287 148  12 882 465  34 272 863 

issue of units  940 053  7 989 200  8 929 253 

redemption of units  -781 049  -6 793 519  -7 574 568 

net income   11 055 789  11 055 789 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  4 262 254  18 482 830  23 938 254  46 683 338 

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 42 622 543 41 032 500 41 481 231

Base price per unit (in noK)*  1 095,2810  835,3336  758,2843 

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised 
figures as of 31/12 are used in the annual  financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur. 

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
equity funds are, in principle, exempt from tax on gains and do not have the right to deduct 
losses on realisation of equities when calculating taxable income. Furthermore, dividends 
received from companies within the eu/eea are, in principle, tax-exempt.  However, 3 percent 
of  dividends received from these companies are treated as taxable to norway. 

dividends received from companies outside the eu/eea are taxable. the funds may in addition 
be charged withholding tax on dividends received from all foreign companies.

the tax cost for the years 2013 and 2012 in sKaGen Global is associated with withholding 
tax on foreign dividends. 

SKAGEN Kon-Tiki note 8, 9, 10 & 11

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the fixed management fee constitutes 2 percent p.a. of daily assets under management in 
addition to the variable management fee: 1/10 of better value development in percent in the 
fund’s asset value compared with the reference index Msci emerging Markets index daily traded 
net total return $, measured in norwegian kroner. in case of poorer value development in the 
fund’s net asset value relative to the benchmark, 10 percent of the difference will be deducted 
from the fixed management fee.  However the total management fee may not exceed 4 percent 
p.a. and may not be lower than 1 percent p.a. of average assets under management. 

NOTE 1: ACCOuNTING PRINCIPlES
all figures in noK 1,000 unless otherwise stated.

the accounts for 2013 are prepared in accordance with the norwegian accounting law and 
regulation for annual financial statements for securities funds.  

Financial instruments:
all financial instruments, such as shares, bonds and certificates, are valued at fair value 
(market value).

Determination of fair value:
securities are valued at market prices as of 31.12.2013.

Bonds and notes, for which there are no ”marketmaker” prices, are at all times valued 
against the applicable credit spreads and yield curve.

unlisted equities are valued according to the latest trading price, value adjustments made 
by brokers and/or internal valuations.

Currency exchange rates:
securities and bank deposit/overdraft in foreign currency are valued at the prevailing 
exchange rate at the time of pricing 31.12.2013.

Treatment of transaction costs:
transaction costs in the form of commission to brokers is charged to expenses at the time 
of the transaction.

Allocated to unitholders for reinvestment:
net taxable income in the fixed income funds, comprised of interest income, realised 
capital gain/loss and other income with deduction of management fee and transaction 
related custodian costs, is distributed to the unit holders as the issue of new units as of 
31.12.2013. 

all distributions to unitholders in fixed income funds are treated as allocations of profit in 
accordance with the regulation for annual financial statements for securities funds. 
distributions from fixed income funds are accounted for by entering reinvestments as new 
units in the fund in the financial year.

NOTE 2: FINANCIAl DERIVATIVES
the funds have not held financial derivatives during the year.

NOTE 3: FINANCIAl MARKET RISK
through investment in norwegian and foreign businesses, the equity funds are exposed to 
share price, currency exchange and liquidity risks. the fixed income funds are exposed to 
interest and credit risks, liquidity risks and to currency risks in those cases where the funds 
invest in currencies other than noK.

in addition to laws, regulations and articles of association regulating the risks in the 
funds, the funds are managed with a conscious focus on company-specific risks related to 
the companies constituting the funds’ portfolios. 

NOTE 4: CuSTODIAN COST
the funds are only charged transaction related custodian costs.

NOTE 5: TuRNOVER RATE
the turnover rate is a measure related to the average duration of the investments in the fund. 

the turnover rate is calculated as whichever is the smaller amount of either purchases and sales 
of securities in the portfolio during the year, divided by average assets under managment during 
the year.  the formula is an approach for calculating the funds’ turnover rate. 

The funds’ turnover rate for the year 2013 was:    

sKaGen Vekst 29 %
sKaGen Global 20 %
sKaGen Kon tiki 21 %
sKaGen m² 52 %
sKaGen Balanse 60/40 36 %
sKaGen avkastning 68 %
sKaGen Høyrente 33 %
sKaGen Høyrente institusjon 68 %
sKaGen tellus 358 %
sKaGen Krona 116 %

NOTE 6:  SuBSCRIPTION FEE 
there are no subscription or redemption fees for any of the funds.

NOTE 7: 

refer to pages 57 to 69

General notes 2013
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NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION

unit capital Premium
Retained  
earnings Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  8 889 649  23 779 564  13 518 639  46 187 853 

issue of units  1 488 075  6 927 199  8 415 274 

redemption of units  -2 321 525  -10 547 976  -12 869 501 

net income   8 327 903  8 327 903 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  8 056 199  20 158 787  21 846 541  50 061 528 

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 80 561 992 88 896 486 82 687 385
Base price per unit (in noK)*  621,4137  519,6300  492,0310 

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised 
figures as of 31/12 are used in the annual  financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur. 

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
equity funds are, in principle, exempt from tax on gains and do not have the right to deduct 
losses on realisation of equities when calculating taxable income. Furthermore, dividends 
received from companies within the eu/eea are, in principle, tax-exempt. However, 3 percent 
of  dividends received from these companies are treated as taxable to norway. 

dividends received from companies outside the eu/eea are taxable. the funds may in addition 
be charged withholding tax on dividends received from all foreign companies.

the tax cost for the years 2013 and 2012 in sKaGen Kon-tiki is associated with withholding 
tax on foreign dividends. 

NOTE 11. RISK AMOuNT (in noK) 
risK amount determined as of 01.01:

2003 2004 2005 2006
3.26 1.80 -0.11 0.00

SKAGEN Høyrente note 8, 9 & 10

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the management fee constitutes 0.25 percent p.a. of daily assets under management.

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION

unit capital Premium
Retained 
earnings

Allocated to 
unitholders for 

reinvestment Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  3 693 165  33 864  10 274  119 583  3 856 886 

issue of units 2 614 630 33 421 32 454  2 680 505 

redemption of units -2 998 271 -38 105 -37 479 -3 073 855

reinvested for unitholders -119 770 -119 770

allocated to unitholders for reinvestment 86 170 86 170

net income/loss after distribution to unitholders 4 777 4 777

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF  31.12.2013  3 309 524  29 180  10 025  85 983  3 434 713 

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 33 095 242 36 931 648 40 190 371
Base price per unit (in noK)*  103,7847  104,4340  104,1241 

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised 
figures as of 31/12 are used in the annual  financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur. 

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
the fixed income funds are taxable with 28 percent of net realised capital gain on interest-
bearing securities, interest income accrued, currency gain/loss, minus tax-deductible costs, 
which, amongst other things, include management fee. the taxable net profit is in principle 
distributed among unitholders so that the fund is in a non-taxpaying position.

SKAGEN Høyrente Institusjon note 8, 9 & 10

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the management fee constitutes 0.15 percent p.a. of daily assets under management.

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION

unit capital Premium
Retained 
earnings

Allocated to 
unitholders for 

reinvestment Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  1 256 286  -2 937  3 123  38 750  1 295 222 

issue of units 402 892 -261 6 559  409 189 

redemption of units -424 120 203 -4 969  -428 886 

reinvested for unitholders -38 511  -38 511 

allocated to unitholders for reinvestment 32 273  32 273 

net income/loss after distribution to unitholders -3 454  -3 454 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  1 235 057  -2 995  1 260  32 512  1 265 834 

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 12 350 572 12 562 857 16 667 559

Base price per unit (in noK)*  102,4937  103,1008  103,0476 

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised 
figures as of 31/12 are used in the annual  financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur. 

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
the fixed income funds are taxable with 28 percent of net realised capital gain on interest-
bearing securities, interest income accrued, currency gain/loss, minus tax-deductible costs, 
which, amongst other things, include management fee. the taxable net profit is in principle 
distributed among unitholders so that the fund is in a non-taxpaying position.

SKAGEN Avkastning note 8, 9, 10 & 11

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the management fee constitutes 0.5 percent p.a. of daily assets under management. 

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION

unit capital Premium
Retained 
earnings

Allocated to 
 unitholders for 

reinvestment Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  788 149  277 172  13 420  36 124 1 114 865

issue of units  553 927  204 419  9 221 767 567

redemption of units  -489 408  -178 821  -10 872 -679 101

reinvested for unitholders  -36 725 -36 725

allocated to unitholders for distribution  37 179  37 179

net income/loss after distribution to unitholders  -6 176    -6 176

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  852 668  302 771  5 594  36 578 1 197 611

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 8 526 677 7 881 492 8 746 638

Base price per unit (in noK)* 140,4571 141,457 131,963

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised 
figures as of 31/12 are used in the annual  financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur. 

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
the fixed income funds are taxable with 28 percent of net realised capital gain on interest-
bearing securities, interest income accrued, currency gain/loss, minus tax-deductible costs, 
which, amongst other things, include management fee. the taxable net profit is in principle 
distributed among unitholders so that the fund is in a non-taxpaying position. 

NOTE 11. CuRRENCy RISK 
sKaGen avkastning does not use currency hedging instruments against norwegain kroner, 
but has as of 31.12.2013 overdrafts in eur and MXn bank accounts in order to reduce the 
currency exposure of the investments in portugese Government  and Mexican Government.

SKAGEN Tellus note 8, 9 & 10

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the management fee constitutes 0.8 percent p.a. of daily assets under management.

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION

unit capital Premium
Retained 
earnings

Allocated to 
unitholders for 

reinvestment Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  423 042  44 285  3 301  -41  470 588 

issue of units  205 605  23 634  13 868  243 106 

redemption of units  -211 792  -22 874  -15 584  -250 249 

reinvested for unitholders  54 535  54 535 

net income/loss after distribution to unitholders  -11 769  -11 769 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  416 855  45 046  -10 184  54 494  506 210 

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 4 168 548 4 230 420 5 089 726
Base price per unit (in noK)*  121,4385  111,2406  104,8583 

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised 
figures as of 31/12 are used in the annual  financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur. 

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
the fixed income funds are taxable with 28 percent of net realised capital gain on interest-
bearing securities, interest income accrued, currency gain/loss, minus tax-deductible costs, 
which, amongst other things, include management fee. the taxable net profit is in principle 
distributed among unitholders so that the fund is in a non-taxpaying position.

sKaGen tellus has a tax loss carry-forward of noK 6 million as of 31/12/2012. the related 
deferred tax credit is not recorded in the balance sheet due to uncertainty surrounding the 
future use of this position.

the tax loss carry-forward has been used during 2013.    
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SKAGEN Krona note 8, 9 & 10 (in 1,000 seK)

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the management fee constitutes 0.2 percent p.a. of daily assets under management.

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION

unit capital Premium
Retained 
earnings Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  818 539  6 171  1 647  826 357 

issue of units  734  920 6 547  8 764  750 231 

redemption of units  -724 306  -6 514  -9 438  -740 258 

reinvested for unitholders  19  006  178  19 184 

net income  945  945 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  848 159  6 382  1 918  856 459 

31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11
number of units issued 8 481 594 8 185 390 3 900 661
Base price per unit (in noK)*  100,9781  100,9874  100,7418 

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised figures 
as of 31/12 are used in the annual financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur.  

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
the fixed income funds are taxable with 28 percent of net realised capital gain on interest-
bearing securities, interest income accrued, currency gain/loss, minus tax-deductible costs, 
which, amongst other things, include management fee. the taxable net profit is in principle 
distributed among unitholders so that the fund is in a non-taxpaying position.

SKAGEN Balanse 60/40 note 8, 9 & 10

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
sKaGen Balanse 60/40 is not charged a management fee but the underlying funds are 
charged management fees in accordance with the prospectus for each fund. 

the applicable management fee in the potential underlying funds are as follows: 

Fixed fee in percent p.a. of the daily 
assets under management

Variable  
management fee

sKaGen avkastning 0,5%  -   

sKaGen tellus 0,8%  -   

sKaGen Høyrente 0,25 %  -   

sKaGen Høyrente institusjon 0,15 %  -   

sKaGen Vekst 1,0% 1/10 of return above 6 % p.a. 

sKaGen Global 1,0% *

sKaGen Kon-tiki 2,0% **

*     1/10 of better value development measured in percent in the fund’s asset value compared with the reference index Msci all     
 country World daily total return net $, measured in norwegian kroner.  
** 1/10 of better value development in percent in the fund’s asset value compared with the reference index Msci emerging  
 Markets index daily traded net total return $, measured in norwegian kroner. in case of poorer value development in the  
 fund’s net asset value relative to the benchmark, 10 percent of the difference will be deducted from the fixed management  
 fee. However the total management fee may not exceed 4 percent p.a. and may not be lower than 1 percent p.a. of average  
 assets under management.

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION 

unit capital Premium
Retained 
earnings Total

eQuitY capital  as oF 1.1.2013  68 116  -43  1 282  69 356 

issue of units  173 877  19 781  193 658 

redemption of units  -79 611  -8 745  -88 356 

net income  17 884  17 884 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  162 382  10 993  19 167  192 542 

sKaGen Balanse 60/40 came into operation on 29 February 2012. 

31.12.13 31.12.12  
number of units issued 1 623 820 681 158  
Base price per unit (in noK)*  118,5793  101,8231  

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised figures 
as of 31/12  are used in the annual financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur.  

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
sKaGen Balanse 60/40 is exempt from tax on gains and does not have the right to deduct 
losses on realisation of units in equity funds domiciled within the eu/eea area. the fund is 
charged tax on gains and has the right to deduct losses on realisation of units in fixed income 
funds. Finally, accrued interests are included in the tax basis.

Calculation basis - tax payable 2013 29.02.2012 - 31.12.2012
net interest income  1 217  693 

realised gain/loss from sale of units in fixed income funds  70  46 

Total taxable income  1 287  739 
total tax deductible costs  -   

net taxable income  1 287  739 

Calculation basis - tax payable (A)  1 287  739 

Tax payable in the income statement  
tax payable (a x 28 %)  360  207 

taxes payable from previous years  -    -   

Payable tax owing  360  207 

Basis deferred tax/deferred tax asset in the balance sheet  
unrealised gain/loss on units in fixed income funds (B)  -65  103 

Deferred tax/deferred tax asset in the balance sheet (B x 27 %)  -18  29 

Tax cost in the income statement  
tax payable  360  207 

change deferred tax  -47  29 

Total tax cost  314  236 
tax payable is incorporated in other debt. 

SKAGEN m² note 8, 9 & 10

NOTE 8. MANAGEMENT FEE
the fixed management fee constitutes 1.5 percent p.a. of daily assets under management in 
addition to the variable management fee: 1/10 of better value development in percent in the 
fund’s asset value compared with the reference index Msci acWi real estate iMi net total 
return index usd, measured in norwegian kroner. 

in case of poorer value development in the fund’s net asset value relative to the benchmark, 
10 percent of the difference will be deducted from the fixed management fee. 

However the total management fee may not exceed 3 percent p.a. and may not be lower than 
0.75 percent p.a. of average assets under management. 

NOTE 9. EQuITy RECONCIlIATION 

unit capital Premium
Retained 
earnings Total

eQuitY capital  as oF  1.1.2013  210 869  7  3 116  213 992 

issue of units  724 055  90 321  814 376 
redemption of units  -456 603  -44 454  -501 058 
net income  -20 399  -20 399 

EQuITy CAPITAl  AS OF 31.12.2013  478 320  45 874  -17 283  506 911 

sKaGen m² was launched on 31 october 2012. 

31.12.13 31.12.12  
number of units issued 4 783 203 2 108 687  
Base price per unit (in noK)*  105,9746  101,4865  

*Base price is set at the end of the last working day of the year and is based on the best prevailing estimate. Finalised figures 
as of 31/12 are used in the annual financial statement. consequently minor timing differences may occur.  

NOTE 10. TAX NOTE
equity funds are, in principle, exempt from tax on gains and do not have the right to deduct 
losses on realisation of equities when calculating taxable income. Furthermore, dividends 
received from companies within the eu/eea are, in principle, tax-exempt. However, 3 percent 
of  dividends received from these companies are treated as taxable to norway.  
  

Witholding tax on dividends received from companies within eu/eea are deducted according 
to the decision made by asker og Bærum district court on the 19.11.2012.   
 

dividends received from companies outside the eu/eea are taxable. the funds may in addition 
be charged withholding tax on dividends received from all foreign companies.  
    

Calculation basis - tax payable 2013
31.10.2012 - 

31.12.2012

interest income  -29  50 

taxable dividend  13 325  221 

3 % of tax-exempt dividend  215  -   

taxable gain/loss outside the norwegian tax exempt rule ”Fritaksmetoden”  -2 040  18 

3 % of tax-exempt distribution from tax transparent entity  -    6 

currency gain/loss  1 318  -185 

Total taxable income  12 789  110 

Management fee - fixed  -8 307  -466 

Management fee - variable  4 126  183 

Witholding tax on dividends received from companies within eu/eea  -927  -  

Total tax deductible costs  -5 108  -283 

Net taxable inco me  7 681  -173 

Calculation basis - tax payable (A)  7 681  -   

Tax payable in the income statement  
tax payable (a x 28 %) 2 151  -   

credit allowance for witholding tax paid outside eu/eea  -734  -  

use of carried forward credit allowance  -3  -  

Payable tax owing  1 413  -   

Basis deferred tax/deferred tax asset in the balance sheet  
unrealised gain/loss outside the norwegian tax exempt rule ”Fritaksmetoden”  -6 906  254 

carry forward losses -  -173 

Basis deferred tax/deferred tax asset (B)  -6 906  81 

deferred tax /deferred tax asset (B x 27%)  -1 865  23 

carry forward credit allowance for withholding tax paid  -    -11 

Net deferred tax/deferred tax asset in the balance sheet -1 865  12 

Tax cost in the income statement  
tax payable  1 413  -   

deferred tax/deferred tax asset  -1 877  23 

Withholding tax on foreign dividends  1 673  33 

Total tax cost  1 210  56 
tax payable is incorporated in other debt. 

FINANCIAl STATEMENT
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Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen m² the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.

SKAGEN m²
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security
Number of   

shares
Acquisition  
value NOK  Market price Currency

Market
value NOK

unrealised
gain/loss

Share
of fund

Share in company/
share class

Stock  
exchange

Property companies incl REITs 2)

Brandywine realty trust  208 000  17 949 713  14,09 usd  17 783 495  -166 217                        3,51 % 0,13 % new York
deutsche Wohnen aG  150 450  13 571 960  13,49 eur  16 979 082  3 407 121                        3,35 % 0,13 % Frankfurt
Mercialys sa  128 400  15 900 860  15,25 eur  16 375 101  474 241                        3,23 % 0,14 % paris
capitamalls asia ltd  1 710 000  15 783 731  1,96 sGd  16 115 163  331 432                        3,18 % 0,04 % singapore
British land co plc  243 826  12 308 570  6,29 GBp  15 413 185  3 104 615                        3,04 % 0,02 % london
lexington realty trust  247 000  16 265 277  10,21 usd  15 302 609  -962 668                        3,02 % 0,11 % new York
Global logistic properties ltd  1 094 000  13 681 784  2,89 sGd  15 201 894  1 520 109                        3,00 % 0,02 % singapore
apartment investmest & Management co  96 097  16 193 664  25,91 usd  15 108 454  -1 085 210                        2,98 % 0,07 % new York
lippo Malls indonesia retail trust  7 484 000  18 294 225  0,41 sGd  14 933 596  -3 360 628                        2,95 % 0,31 % singapore
ps Business parks inc  31 000  13 340 290  76,42 usd  14 375 121  1 034 831                        2,84 % 0,12 % new York
ashford Hospitality trust  277 300  12 305 129  8,28 usd  13 932 306  1 627 177                        2,75 % 0,34 % new York
Franshion properties china ltd  6 284 000  12 075 296  2,70 HKd  13 281 611  1 206 315                        2,62 % 0,07 % Hong Kong
olav thon eiendomsselskap asa  12 400  11 330 452  1 070 noK  13 268 000  1 937 548                        2,62 % 0,12 % oslo Børs
citycon oyj  525 958  9 096 633  2,56 eur  11 260 045  2 163 412                        2,22 % 0,12 % Helsinki
ananda development pcl-nvdr  30 719 200  19 072 450  1,90 tHB  10 824 064  -8 248 386                        2,14 % 0,92 % Bangkok
soho china ltd  2 037 500  9 835 250  6,68 HKd  10 654 299  819 049                        2,10 % 0,04 % Hong Kong
Br properties sa  220 000  14 576 798  18,60 Brl  10 514 394  -4 062 404                        2,08 % 0,07 % sao paulo
Mapletree logistics trust  2 028 557  11 687 648  1,05 sGd  10 290 162  -1 397 487                        2,03 % 0,08 % singapore
segro plc  300 000  7 459 189  3,34 GBp  10 070 000  2 610 811                        1,99 % 0,04 % london
sl Green realty corp  17 000  8 322 549  92,38 usd  9 529 490  1 206 941                        1,88 % 0,02 % new York
ticon industrial connection pcl-nvdr  3 242 600  10 949 839  15,80 tHB  9 501 175  -1 448 665                        1,88 % 0,36 % Bangkok
capitaland ltd  650 000  10 094 334  3,03 sGd  9 469 750  -624 584                        1,87 % 0,02 % singapore
affine sa  79 497  8 037 353  13,94 eur  9 267 501  1 230 148                        1,83 % 0,88 % paris
Bekasi Fajar industrial estate tbk pt  40 835 000  15 782 104  445,00 idr  9 058 530  -6 723 574                        1,79 % 0,42 % indonesia
sM prime Holdings inc  4 500 000  11 116 731  14,68 pHp  9 027 099  -2 089 632                        1,78 % 0,02 % philippines
Hcp inc  40 500  9 063 237  36,32 usd  8 925 728  -137 508                        1,76 % 0,01 % new York
indiabulls real estate ltd  1 219 883  8 156 955  69,00 inr  8 259 843  102 888                        1,63 % 0,29 % national india
Vista land & lifescapes inc  11 517 700  8 604 748  5,20 pHp  8 184 247  -420 500                        1,62 % 0,13 % philippines
Gecina sa  10 116  6 756 658  96,03 eur  8 123 906  1 367 247                        1,60 % 0,02 % paris
dlF ltd  494 914  10 536 158  166,70 inr  8 095 988  -2 440 170                        1,60 % 0,03 % national india
Yuexiu property co ltd  5 077 000  8 541 707  1,91 HKd  7 590 866  -950 841                        1,50 % 0,05 % Hong Kong
Br Malls participacoes sa  170 000  11 546 295  17,05 Brl  7 447 696  -4 098 599                        1,47 % 0,04 % sao paulo
ascendas india trust  2 254 000  8 596 417  0,68 sGd  7 369 624  -1 226 793                        1,46 % 0,25 % singapore
First real estate investment trust  1 402 000  7 668 002  1,06 sGd  7 145 562  -522 440                        1,41 % 0,20 % singapore
General shopping Brasil sa  282 000  8 535 629  9,43 Brl  6 832 969  -1 702 661                        1,35 % 0,56 % sao paulo
lippo Karawaci tbk pt  14 579 500  10 400 055  910,00 idr  6 613 771  -3 786 283                        1,31 % 0,06 % indonesia
emlak Konut Gayrimenkul Yatirim ortakligi as  1 100 000  8 241 465  2,10 trY  6 524 779  -1 716 686                        1,29 % 0,03 % istanbul
phoenix Mills ltd  275 000  7 551 670  227,65 inr  6 143 344  -1 408 326                        1,21 % 0,19 % national india
iJM land Bhd  1 300 000  5 926 934  2,55 MYr  6 131 424  204 490                        1,21 % 0,08 % Kuala lumpur
summarecon agung tbk pt  15 460 000  9 230 690  780,00 idr  6 011 312  -3 219 378                        1,19 % 0,11 % indonesia
parkway life real estate investment trust  472 000  5 731 747  2,35 sGd  5 333 255  -398 491                        1,05 % 0,08 % singapore
Keppel land ltd  325 000  5 733 134  3,34 sGd  5 219 301  -513 833                        1,03 % 0,02 % singapore
shimao property Holdings ltd  351 000  4 458 318  17,82 HKd  4 896 273  437 955                        0,97 % 0,01 % Hong Kong
Bumi serpong damai pt  7 406 000  6 346 152  1 290 idr  4 762 539  -1 583 613                        0,94 % 0,04 % indonesia
surya semesta internusa pt  15 123 500  12 552 718  560,00 idr  4 221 876  -8 330 842                        0,83 % 0,32 % indonesia
rockwell land corp  20 000 000  8 186 790  1,49 pHp  4 072 170  -4 114 620                        0,80 % 0,33 % philippines
Hovnanian enterprices inc  100 000  3 068 328  6,62 usd  4 016 990  948 663                        0,79 % 0,08 % new York
irsa sa adr  54 534  3 839 802  12,11 usd  4 007 322  167 521                        0,79 % 0,09 % new York
century properties Group inc  21 832 000  4 197 753  1,32 pHp  3 938 012  -259 741                        0,78 % 0,23 % philippines
ticon property Fund  1 798 697  4 339 219  10,70 tHB  3 569 181  -770 037                        0,71 % 0,16 % Bangkok
ashford Hopsitality prime inc  30 328  3 486 153  18,20 usd  3 349 330  -136 823                        0,66 % 0,19 % new York
parque arauco sa  300 000  3 509 761  965,37 clp  3 345 441  -164 320                        0,66 % 0,04 % santiago
siam Future development nVdr  3 000 000  3 723 383  5,65 tHB  3 143 377  -580 006                        0,62 % 0,23 % Bangkok
torunlar Gayrimenkul Yatirim  200 000  2 659 231  2,76 trY  1 559 168  -1 100 063                        0,31 % 0,04 % istanbul
General shopping Finance (finansobligasjon)  1 000 000  5 429 495  88,69 usd  5 469 171  -47 972                        1,08 % 0,40 % euroclear

Total Property  531 650 434  487 840 595  -43 897 486                       96,37 %

TOTAl EQuITy PORTFOlIO  1)  531 650 434  487 840 595  -43 897 486                       96,37 %

1)  For liquidity in the portfolio as of 31.12.2013, please refer to the balance sheet.

2)  reits (real estate investment trusts) are listed, legal structures which are subject to favourable tax regulations in their country of origin.  conditional to receiving favourable tax treatment, the company must  fulfill minimum requirements related to                    
      property exposure and   a minimum share of the profits must be shared between owners.         
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SKAGEN Vekst 
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security Number of  shares
Acquisition  
value NOK  Market price Currency

Market
value NOK

unrealised
gain/loss

Share
of fund

Share in
company/

share class
Stock 

exchange

Energy
statoil asa  1 997 489  286 217 479  147,00 noK  293 630 883  7 413 404                        3,65 % 0,06 % oslo Børs
solstad offshore asa  1 938 650  95 343 907  120,50 noK  233 607 325  138 263 418                        2,91 % 5,01 % oslo Børs
doF asa  5 762 213  110 021 666  31,70 noK  182 662 152  72 640 486                        2,27 % 5,19 % oslo Børs
Ganger rolf asa  1 273 817  130 404 738  127,50 noK  162 411 667  32 006 929                        2,02 % 3,76 % oslo Børs
Bonheur asa  1 192 594  88 117 205  128,50 noK  153 248 329  65 131 124                        1,91 % 2,92 % oslo Børs
siem offshore inc  8 036 317  68 364 907  9,65 noK  77 550 459  9 185 552                        0,96 % 2,06 % oslo Børs
rec silicon asa  29 162 486  42 189 645  2,44 noK  71 214 791  29 025 146                        0,89 % 1,26 % oslo Børs
sevan drilling asa  13 252 171  83 460 363  4,95 noK  65 598 246  -17 862 117                        0,82 % 2,23 % oslo Børs
eidesvik offshore asa  1 587 641  60 594 698  34,50 noK  54 773 614  -5 821 084                        0,68 % 5,27 % oslo Børs
Baker Hughes inc  150 000  36 383 089  55,26 usd  50 297 330  13 914 241                        0,63 % 0,03 % new York
rec solar as  502 801  10 056 020  84,00 noK  42 235 284  32 179 264                        0,53 % 1,26 % oslo Børs
electromagnetic Geoservices as  5 029 207  68 319 497  7,87 noK  39 579 859  -28 739 638                        0,49 % 2,52 % oslo Børs
northern offshore ltd  2 750 000  26 551 574  9,45 noK  25 987 500  -564 074                        0,32 % 1,68 % oslo Børs
remora asa  828 465  26 108 037  0,46 noK  379 934  -25 728 103                        0,00 % 0,95 % unlisted

Total Energy  1 132 132 827  1 453 177 375 321 044 548                       18,07 %

Raw  materials
norsk Hydro asa  14 042 679  355 935 581  27,07 noK  380 135 321  24 199 739                        4,73 % 0,68 % oslo Børs
akzo nobel nV  303 804  91 338 330  56,34 eur  143 139 483  51 801 153                        1,78 % 0,13 % amsterdam
Hexagon composites asa  2 833 473  4 283 776  32,30 noK  91 521 178  87 237 401                        1,14 % 2,13 % oslo Børs
oci co ltd  39 000  33 002 671  191 000 KrW  42 936 781  9 934 110                        0,53 % 0,16 % seoul
nordic Mining asa  17 428 114  20 579 819  1,27 noK  22 133 705  1 553 886                        0,28 % 6,21 % oslo axess
agrinos as  817 242  23 068 088  6,89 noK  5 630 797  -17 437 291                        0,07 % 1,83 % unlisted
Total Raw Materials  528 208 266  685 497 265 157 288 999                        8,53 %

Industrials
Kongsberg Gruppen asa  2 940 497  122 134 038  127,50 noK  374 913 367  252 779 330                        4,66 % 2,45 % oslo Børs
norwegian air shuttle asa  1 448 775  86 454 943  188,20 noK  272 659 455  186 204 512                        3,39 % 4,12 % oslo Børs
Wilh. Wilhelmsen Holding asa  1 064 275  76 006 038  202,00 noK  214 983 550  138 977 512                        2,67 % 3,07 % oslo Børs
stolt-nielsen ltd  781 341  96 891 665  167,00 noK  130 483 947  33 592 282                        1,62 % 1,22 % oslo Børs
aBB ltd  607 625  78 497 573  170,00 seK  97 449 682  18 952 109                        1,21 % 0,03 % stockholm
airasia Bhd  16 364 100  90 073 480  2,20 MYr  66 587 487  -23 485 993                        0,83 % 0,59 % Kuala lumpur
avance Gas Holdings ltd  434 974  44 712 000  123,00 noK  53 501 802  8 789 802                        0,67 % 1,78 % unlisted
odfjell se-a  1 222 521  54 729 571  41,00 noK  50 123 361  -4 606 210                        0,62 % 1,86 % oslo Børs
lG corp pref  224 482  25 796 379  35 700 KrW  46 193 540  20 397 161                        0,57 % 6,77 % seoul
lG corp  98 000  20 305 365  64 000 KrW  36 152 435  15 847 070                        0,45 % 0,06 % seoul
Goodtech asa  2 116 842  48 134 917  15,90 noK  33 657 788  -14 477 130                        0,42 % 6,51 % oslo Børs
Flsmidth & co a/s  100 000  30 332 146  296,10 dKK  33 191 330  2 859 183                        0,41 % 0,19 % copenhagen
norwegian car carriers asa  11 920 305  36 476 952  1,71 noK  20 383 722  -16 093 230                        0,25 % 4,92 % oslo Børs
tts Group asa  3 222 553  32 175 187  6,20 noK  19 979 829  -12 195 358                        0,25 % 3,72 % oslo Børs
Frontline 2012 ltd  370 500  14 820 000  50,00 noK  18 525 000  3 705 000                        0,23 % 0,15 % unlisted
i.M. skaugen se  1 294 257  16 227 008  9,45 noK  12 230 729  -3 996 279                        0,15 % 4,78 % oslo Børs
do & co aG  16 650  4 753 125  105,00 trY  4 938 071  184 946                        0,06 % 0,17 % istanbul
Viti invest as  931 782  5 643 663  0,47 noK  437 938  -5 205 725                        0,01 % 5,95 % unlisted
Total Industrials  884 164 050  1 486 393 031 602 228 982                       18,49 %

Consumer discretionary
royal caribbean cruises ltd  1 993 021  305 591 208  47,42 usd  573 477 280  267 886 072                        7,13 % 0,94 % new York
continental aG  323 500  162 432 640  159,40 eur  431 232 730  268 800 090                        5,36 % 0,16 % Frankfurt
Kia Motors corporation  643 000  192 623 806  56 100 KrW  207 924 344  15 300 538                        2,59 % 0,16 % seoul
Hurtigruten asa  22 671 503  81 526 374  3,47 noK  78 670 115  -2 856 259                        0,98 % 5,39 % oslo Børs
Mahindra & Mahindra ltd Gdr  672 000  16 600 999  15,25 usd  62 184 466  45 583 467                        0,77 % 0,11 % london int
Fjord line as  2 850 000  28 500 000  5,00 noK  14 250 000  -14 250 000                        0,18 % 3,57 % unlisted
nippon seiki co ltd  99 999  9 356 203  2 034 JpY  11 752 029  2 395 827                        0,15 % 0,16 % tokyo
Total Consumer Discretionary  796 631 231  1 379 490 966 582 859 735                       17,16 %

FINANCIAl STATEMENT
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note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security Number of  shares
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Consumer  staples
royal unibrew a/s  100 000  30 967 217  736,00 dKK  82 501 920  51 534 703                        1,03 % 0,90 % copenhagen
austevoll seafood asa  1 718 200  54 151 853  35,50 noK  60 996 100  6 844 247                        0,76 % 0,85 % oslo Børs
Yazicilar Holding as  689 169  23 544 261  18,75 trY  36 498 987  12 954 726                        0,45 % 0,43 % istanbul
deoleo sa  5 000 000  12 554 532  0,47 eur  19 652 463  7 097 930                        0,24 % 0,43 % Madrid
r. domstein & co as convertible  3 750 000  3 750 000  90,00 noK  3 376 027  -373 973                        0,04 % 15,00 % unlisted
Genomar as  463 407  11 585 175  0,29 noK  134 388  -11 450 787                        0,00 % 6,31 % unlisted
norsk Marin Fisk as  354 000  7 338 000  0,01 noK  3 540  -7 334 460                        0,00 % 3,13 % unlisted

Total Consumer Staples  143 891 038  203 163 425 59 272 387                        2,53 %

Health  care
teva pharmaceutical-sp adr  1 361 530  361 874 143  40,08 usd  331 129 383  -30 744 760                        4,12 % 0,16 % nasdaQ
novo nordisk a/s-B  58 050  62 217 876  994,00 dKK  64 680 721  2 462 845                        0,80 % 0,00 % copenhagen
Medi-stim asa  1 465 625  18 313 038  23,00 noK  33 709 375  15 396 337                        0,42 % 7,77 % oslo Børs
photocure asa  920 401  37 075 126  25,70 noK  23 654 306  -13 420 820                        0,29 % 4,30 % oslo Børs
Karolinska development aB  384 619  13 405 742  30,90 seK  11 212 052  -2 193 690                        0,14 % 0,82 % stockholm
pci Biotech asa  75 000  1 723 784  22,00 noK  1 650 000  -73 784                        0,02 % 0,97 % oslo Børs
norchip as  1 200 000  18 000 000  0,01 noK  12 000  -17 988 000                        0,00 % 6,66 % unlisted

Total Healthcare  512 609 708  466 047 836 -46 561 872                        5,80 %

Financials
danske Bank a/s  1 900 000  195 059 849  124,40 dKK  264 947 742  69 887 893                        3,30 % 0,19 % copenhagen
sberbank of russia pref  11 470 000  173 557 344  80,03 ruB  169 498 378  -4 058 966                        2,11 % 1,15 % Moscow
rsa insurance Group plc  12 231 142  120 400 129  0,91 GBp  112 350 483  -8 049 646                        1,40 % 0,33 % london
olav thon eiendomsselskap asa  100 509  18 889 866  1 070 noK  107 544 630  88 654 764                        1,34 % 0,94 % oslo Børs
tribona aB  2 728 689  94 155 883  39,30 seK  101 167 836  7 011 954                        1,26 % 7,01 % stockholm
Korean reinsurance co  1 466 760  49 965 587  11 450 KrW  96 804 613  46 839 025                        1,20 % 1,22 % seoul
norwegian Finans Holding asa  6 565 356  12 872 945  12,50 noK  82 066 950  69 194 005                        1,02 % 3,86 % unlisted
sparebanken Øst  1 413 500  25 052 791  43,00 noK  60 780 500  35 727 709                        0,76 % 6,82 % oslo Børs
Hitecvision as  762 746  5 183 496  74,00 noK  56 443 204  51 259 708                        0,70 % 4,14 % unlisted
zoncolan asa  730 000  4 045 513  5,20 noK  3 796 000  -249 513                        0,05 % 4,90 % oslo axess

Total Financials  699 183 403  1 055 400 336 356 216 934                       13,13 %

Information  technology
samsung electronics co ltd pref  99 660  589 917 231  1 013 000 KrW  581 918 059  -7 999 172                        7,24 % 0,44 % seoul
sap aG  490 000  196 372 096  62,31 eur  255 330 647  58 958 551                        3,18 % 0,04 % Frankfurt
Q-Free asa  3 182 604  44 687 622  14,00 noK  44 556 456  -131 166                        0,55 % 4,68 % oslo Børs
proact it Group aB  458 101  15 214 172  81,00 seK  35 005 971  19 791 799                        0,44 % 4,91 % stockholm
psi Group asa  3 796 612  43 430 508  5,62 noK  21 336 959  -22 093 548                        0,27 % 8,56 % oslo Børs
Bang & olufsen a/s  220 375  16 862 279  45,80 dKK  11 313 945  -5 548 334                        0,14 % 0,56 % copenhagen
precise Biometrics aB  2 362 593  2 436 168  1,63 seK  3 633 058  1 196 891                        0,05 % 0,68 % stockholm
oter invest as  2 468 164  6 930 569  0,50 noK  1 234 082  -5 696 487                        0,02 % 8,09 % unlisted
ceetron asa  60 622  935 943  1,50 noK  90 933  -845 010                        0,00 % 2,53 % unlisted

Total Information Technology  916 786 587  954 420 110 37 633 523                       11,87 %

Telecom
orange  1 842 000  181 070 523  9,00 eur  138 637 670  -42 432 853                        1,72 % 0,07 % paris
indosat tbk pt  4 205 085  15 438 255  4 150 idr  8 699 375  -6 738 880                        0,11 % 0,08 % indonesia

Total Telecom  196 508 777  147 337 044 -49 171 733                        1,83 %

utilities
Fortum oyj  283 000  31 465 343  16,63 eur  39 357 527  7 892 184                        0,49 % 0,03 % Helsinki

Total utilities  31 465 343  39 357 527 7 892 184                        0,49 %

TOTAl  EQuITy   PORTFOlIO1)  5 841 581 229  7 870 284 915  2 028 703 686                       97,89 %

1) For liquidity in the portfolio as of 31.12.2013, please refer to the balance sheet. 

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen  Vekst  the average acquisition value is applied when calculating the realized capital gain/loss when selling shares.
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Energy
 Gazprom oao adr  20 237 618  1 341 337 548  8,55  usd  1 049 949 235  -291 388 313                         2,25 %  0,17 %  london int
 Baker Hughes inc  2 400 304  625 704 821  55,26  usd  804 859 217  179 154 397                         1,72 %  0,54 %  new York 
 Weatherford intl ltd  7 016 525  575 664 070  15,49  usd  659 502 259  83 838 188                         1,41 %  0,91 %  new York 
 oMV aG  2 131 595  462 052 943  34,79  eur  620 166 404  158 113 461                         1,33 %  0,65 %  Vienna 
 ensco plc class a  1 392 400  429 466 518  57,18  usd  483 115 485  53 648 968                         1,04 %  0,60 %  new York 
 surgutneftegas oao pref  96 926 900  368 470 884  25,88  ruB  463 188 648  94 717 764                         0,99 %  1,26 %  Moscow 
 technip sa  771 254  466 276 054  69,86  eur  450 583 335  -15 692 719                         0,97 %  0,68 %  paris 
 afren plc  23 356 508  246 480 940  1,69  GBp  397 164 124  150 683 184                         0,85 %  2,13 %  london 
 Kazmunaigas exploration Gdr  3 401 603  419 105 565  15,70  usd  324 060 480  -95 045 085                         0,69 %  0,81 %  london int 
 Bp plc  4 317 010  215 354 079  4,88  GBp  211 743 025  -3 611 055                         0,45 %  0,02 %  london 
 petroleo Brasileiro pref adr  2 240 773  363 958 776  14,69  usd  199 738 807  -164 219 969                         0,43 %  0,08 %  new York 
 Bp plc adr  618 040  180 221 116  48,61  usd  182 299 299  2 078 183                         0,39 %  0,00 %  new York 
 pacific drilling sa  2 159 403  123 780 169  11,46  usd  150 162 369  26 382 199                         0,32 %  1,03 %  new York 
 rec silicon asa  50 877 884  68 504 656  2,44  noK  124 243 793  55 739 137                         0,27 %  2,20 %  oslo Børs 
 electromagnetic Geoservices as  10 124 112  157 087 703  7,87  noK  79 676 761  -77 410 941                         0,17 %  5,07 %  oslo Børs 
 surgutneftegas oao adr  1 304 540  67 586 829  8,64  usd  68 393 359  806 530                         0,15 %  0,04 %  london int
 renewable energy corp asa 09/18 6,5%  11 849 882  71 552 995  94,50  usd  68 205 968  -3 347 027                         0,15 %  unotert 
 rec solar as  705 733  14 114 660  84,00  noK  59 281 572  45 166 912                         0,13 %  1,76 %  oslo Børs 

Total Energy  6 196 720 326  6 396 334 140 199 613 813                       13,71 %

Raw  materials
 akzo nobel nV  2 014 190  614 985 904  56,34  eur  949 000 393  334 014 488                         2,03 %  0,83 %  amsterdam 
 ternium sa adr  3 053 223  456 317 626  31,30  usd  579 890 048  123 572 422                         1,24 %  1,52 %  new York 
 Heidelbergcement aG  1 255 040  399 375 209  55,15  eur  578 831 555  179 456 346                         1,24 %  0,67 %  Frankfurt 
 norsk Hydro asa  20 865 878  563 982 989  27,07  noK  564 839 317  856 328                         1,21 %  1,01 %  oslo Børs 
 oci co ltd  336 568  314 713 154  191 000  KrW  370 542 217  55 829 064                         0,79 %  1,41 %  seoul 
 Mayr-Melnhof Karton aG  481 146  222 870 505  90,00  eur  362 133 334  139 262 829                         0,78 %  2,41 %  Vienna 
 lundin Mining corp sdr  10 865 046  276 551 458  27,50  seK  281 877 321  5 325 862                         0,60 %  1,86 %  stockholm 
 Vale sa spons pref adr  2 670 526  202 841 948  14,01  usd  227 027 119  24 185 171                         0,49 %  0,13 %  new York 
 lundin Mining corp  8 120 335  210 416 443  4,60  cad  213 417 589  3 001 146                         0,46 %  1,39 %  toronto 
 upM-Kymmene oyj  1 796 493  119 101 841  12,28  eur  184 490 076  65 388 236                         0,40 %  0,34 %  Helsinki 
 Vale sa spons adr  1 717 891  145 339 253  15,25  usd  158 967 462  13 628 209                         0,34 %  0,05 %  new York 
 evonik industries aG  51 752  12 222 594  29,63  eur  12 823 539  600 946                         0,03 %  0,01 %  Xetra 

Total Raw Materials  3 538 718 924  4 483 839 971 945 121 047                        9,61 %

Industrials
 tyco international ltd  5 812 262  626 239 089  41,04  usd  1 447 422 527  821 183 438                         3,10 %  1,25 %  new York 
 lG corp  2 450 793  686 437 409  64 000  KrW  904 103 420  217 666 011                         1,94 %  1,42 %  seoul 
 Bunge ltd  1 210 668  414 426 808  82,11  usd  603 203 577  188 776 769                         1,29 %  0,82 %  new York 
 adt corp  1 835 667  254 619 985  40,47  usd  450 785 458  196 165 473                         0,97 %  0,91 %  new York 
 siemens aG  516 969  294 386 567  99,29  eur  429 258 720  134 872 153                         0,92 %  0,06 %  Frankfurt 
 stolt-nielsen ltd  2 429 079  396 454 476  167,00  noK  405 656 193  9 201 717                         0,87 %  3,79 %  oslo Børs 
 Mosaic co/the  1 140 401  350 849 607  47,27  usd  327 104 098  -23 745 510                         0,70 %  0,38 %  new York 
 Koninklijke philips nV  1 229 000  206 400 359  26,64  eur  273 852 507  67 452 149                         0,59 %  0,13 %  amsterdam 
 prosegur cia de seguridad sa  6 506 714  211 174 524  4,98  eur  270 981 832  59 807 308                         0,58 %  1,05 %  Madrid 
 china communications services corp ltd  65 239 720  240 314 508  4,80  HKd  245 134 334  4 819 825                         0,53 %  2,73 %  Hong Kong 
 Metso oyj  882 429  182 289 857  31,02  eur  228 913 117  46 623 261                         0,49 %  0,59 %  Helsinki 
 BW lpG ltd  3 562 500  167 437 500  57,75  noK  205 734 375  38 296 875                         0,44 %  2,61 %  oslo Børs 
 autoliv inc  345 467  118 275 590  91,80  usd  192 438 535  74 162 945                         0,41 %  0,36 %  new York 
 BayWa aG  507 873  151 672 883  37,76  eur  160 374 836  8 701 952                         0,34 %  1,48 %  Frankfurt 
 autoliv inc sdr  247 842  86 021 762  592,00  seK  138 417 973  52 396 211                         0,30 %  0,26 %  stockholm 
 Finnair oyj  4 650 212  239 128 478  2,77  eur  107 721 312  -131 407 166                         0,23 %  3,63 %  Helsinki 
 avance Gas Holdings ltd  333 900  34 558 650  123,00  noK  41 069 700  6 511 050                         0,09 %  1,36 %  unlisted 
 lG corp pref  20 240  2 399 103  35 700  KrW  4 164 954  1 765 851                         0,01 %  0,61 %  seoul 

Total Industrials  4 663 087 157  6 436 337 468 1 773 250 311                       13,79 %

Consumer  discretionary
 renault sa  1 861 779  487 037 072  58,45  eur  910 042 672  423 005 600                         1,95 %  0,63 %  paris 
 General Motors co  3 493 080  496 224 396  40,87  usd  866 275 362  370 050 965                         1,86 %  0,25 %  new York 
 comcast corp  1 754 229  185 121 503  49,88  usd  530 952 321  345 830 818                         1,14 %  0,37 %  nasdaQ 
 toyota industries corp  1 600 102  267 359 741  4 745  JpY  438 682 336  171 322 595                         0,94 %  0,49 %  tokyo 
 Hyundai Motor co pref (2pb)  565 937  159 608 475  130 500  KrW  425 706 329  266 097 854                         0,91 %  1,50 %  seoul 
 dixons retail plc  76 463 194  107 355 956  0,49  GBp  372 773 860  265 417 904                         0,80 %  2,09 %  london 
 ctc Media inc  3 720 817  184 890 231  13,89  usd  313 718 157  128 827 925                         0,67 %  2,39 %  nasdaQ 
 tesco plc  7 199 966  257 772 279  3,34  GBp  241 932 110  -15 840 169                         0,52 %  0,09 %  london 
 Gafisa sa  20 661 100  186 009 079  3,53  Brl  187 403 098  1 394 019                         0,40 %  4,74 %  sao paulo 
 Yamaha Motor co ltd  2 055 311  166 387 566  1 577  JpY  187 273 144  20 885 578                         0,40 %  0,59 %  tokyo 
 lG electronics inc pref  1 090 448  278 239 007  26 350  KrW  165 621 642  -112 617 365                         0,35 %  0,75 %  seoul 
 tata Motors ltd-a- dVr  7 709 256  101 055 860  192,55  inr  145 666 772  44 610 912                         0,31 %  1,60 %  Bombay 
 royal caribbean cruises ltd  492 053  69 854 993  47,42  usd  141 584 668  71 729 675                         0,30 %  0,23 %  new York 
 Hyundai Motor co pref (1p)  115 835  40 301 020  125 000  KrW  83 460 565  43 159 546                         0,18 %  0,46 %  seoul 
 television Broadcasts ltd  1 264 462  30 609 422  51,85  HKd  51 322 211  20 712 790                         0,11 %  0,29 %  Hong Kong 
 Gafisa sa adr  1 055 790  18 039 498  3,13  usd  20 052 322  2 012 824                         0,04 %  0,48 %  new York 

Total Consumer Discretionary  3 035 866 100  5 082 467 571 2 046 601 471                       10,89 %

FINANCIAl STATEMENT
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Security Number of  shares
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Consumer  staples
 unilever nV-cva  968 146  172 539 122  29,27  eur  237 021 026  64 481 904                         0,51 %  0,06 %  amsterdam 
 Yazicilar Holding as  3 988 265  96 595 743  18,75  trY  211 221 966  114 626 223                         0,45 %  2,49 %  istanbul 
 royal unibrew a/s  250 058  63 417 204  736,00  dKK  206 302 651  142 885 447                         0,44 %  2,25 %  copenhagen 
 united intl enterprises  149 768  26 906 303  1 120  dKK  188 028 332  161 122 029                         0,40 %  3,48 %  copenhagen 
 chiquita Brands international inc  1 655 233  120 412 717  11,70  usd  117 513 508  -2 899 210                         0,25 %  3,53 %  new York 
 apetit oYJ  228 600  25 383 210  19,45  eur  37 183 044  11 799 835                         0,08 %  3,62 %  Helsinki 

Total Consumer Staples  505 254 299  997 270 528 492 016 229                        2,14 %

Health care
 roche Holding aG-Genusschein  479 783  424 948 170  249,20  cHF  815 866 654  390 918 485                         1,75 %  0,07 %  zürich 
 teva pharmaceutical-sp adr  3 067 930  665 433 694  40,08  usd  746 132 490  80 698 796                         1,60 %  0,36 %  nasdaQ 
 rhoen-Klinikum aG  2 083 941  235 099 533  21,25  eur  370 421 036  135 321 503                         0,79 %  1,51 %  Frankfurt 

Total Healthcare  1 325 481 397  1 932 420 181 606 938 785                        4,14 %

Financials
 citigroup inc  8 451 582  1 907 220 431  52,11  usd  2 672 402 537  765 182 105                         5,73 %  0,28 %  new York 
 nordea Bank aB  14 913 000  1 047 647 749  86,65  seK  1 219 072 282  171 424 533                         2,61 %  0,37 %  stockholm 
 american international Group inc  3 369 347  684 945 060  51,05  usd  1 043 720 657  358 775 597                         2,24 %  0,23 %  new York 
 Hannover rueckversicherung aG  1 101 269  243 586 571  62,38  eur  574 497 177  330 910 606                         1,23 %  0,91 %  Frankfurt 
 Goldman sachs Group inc  506 133  368 177 016  177,26  usd  544 400 095  176 223 078                         1,17 %  0,11 %  new York 
 cheung Kong Holdings ltd  5 202 014  403 377 515  122,40  HKd  498 429 515  95 052 000                         1,07 %  0,22 %  Hong Kong 
 rsa insurance Group plc  40 617 663  407 943 282  0,91  GBp  373 097 955  -34 845 327                         0,80 %  1,10 %  london 
 state Bank of india  1 840 430  378 651 057  1 767  inr  319 034 355  -59 616 702                         0,68 %  0,27 %  national india 
 Banco do estado rio Grande do sul sa pref  9 632 640  223 855 050  12,60  Brl  311 863 463  88 008 413                         0,67 %  2,36 %  sao paulo 
 storebrand asa  7 500 000  263 563 425  37,90  noK  284 250 000  20 686 575                         0,61 %  1,67 %  oslo Børs 
 sparebank 1 sr-Bank asa  3 943 743  117 820 315  60,25  noK  237 610 516  119 790 201                         0,51 %  1,54 %  oslo Børs 
 sberbank of russia pref  15 793 109  193 786 139  80,03  ruB  233 383 292  39 597 153                         0,50 %  1,58 %  Moscow 
 Haci omer sabanci Holding as  8 351 939  186 838 088  8,64  trY  203 823 783  16 985 695                         0,44 %  0,41 %  istanbul 
 Japan securities Finance co  4 192 475  239 849 446  817,00  JpY  197 905 927  -41 943 519                         0,42 %  3,91 %  tokyo 
 taG immobilien aG  2 469 243  142 387 142  8,78  eur  181 304 032  38 916 890                         0,39 %  1,88 %  Frankfurt 
 talanx aG  805 319  111 843 782  24,65  eur  166 009 898  54 166 116                         0,36 %  0,32 %  Frankfurt 
 eFG-Hermes Holding sae  21 408 078  263 142 910  8,68  eGp  162 324 910  -100 817 999                         0,35 %  3,73 %  cairo 
 industrial Bank of Korea  2 076 655  150 393 451  12 150  KrW  145 436 072  -4 957 379                         0,31 %  0,38 %  seoul 
 deutsche Wohnen aG  1 213 736  81 756 800  13,49  eur  136 976 554  55 219 754                         0,29 %  1,03 %  Frankfurt 
 irsa sa adr  1 839 371  152 910 200  12,11  usd  135 162 517  -17 747 683                         0,29 %  3,18 %  new York 
 albaraka turk Katilim Bankasi as  30 787 252  205 218 909  1,54  trY  133 920 002  -71 298 906                         0,29 %  3,42 %  istanbul 
 state Bank of india Gdr  306 450  112 359 173  57,15  usd  106 271 951  -6 087 223                         0,23 %  0,09 %  national india 
 asya Katilim Bankasi as  17 112 388  157 711 211  1,45  trY  70 086 185  -87 625 025                         0,15 %  1,90 %  istanbul 
 eFG-Hermes Holding Gdr  338 100  3 434 928  2,24  usd  4 605 792  1 170 863                         0,01 %  0,12 %  london int

Total Financials  8 048 419 650  9 955 589 466 1 907 169 816                       21,33 %

Information  technology
 samsung electronics co ltd pref  549 080  1 329 923 546  1 013 000  KrW  3 206 096 404  1 876 172 858                         6,87 %  2,40 %  seoul 
 Microsoft corp  4 114 742  654 322 867  37,41  usd  934 056 421  279 733 554                         2,00 %  0,05 %  nasdaQ 
 oracle corp  2 879 925  466 469 350  38,26  usd  668 603 947  202 134 597                         1,43 %  0,06 %  nasdaQ 

 Kyocera corp  1 890 536  497 242 132  5 250  JpY  573 469 755  76 227 623                         1,23 %  0,49 %  tokyo 
 Google inc  64 975  227 242 861  1 121  usd  441 857 599  214 614 738                         0,95 %  0,02 %  nasdaQ 
 samsung electronics co ltd pref Gdr  118 762  120 020 146  483,60  usd  348 503 053  228 482 908                         0,75 %  0,26 %  london int 
 Kyocera corp adr  10 000  3 682 670  50,14  usd  3 042 476  -640 195                         0,01 %  0,00 %  new York 

Total Information Technology  3 298 903 572  6 175 629 655 2 876 726 083                       13,23 %

Telecom
 Vimpelcom ltd-spon adr  10 613 761  809 447 725  12,94  usd  833 386 331  23 938 606                         1,79 %  0,60 %  new York 
 china unicom Hong Kong ltd  78 599 030  695 410 054  11,60  HKd  713 716 920  18 306 866                         1,53 %  0,33 %  Hong Kong 
 sistema Jsfc Gdr  1 703 004  175 287 115  32,12  usd  331 920 440  156 633 325                         0,71 %  0,35 %  london int 
 First pacific co ltd  45 234 923  285 824 808  8,82  HKd  312 315 298  26 490 490                         0,67 %  1,05 %  Hong Kong 
 Kinnevik investment aB-B  874 395  45 708 311  297,90  seK  245 738 974  200 030 663                         0,53 %  0,37 %  stockholm 
 china unicom Hong Kong ltd adr  2 506 883  231 256 739  15,06  usd  229 087 730  -2 169 009                         0,49 %  0,11 %  new York 
 Global telecom Holding  38 328 039  100 420 322  4,69  eGp  157 028 040  56 607 718                         0,34 %  0,73 %  cairo 
 indosat tbk pt  65 928 725  227 989 201  4 150  idr  136 391 698  -91 597 503                         0,29 %  1,21 %  indonesia 
 Global telecom Holding Gdr  3 499 613  48 958 233  3,35  usd  71 138 978  22 180 745                         0,15 %  0,33 %  london int 
 sistema Jsfc  3 200 000  19 507 173  44,72  ruB  26 424 154  6 916 980                         0,06 %  0,03 %  Moscow 

Total Telecom  2 639 809 682  3 057 148 563 417 338 881                        6,55 %

utilities
 centrais eletricas Brasileiras sa pref  7 617 985  471 058 091  9,93  Brl  194 373 916  -276 684 175                         0,42 %  2,87 %  sao paulo 
 centrais eletricas Brasileiras sa  3 388 765  282 609 926  5,87  Brl  51 112 624  -231 497 302                         0,11 %  0,31 %  sao paulo 

Total utilities  753 668 016  245 486 540 -508 181 477                        0,53 %

TOTAl SECuRITIES  PORTFOlIO1)  34 005 929 123  44 762 524 083  10 756 594 961                        95,91 % 

1) For  liquidity  in  the portfolio  as  of  31.12.2013,  please  refer  to  the  balance  sheet.

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen  Global  the average acquisition value is applied when calculating the realized capital gain/loss when selling shares.
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Energy
Gazprom oao adr  18 487 299  1 239 037 642  8,55 usd  959 140 816  -279 896 826 1,92 % 0,16 % london int 
tullow oil plc  8 111 624  765 457 532  8,55 GBp  697 004 636  -68 452 896 1,39 % 0,89 % london 
afren plc  28 782 928  356 400 261  1,69 GBp  489 437 308  133 037 047 0,98 % 2,62 % london 
pacific drilling sa  4 583 777  274 975 641  11,46 usd  318 750 512  43 774 871 0,64 % 2,18 % new York
Gcl-poly energy Holdings ltd  123 090 000  189 580 659  2,40 HKd  231 251 645  41 670 986 0,46 % 0,79 % Hong Kong
rec silicon asa  80 201 594  124 338 862  2,44 noK  195 852 293  71 513 430 0,39 % 3,47 % oslo Børs
deep sea supply plc  12 229 431  125 765 711  11,45 noK  140 026 985  14 261 273 0,28 % 9,61 % oslo Børs
archer ltd  25 327 048  405 547 179  4,97 noK  125 875 429  -279 671 750 0,25 % 4,37 % oslo Børs
rec solar as  1 382 786  27 655 720  84,00 noK  116 154 024  88 498 304 0,23 % 3,46 % oslo Børs
siem offshore inc  10 977 629  94 336 405  9,65 noK  105 934 120  11 597 715 0,21 % 2,82 % oslo Børs
Total Energy  3 603 095 613  3 379 427 767 -223 667 846                        6,75%

Raw  materials
Vale sa spons pref adr  12 022 805  1 247 590 946  14,01 usd  1 022 084 333  -225 506 613             2,04 %           0,57 % new York
exxaro resources ltd  4 669 011  596 419 520  146,46 zar  395 694 382  -200 725 138             0,79 %           1,30 % Johannesburg
oci co ltd  250 000  201 965 743  191 000 KrW  275 235 775  73 270 032               0,55 %         1,05 % seoul
asia cement china Holdings  48 607 500  178 677 291  4,89 HKd  186 064 260  7 386 969                0,37%        3,12 % Hong Kong
lG chem ltd pref  211 049  128 888 866  152 500 KrW  185 517 400  56 628 534               0,37 %         2,77 % seoul
Vale sa-pref a  1 231 900  210 807 094  32,73 Brl  103 602 464  -107 204 630               0,21 %         0,06 % sao paulo
drdgold ltd adr  3 724 701  206 449 868  3,69 usd  83 398 948  -123 050 919            0,17 %          9,66 % nasdaQ
Total Raw Materials  2 770 799 328  2 251 597 562 -519 201 766         4,50 %               

Industrials
aBB ltd  9 353 727  930 339 494  170,00 seK  1 500 132 029  569 792 535           3,00 %             0,40 % stockholm
ap Moeller - Maersk a/s  21 558  868 049 001  58 850 dKK  1 422 136 150  554 087 149           2,84 %             0,98 % copenhagen
Frontline 2012 ltd  12 005 000  315 940 571  50,00 noK  600 250 000  284 309 429          1,20 %              4,82 % unlisted
cnH industrial nV  7 310 545  449 860 075  11,35 usd  503 487 171  53 627 096           1,01 %             0,54 % new York
oci nV  1 825 927  455 606 325  32,73 eur  499 855 955  44 249 630           1,00 %             0,89 % amsterdam
Bidvest Group ltd  2 878 881  335 297 044  268,35 zar  447 034 736  111 737 692          0,89 %              0,88 % Johannesburg
airasia Bhd  80 571 200  296 216 076  2,20 MYr  327 853 881  31 637 805          0,66 %              2,90 % Kuala lumpur
enka insaat Ve sanayi as  19 223 614  226 359 111  6,02 trY  326 877 728  100 518 616            0,65 %            0,60 % istanbul

aveng ltd  21 017 094  617 358 060  26,44 zar  321 551 156  -295 806 905             0,64 %           5,39 % Johannesburg
Golden ocean Group ltd  21 821 808  93 557 529  14,54 noK  317 289 088  223 731 559            0,63 %            4,88 % oslo Børs
empresas ica s.a.B  22 401 721  327 103 771  26,95 MXn  279 761 993  -47 341 778            0,56 %            3,69 % Mexico
Harbin electric company ltd  68 000 000  614 366 467  5,02 HKd  267 216 608  -347 149 859             0,53 %            4,94 % Hong Kong
abengoa sa- B shares  12 195 948  202 440 756  2,18 eur  221 933 861  19 493 105            0,44 %            3,37 % Madrid
norwegian air shuttle asa  997 061  73 389 109  188,20 noK  187 646 880  114 257 771              0,37 %          2,84 % oslo Børs
Yingli Green energy Holding co ltd adr  5 925 439  137 448 191  5,05 usd  181 574 435  44 126 245          0,36 %              3,56 % new York
lG corp pref  808 430  118 266 161  35 700 KrW  166 357 408  48 091 246             0,33 %           24,39 % seoul
avance Gas Holdings ltd  546 386  46 575 000  123,00 noK  67 205 478  20 630 478            0,13 %            2,23 % unlisted
Kuribayashi steamship co ltd  288 000  5 769 611  255,00 JpY  4 243 253  -1 526 358              0,01 %          2,26 % tokyo
Total Industrials  6 113 942 352  7 642 407 810 1 528 465 457  15,27%                     

Consumer  discretionary
Hyundai Motor co pref (2pb)  3 139 823  501 307 364  130 500 KrW  2 361 822 115  1 860 514 751           4,72 %             8,35 % seoul
Great Wall Motor co ltd  67 765 000  122 922 429  42,80 HKd  2 270 387 718  2 147 465 288           4,54 %             2,47 % Hong Kong
Hyundai Motor co pref (1p)  2 864 684  460 148 253  125 000 KrW  2 064 040 631  1 603 892 377         4,12 %               11,41 % seoul
naspers ltd  1 791 520  524 354 814  1 096 zar  1 136 193 067  611 838 253           2,27 %             0,43 % Johannesburg
royal caribbean cruises ltd  3 496 839  628 973 526  47,42 usd  1 006 189 960  377 216 434            2,01 %            1,65 % new York
Mahindra & Mahindra ltd Gdr  8 254 190  192 306 749  15,25 usd  763 813 092  571 506 343          1,53 %              1,34 % london int
lG electronics inc pref  3 050 000  823 954 276  26 350 KrW  463 246 307  -360 707 970          0,93 %              2,11 % seoul
drB-Hicom Bhd  88 408 800  365 449 189  2,82 MYr  461 128 985  95 679 795           0,92 %             4,57 % Kuala lumpur
Mahindra & Mahindra ltd  3 734 550  301 682 680  944,20 inr  346 024 445  44 341 766           0,69 %             0,61 % national india
apollo tyres ltd  27 020 843  209 933 585  107,20 inr  284 248 503  74 314 918          0,57 %              5,36 % national india
Hengdeli Holdings ltd  162 572 800  256 631 920  1,83 HKd  232 889 438  -23 742 482            0,47 %            3,38 % Hong Kong
Ghabbour auto  3 114 064  73 860 444  36,00 eGp  97 930 462  24 070 018                        0,20 % 2,41 % cairo

Total Consumer Discretionary  4 461 525 230  11 487 914 721 7 026 389 491    22,95%                   

Consumer  staples
Heineken nV  2 216 744  682 261 045  49,08 eur  909 848 765  227 587 720                        1,82 % 0,38 % amsterdam
cosan ltd  10 319 782  577 466 683  13,72 usd  859 146 900  281 680 216                        1,72 % 5,92 % new York
distribuidora internacional de alimentacion sa  12 266 933  417 656 693  6,50 eur  666 804 411  249 147 718                        1,33 % 1,88 % Madrid
X 5 retail Group nV Gdr  4 836 025  487 680 658  16,77 usd  492 112 495  4 431 838                        0,98 % 1,78 % london int

Yazicilar Holding as  8 741 860  216 728 152  18,75 trY  462 976 471  246 248 319                        0,92 % 5,46 % istanbul
royal unibrew a/s  431 112  72 364 382  736,00 dKK  355 675 677  283 311 295                        0,71 % 3,88 % copenhagen
Mafrig alimentos sa  32 036 800  508 815 753  4,00 Brl  329 274 230  -179 541 522                        0,66 % 6,15 % sao paulo
Familymart co ltd  1 176 500  326 160 786  4 805 JpY  326 626 627  465 842                        0,65 % 1,20 % tokyo
Kulim Malaysia BHd  50 827 600  160 451 024  3,44 MYr  323 396 908  162 945 884                        0,65 % 3,97 % Kuala lumpur
pz cussons plc  7 625 746  127 930 872  3,76 GBp  288 542 013  160 611 140                        0,58 % 1,78 % london
cia cervecerias unidas sa adr  1 538 270  280 090 167  24,11 usd  225 046 661  -55 043 506                        0,45 % 0,83 % new York
tata Global Beverages ltd  12 304 260  167 952 231  160,45 inr  193 731 271  25 779 040                        0,39 % 1,99 % national india
podravka prehrambena ind dd  406 584  111 935 175  254,55 HrK  113 532 204  1 597 029                        0,23 % 7,50 % zagreb
united intl enterprises  68 500  12 938 797  1 120 dKK  85 999 284  73 060 487                        0,17 % 1,59 % copenhagen
east african Breweries ltd  2 876 166  36 148 318  290,00 Kes  58 678 101  22 529 783                        0,12 % 0,36 % nairobi
pivovarna lasko  499 286  138 711 783  4,01 eur  16 743 370  -121 968 413                        0,03 % 5,71 % ljubljana
Kulim Malaysia BHd Warrants  8 437 550  -    0,69 MYr  10 768 204  10 768 204                        0,02 % 5,40 % Kuala lumpur

Total Consumer Staples  4 325 292 518  5 718 903 592 1 393 611 074 11,43%                      

FINANCIAl STATEMENT
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Health care
richter Gedeon nyrt  10 116 722  1 098 439 617  4 399 HuF  1 252 794 653  154 355 036                        2,50 % 5,43 % Budapest
china shineway pharmaceutical  36 934 000  280 297 726  10,62 HKd  307 044 752  26 747 026                        0,61 % 4,47 % Hong Kong
ranbaxy laboratories ltd  5 122 307  240 946 908  453,25 inr  227 828 433  -13 118 475                        0,46 % 1,21 % national india
supermax corp BHd  30 573 600  117 547 743  2,77 MYr  156 640 538  39 092 795                        0,31 % 4,50 % Kuala lumpur
eis eczacibasi ilac Ve sanayi  19 410 554  133 038 236  2,11 trY  115 684 237  -17 353 999                        0,23 % 3,54 % istanbul
eczacibasi Yatirim Holding  3 362 732  39 931 421  5,20 trY  49 391 180  9 459 759                        0,10 % 4,80 % istanbul

Total Healthcare  1 910 201 651  2 109 383 793 199 182 141                        4,21%

Financials
Haci omer sabanci Holding as  47 509 436  962 243 029  8,64 trY  1 159 437 703  197 194 674                        2,32 % 2,33 % istanbul
state Bank of india  5 872 082  1 450 751 715  1 767 inr  1 017 912 061  -432 839 654                        2,03 % 0,86 % national india
VtB Bank ojsc Gdr  45 401 213  1 353 743 121  2,99 usd  825 100 928  -528 642 193                        1,65 % 0,70 % london int
Banco do estado rio Grande do sul sa pref  20 115 400  475 600 477  12,60 Brl  651 250 156  175 649 679                        1,30 % 4,92 % sao paulo
Haitong securities co ltd  49 559 200  409 233 588  13,50 HKd  523 731 714  114 498 125                        1,05 % 3,32 % Hong Kong
HsBc Holdings plc  7 000 000  410 146 809  6,62 GBp  465 993 763  55 846 954                        0,93 % 0,04 % london
raiffeisen Bank international aG  1 634 031  328 454 185  25,62 eur  350 097 114  21 642 929                        0,70 % 0,84 % Vienna
Jse ltd  6 464 519  249 899 375  89,73 zar  335 652 465  85 753 090                        0,67 % 7,60 % Johannesburg
Korean reinsurance co  4 860 366  181 996 624  11 450 KrW  320 779 048  138 782 425                        0,64 % 4,04 % seoul
Kiwoom securities co ltd  1 043 205  190 647 588  50 500 KrW  303 663 466  113 015 878                        0,61 % 4,72 % seoul
Kiatnakin Bank pcl  37 429 463  334 353 001  37,25 tHB  258 563 198  -75 789 803                        0,52 % 4,46 % Bangkok
Ghana commercial Bank ltd  17 397 904  83 591 006  4,85 GHs  215 639 751  132 048 745                        0,43 % 6,57 % Ghana
VtB Bank ojsc  21 701 144 197  165 581 900  0,05 ruB  198 913 252  33 331 352                        0,40 % 0,17 % Moscow
eFG-Hermes Holding sae  17 939 257  353 506 510  8,68 eGp  136 022 875  -217 483 635                        0,27 % 3,13 % cairo
Value partners Group ltd  26 290 000  101 073 037  6,00 HKd  123 478 872  22 405 835                        0,25 % 1,50 % Hong Kong
nordnet aB  5 007 907  69 538 630  26,00 seK  122 835 946  53 297 316                        0,25 % 2,86 % stockholm
dragon capital - Vietnam enterprise investments  8 000 000  96 045 021  2,46 usd  119 660 194  23 615 173                        0,24 % 4,60 % dublin
diamond Bank plc  378 971 941  79 309 879  7,35 nGn  105 289 774  25 979 895                        0,21 % 2,62 % lagos
turkiye sinai Kalkinma Bankasi as  11 545 017  59 565 733  1,83 trY  59 675 969  110 236                        0,12 % 0,89 % istanbul
Vinacapital Vietnam opportunity Fund ltd  2 752 000  26 575 716  2,26 usd  37 698 058  11 122 342                        0,08 % 1,06 % london
trimegah securities tbk pt  700 000 000  67 131 002  59,00 idr  20 588 050  -46 542 952                        0,04 % 9,85 % Jakarta
eFG-Hermes Holding Gdr  202 863  8 188 185  2,24 usd  2 763 516  -5 424 669                        0,01 % 0,07 % london int

Total Financials  7 457 176 131  7 354 747 873 -102 428 258 14,69%                      

Information technology
samsung electronics co ltd pref  505 187  1 248 104 153  1 013 000 KrW  2 949 803 716  1 701 699 563                        5,89 % 2,21 % seoul
samsung electronics co ltd pref Gdr  400 725  394 304 759  483,60 usd  1 175 913 896  781 609 136                        2,35 % 0,88 % london int
tech Mahindra ltd  2 529 440  408 241 341  1 838 inr  456 182 847  47 941 506                        0,91 % 1,08 % national india
lenovo Group ltd  57 990 000  286 694 048  9,43 HKd  428 070 814  141 376 766                        0,86 % 0,56 % Hong Kong
skyworth digital Holdings ltd  37 020 411  107 848 397  4,27 HKd  123 742 797  15 894 400                        0,25 % 1,32 % Hong Kong
ericsson  nikola tesla  13 810  15 881 714  1 470 HrK  22 269 307  6 387 593                        0,04 % 1,04 % zagreb

Total Information technology  2 461 074 412  5 155 983 376 2 694 908 964          10,30 %             

Telecom
sistema Jsfc Gdr  10 568 574  843 713 770  32,12 usd  2 059 845 855  1 216 132 085                        4,12 % 2,19 % london int
Bharti airtel ltd  31 681 489  1 257 059 136  330,25 inr  1 026 722 118  -230 337 018                        2,05 % 0,79 % national india
Kinnevik investment aB-B  2 124 324  349 482 579  297,90 seK  597 017 595  247 535 017                        1,19 % 0,90 % stockholm
indosat tbk pt  206 683 750  557 400 537  4 150 idr  427 582 175  -129 818 362                        0,85 % 3,80 % indonesia

Total  Telecom  3 007 656 021  4 111 167 743 1 103 511 721 8,21 %                      

TOTAl  SECuRITIES PORTFOlIO 1)  36 110 763 257  49 211 534 236  13 100 770 979 98,32%                      

1) For liquidity in the portfolio as of 31.12.2013,  please refer to the balance sheet.

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen  Kon-tiki the average acquisition value is applied when calculating the realized capital gain/loss when selling shares.
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FINANCIAl STATEMENT

SKAGEN Tellus
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security   Maturity  
  

Coupon  
 

Currency 
 Face value 

NOK 
 Cost price 

NOK  yield 3)  Duration2) 
 Market  price 

NOK 

 Accrued 
 interest

 NOK 

 Market 
 value 

NOK 

 Market value 
 incl accrued 

 interest NOK  
 unrealised 

 gain/loss NOK 
Share  of

fund
Risk

class 4)

FIXED RATE SECuRITIES

Bond issued by supranational organisation
european Bank recon & dev 17.06.2015 0,50 cnY  43 000 000  41 462 381 1,39 1,44  98,94  116 302  42 545 112  42 661 414  1 082 730 8,43 % 1
european Bank recon & dev 06.06.2014 5,25 inr  175 000 000  19 814 789 8,35 0,40  9,68  513 774  16 947 893  17 461 667  -2 866 896 3,45 % 1
european Bank recon & dev 07.02.2014 5,25 inr  60 000 000  5 750 298 8,17 0,10  9,78  276 930  5 869 584  6 146 514  119 287 1,21 % 1

Foreign  government  bonds
slovenia Government 30.03.2026 5,12 eur  5 400 000  39 295 664 5,08 8,61  839,30  1 750 060  45 322 325  47 072 385  6 026 662 9,30 % 2
norwegian Government 24.05.2023 2,00 noK  37 000 000  34 252 800 2,96 8,25  92,20  448 055  34 114 000  34 562 055  -138 800 6,83 % 2
portugese Government 15.04.2021 3,85 eur  4 600 000  34 116 297 5,84 5,90  739,58  1 054 990  34 020 712  35 075 702  -95 584 6,93 % 2
uK Government 07.03.2014 2,25 GBp  2 800 000  27 177 522 0,33 0,18  1 008,51  201 137  28 238 209  28 439 346  1 060 687 5,62 % 2
chilean Government 05.08.2020 5,50 clp  2 040 000 000  25 708 116 5,08 5,25  1,19  525 632  24 191 891  24 717 522  -1 516 225 4,88 % 3
canadian Government 01.02.2014 1,00 cad  4 200 000  23 583 678 0,85 0,08  571,36  99 116  23 997 090  24 096 206  413 412 4,76 % 3
Mexican Government 20.11.2036 10,00 MXn  40 000 000  24 368 325 7,63 9,93  58,99  46 339  23 594 161  23 640 500  -774 163 4,67 % 3
Brazilian Government 10.01.2028 10,25 Brl  9 000 000  25 299 099 10,87 6,58  250,53  1 125 923  22 547 362  23 673 285  -2 751 737 4,68 % 3

colombian Government 14.04.2021 7,75 cop  5 400 000 000  19 255 462 5,91 5,32  0,35  941 161  18 786 934  19 728 095  -468 527 3,90 % 3
turkish Government 08.03.2023 7,10 trY  8 000 000  21 729 404 10,39 5,86  232,00  460 921  18 560 312  19 021 233  -3 169 092 3,76 % 3
peruvian Government 12.08.2037 6,90 pen  8 000 000  18 379 698 7,18 10,79  212,88  458 469  17 030 578  17 489 047  -1 349 120 3,45 % 3
new zealand Government 15.04.2015 6,00 nzd  2 000 000  10 596 464 3,28 1,21  516,92  126 857  10 338 421  10 465 278  -258 043 2,07 % 3

Foreign government certificates
us Government 06.03.2014 0,00 usd  20 000 000  122 383 313 0,05 0,18  606,74  -   121 348 381  121 348 381  -1 034 932 23,97 % 3

TOTAl  SECuRITIES  PORTFOlIO  5)  493 173 308  8 145 665  487 452 967  495 598 632  -5 720 342 97,90 %

Portfolio key figures
Yield 3,73 %             

Yield to clients 1) 2,93 %

duration 2)  3,82 

      
1)  Yield adjusted for management fee.

2)   duration is a simplified expression of how much the price of the security 
will change if the interest rate changes by one percentage point.

3)  Yield is the average annual return of an interest bearing security until 
maturity.

4)   securities are divided into six risk classes according to their credit risk. 
class 1 has the lowest and class 6 the highest credit risk. 

risk class 1: supranational organisations
risk class 2: Government, and government guaranteed within the eea
risk class 3: Government, and government guaranteed outside the eea
risk class 4: county and local government
risk class 5: Bank and financial institutions                                                                                                                                 
risk class 6: industry

5) For liquidity in the portfolio as of  31.12.13, please refer to the 
balance sheet.

all securities are traded in a telephone-based international market.

unit price as of   31.12.2013 121,4385 

noK  54.534.609,- is allocated for distribution to unit holders. this will  
 result in a reduction in the unit price equal to the distribution per unit at the 
time of distribution.   

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen tellus the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.
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SKAGEN Avkastning
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security  Maturity  Coupon 
 

Currency 

 Interest 
 adjustment 

point 
 Face value

 NOK 
 Cost price 

NOK  yield 3)  Duration2) 

 Market 
 price 
NOK 

 Accrued  
 interest

 NOK 

 Market 
 value 

NOK 

 Market value 
 incl. accrued 
 interest NOK 

  unrealised 
 gain/loss 

NOK  
Share 

of fund
Risk

class 4)

FlOATING  RATE  SECuRITIES

Financial  bonds
sparebanken sør 16.09.2015 2,65 noK 19.03.2014  49 000 000  48 497 106 2,46 0,21 100,99  46 890  49 483 011  49 529 901  985 905 4,14 %  5 
sparebank 1 nord-norge 25.01.2016 2,77 noK 27.01.2014  46 000 000  46 611 800 2,63 0,08 101,26  237 143  46 578 342  46 815 485  -33 458 3,91 %  5 
sparebank 1 Buskerud-Vestfold 25.09.2015 2,90 noK 25.03.2014  40 000 000  40 416 000 2,45 0,23 101,42  12 889  40 568 885  40 581 774  152 885 3,39 %  5 
Bn Bank asa 07.03.2016 2,43 noK 07.03.2014  40 000 000  40 015 600 2,74 0,17 100,38  59 400  40 153 517  40 212 917  137 917 3,36 %  5 
sparebank 1 nord-norge 17.08.2016 2,96 noK 17.02.2014  35 000 000  35 623 000 2,74 0,14 101,81  123 744  35 631 876  35 755 620  8 876 2,99 %  5 
totens sparebank 08.06.2015 2,90 noK 10.03.2014  35 000 000  35 418 500 2,49 0,19 101,17  62 028  35 410 330  35 472 358  -8 170 2,96 %  5 
Bank 1 oslo akershus as 15.02.2016 2,36 noK 17.02.2014  35 000 000  35 043 000 2,62 0,12 100,41  105 544  35 141 939  35 247 483  98 939 2,94 %  5 
sparebank 1 sMn 23.03.2015 2,56 noK 24.03.2014  34 000 000  34 201 150 2,22 0,22 100,71  19 342  34 241 727  34 261 069  40 577 2,86 %  5 
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 01.10.2015 2,79 noK 02.01.2014  31 000 000  31 272 700 2,75 0,01 101,04  218 628  31 322 017  31 540 645  49 317 2,62 %  5 
Helgeland sparebank 15.03.2017 3,35 noK 17.03.2014  30 000 000  31 011 450 2,77 0,23 103,24  41 875  30 971 542  31 013 417  -39 907 2,59 %  5 
aurskog sparebank 23.02.2015 2,96 noK 24.02.2014  30 000 000  29 991 900 2,41 0,15 101,03  96 200  30 307 723  30 403 923  315 823 2,54 %  5 
sparebank 1 Buskerud-Vestfold 11.03.2016 2,36 noK 11.03.2014  30 000 000  30 057 000 2,60 0,18 100,41  39 333  30 123 604  30 162 937  66 604 2,52 %  5 
pareto Bank asa 04.04.2014 3,05 noK 06.01.2014  30 000 000  29 985 900 2,45 0,02 100,29  223 667  30 088 133  30 311 800  102 233 2,51 %  5 
skandiabanken 16.01.2015 2,18 noK 16.01.2014  30 000 000  29 995 500 2,25 0,04 100,22  138 067  30 065 393  30 203 460  69 893 2,52 %  5 
sparebank 1 Østfold akershus 27.06.2016 2,29 noK 27.03.2014  30 000 000  29 997 000 2,77 0,21 99,96  7 633  29 986 660  29 994 293  -10 340 2,50 %  5 
totens sparebank 23.11.2015 2,89 noK 24.02.2014  25 000 000  24 900 000 2,70 0,15 101,33  72 250  25 331 626  25 403 876  431 626 2,12 %  5 
Bank 1 oslo akershus as 16.09.2016 3,15 noK 17.03.2014  20 000 000  20 465 200 2,70 0,22 102,41  26 250  20 481 238  20 507 488  16 038 1,71 %  5 
Helgeland sparebank 25.08.2016 3,02 noK 25.02.2014  20 000 000  20 435 600 2,73 0,16 102,07  60 400  20 413 001  20 473 401  -22 599 1,71 %  5 
Fana sparebank 20.05.2015 3,02 noK 20.02.2014  20 000 000  20 108 000 2,49 0,14 101,29  68 789  20 257 977  20 326 765  149 977 1,70 %  5 
sparebank 1 sMn 16.03.2016 2,68 noK 19.03.2014  20 000 000  20 221 200 2,58 0,21 101,13  19 356  20 225 514  20 244 869  4 314 1,69 %  5 
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 08.03.2016 2,53 noK 10.03.2014  20 000 000  20 012 500 2,74 0,18 100,60  30 922  20 119 770  20 150 692  107 270 1,68 %  5 
sparebank 1 Østfold akershus 15.05.2017 2,53 noK 17.02.2014  20 000 000  20 086 000 2,97 0,10 100,25  64 656  20 049 282  20 113 938  -36 718 1,68 %  5 
sparebank 1 søre sunnmøre 15.09.2015 2,75 noK 17.03.2014  19 500 000  19 706 400 2,61 0,20 101,02  22 344  19 698 869  19 721 213  -7 531 1,65 %  5 
sparebank 1 nordvest 13.04.2015 2,93 noK 13.01.2014  15 000 000  15 202 500 2,49 0,04 101,08  95 225  15 162 127  15 257 352  -40 373 1,26 %  5 
sparebank 1 nord-norge 19.02.2015 2,37 noK 19.02.2014  15 000 000  14 880 600 2,24 0,13 100,45  41 475  15 067 834  15 109 309  187 234 1,26 %  5 
sparebanken Møre 05.12.2016 2,78 noK 05.03.2014  12 000 000  12 022 400 2,74 0,17 101,36  24 093  12 163 360  12 187 453  140 960 1,02 %  5 
Bn Bank asa 15.03.2017 3,40 noK 19.03.2014  10 000 000  10 308 000 2,87 0,23 103,07  12 278  10 307 232  10 319 510  -768 0,86 %  5 
pareto Bank asa 09.01.2017 3,53 noK 09.01.2014  10 000 000  10 129 000 3,57 0,01 101,74  81 386  10 173 588  10 254 974  44 588 0,85 %  5 
sparebank 1 Østfold akershus 20.09.2016 2,85 noK 20.03.2014  10 000 000  10 152 000 2,82 0,21 101,34  8 708  10 134 166  10 142 875  -17 834 0,85 %  5 
sparebanken sør 18.02.2015 2,92 noK 18.02.2014  10 000 000  10 039 000 2,24 0,13 101,07  34 878  10 106 576  10 141 454  67 576 0,85 %  5 
sparebanken narvik 09.02.2015 2,52 noK 10.02.2014  5 500 000  5 519 250 2,41 0,11 100,50  19 250  5 527 237  5 546 487  7 987 0,46 %  5 
sparebank 1 nordvest 29.06.2016 2,89 noK 31.03.2014  5 000 000  5 069 250 2,76 0,24 101,40  401  5 070 169  5 070 571  919 0,42 %  5 
sparebank 1 nord-norge 12.10.2015 2,70 noK 13.01.2014  2 000 000  1 986 400 2,59 0,04 101,01  11 700  2 020 202  2 031 902  33 802 0,17 %  5 

FIXED RATE SECuRITIES

Foreign goverment bond
Mexican Government 20.11.2036 10,00 MXn 100 000 000  60 297 314 7,63 9,93 58,99  115 848  58 985 403  59 101 251  -1 311 911 4,94 %  3 
slovenian Government 30.03.2026 5,12 eur  6 000 000  46 778 495 5,08 8,61 839,30  1 944 511  50 358 139  52 302 650  3 579 644 4,37 %  2 
portuguese Government 15.02.2024 5,65 eur  4 000 000  32 288 988 6,14 7,21 804,91  1 196 125  32 196 588  33 392 713  -92 400 2,79 %  2 

TOTAl  SECuRITIES  PORTFOlIO 5)  928 745 703  5 383 228  933 924 598  939 307 826  5 178 895 78,38 %

Portfolio key  figures
Yield 3,13 %             

Yield to clients 1) 2,63 %

duration 2)  1,17 

1)  Yield adjusted for management fee.

2)   duration is a simplified expression of how much the price of the security 
will change if the interest rate changes by one percentage point.

3)  Yield is the average annual return of an interest bearing security until 
maturity.

4)   securities are divided into six risk classes according to their credit risk. 
class 1 has the lowest and class 6 the highest credit risk. 

risk class 1: supranational organisations
risk class 2: Government, and government guaranteed within the eea
risk class 3: Government, and government guaranteed outside the eea
risk class 4: county and local government
risk class 5: Bank and financial institutions                                                                                                                                 
risk class 6: industry

5) For liquidity in the portfolio as of  31.12.13, please refer to the 
balance sheet.

all securities are traded in a telephone-based international market.

unit price as of  31.12.2013 140,4571   
 
noK  37.178.870,- is allocated for distribution to unit holders. this will  
 result in a reduction in the unit price equal to the distribution per unit at the 
time of distribution.   

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen  avkastning  the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen tellus the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.
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FINANCIAl STATEMENT

SKAGEN Høyrente
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security  Maturity   Coupon  
 Interest  

 adjustment point  Face value  Cost price  yield 3)  Duration2) 
 Market 

 price 
 Accrued 
 interest 

 Market  
 value 

  
Market value  incl  
accrued  interest

 unrealised 
 gain/loss 

Share
of fund

Risk
class 4)

FlOATING  RATE  SECuRITIES
Financial bonds
Bn Bank asa 16.06.2014 2,47 17.03.2014  84 000 000  83 936 200 2,02 0,20 100,24  86 450  84 198 500  84 284 950  262 300 2,45 % 5
sparebanken sør 18.02.2015 2,92 18.02.2014  78 000 000  78 547 550 2,24 0,13 101,07  272 047  78 831 292  79 103 339  283 742 2,30 % 5
skandinaviska enskilda Banken aB 20.02.2015 2,92 20.02.2014  75 000 000  75 000 000 2,24 0,14 101,08  249 417  75 809 764  76 059 180  809 764 2,21 % 5
sparebanken sør 25.08.2014 2,48 25.02.2014  75 000 000  74 847 000 2,00 0,15 100,38  186 000  75 282 889  75 468 889  435 889 2,20 % 5
Bn Bank asa 19.03.2014 2,45 19.03.2014  75 000 000  74 985 000 1,96 0,21 100,11  66 354  75 080 899  75 147 254  95 899 2,19 % 5
sparebank 1 sMn 16.03.2016 2,68 19.03.2014  68 000 000  68 720 800 2,58 0,21 101,13  65 809  68 766 747  68 832 556  45 947 2,00 % 5
sparebanken sør 17.10.2014 2,90 17.01.2014  55 000 000  54 992 500 2,09 0,05 100,76  332 292  55 419 201  55 751 492  426 701 1,62 % 5
sparebank 1 sMn 19.03.2014 2,54 19.03.2014  55 000 000  55 202 500 1,90 0,21 100,14  46 567  55 075 753  55 122 319  -126 747 1,60 % 5
sparebank 1 Buskerud-Vestfold 25.09.2015 2,90 25.03.2014  50 000 000  49 926 250 2,45 0,23 101,42  16 111  50 711 106  50 727 218  784 856 1,48 % 5
sparebank 1 Østfold akershus 20.09.2016 2,85 20.03.2014  50 000 000  50 760 000 2,82 0,21 101,34  43 542  50 670 831  50 714 373  -89 168 1,48 % 5
totens sparebank 23.11.2015 2,89 24.02.2014  50 000 000  49 800 000 2,70 0,15 101,33  144 500  50 663 252  50 807 752  863 252 1,48 % 5
Bn Bank asa 26.01.2015 3,18 27.01.2014  50 000 000  50 000 000 2,32 0,08 101,24  282 667  50 620 472  50 903 139  620 472 1,48 % 5
sparebank 1 sMn 05.08.2014 2,63 05.02.2014  50 000 000  50 018 400 2,04 0,10 100,42  204 556  50 209 664  50 414 220  191 264 1,47 % 5
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 02.06.2014 2,46 03.03.2014  50 000 000  49 922 500 2,04 0,17 100,21  99 083  50 102 890  50 201 973  180 390 1,46 % 5
Bank 1 oslo akershus as 22.10.2014 2,35 22.01.2014  41 500 000  41 094 200 2,09 0,06 100,32  189 632  41 632 861  41 822 493  538 661 1,22 % 5
eiendomskreditt as 08.05.2015 2,52 10.02.2014  40 000 000  40 000 000 2,45 0,10 100,21  148 400  40 083 108  40 231 508  83 108 1,17 % 5
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 10.02.2014 2,57 10.02.2014  35 000 000  35 005 950 1,99 0,11 100,07  124 931  35 023 929  35 148 860  17 979 1,02 % 5
sparebank 1 nord-norge 17.08.2016 2,96 17.02.2014  34 000 000  34 659 600 2,74 0,14 101,81  120 209  34 613 822  34 734 031  -45 778 1,01 % 5
sparebanken sør 05.09.2016 3,08 05.03.2014  30 000 000  30 667 200 2,72 0,18 102,13  66 733  30 640 362  30 707 095  -26 838 0,89 % 5
pareto Bank asa 04.04.2014 3,05 06.01.2014  30 000 000  29 985 900 2,45 0,02 100,29  223 667  30 088 133  30 311 800  102 233 0,88 % 5
sparebanken sør 20.05.2014 2,47 20.02.2014  30 000 000  30 018 300 1,99 0,14 100,22  84 392  30 064 925  30 149 317  46 625 0,88 % 5
sparebank 1 Gruppen as 03.02.2014 2,86 03.02.2014  30 000 000  30 000 000 2,16 0,09 100,07  143 000  30 020 230  30 163 230  20 230 0,88 % 5
sparebanken sør 09.05.2016 2,70 10.02.2014  27 000 000  27 290 250 2,69 0,11 101,15  101 250  27 309 421  27 410 671  19 171 0,80 % 5
sparebanken Møre 25.02.2014 2,39 25.02.2014  25 000 000  25 000 000 1,92 0,15 100,07  59 750  25 018 430  25 078 180  18 430 0,73 % 5
Fana sparebank 19.02.2014 2,34 19.02.2014  25 000 000  24 986 250 1,98 0,13 100,05  68 250  25 013 031  25 081 281  26 781 0,73 % 5
sparebank 1 nord-norge 19.02.2015 2,37 19.02.2014  22 500 000  22 267 500 2,24 0,13 100,45  62 212  22 601 751  22 663 964  334 251 0,66 % 5
pareto Bank asa 04.11.2014 3,61 04.02.2014  20 000 000  19 970 000 2,41 0,10 101,17  114 317  20 234 619  20 348 936  264 619 0,59 % 5
sparebank 1 telemark 21.12.2015 2,51 21.03.2014  20 000 000  20 126 000 2,66 0,21 100,57  11 156  20 113 743  20 124 899  -12 257 0,59 % 5
totens sparebank 02.12.2015 1,94 03.03.2014  16 000 000  15 852 800 2,70 0,15 99,46  25 004  15 912 895  15 937 900  60 095 0,46 % 5
totens sparebank 14.10.2016 3,53 14.01.2014  15 000 000  15 487 500 2,93 0,06 103,07  114 725  15 461 133  15 575 859  -26 367 0,45 % 5
sparebanken narvik 29.09.2014 3,06 31.03.2014  15 000 000  15 012 300 2,04 0,24 100,78  1 275  15 116 867  15 118 142  104 567 0,44 % 5
Helgeland sparebank 21.11.2014 2,85 21.02.2014  10 000 000  10 082 500 2,07 0,14 100,83  31 667  10 082 953  10 114 620  453 0,29 % 5
sparebank 1 telemark 10.02.2015 2,39 10.02.2014  10 000 000  9 880 000 2,33 0,11 100,41  33 194  10 040 850  10 074 044  160 850 0,29 % 5

Industrial bonds
ap Moeller - Maersk a/s 16.12.2014 3,50 17.03.2014  95 000 000  96 336 700 2,23 0,21 101,24  138 542  96 180 091  96 318 633  -156 609 2,80 % 6
entra eiendom as 09.11.2015 2,89 10.02.2014  70 000 000  70 058 000 2,74 0,11 101,03  280 972  70 723 500  71 004 472  665 500 2,07 % 6
Felleskjopet agri sa 15.02.2016 3,35 13.02.2014  60 000 000  60 000 000 3,00 0,11 100,97  268 000  60 583 652  60 851 652  583 652 1,77 % 6
tele2 aB 24.02.2015 3,34 24.02.2014  50 000 000  50 460 000 2,83 0,14 100,69  167 000  50 346 877  50 513 877  -113 123 1,47 % 6
Vasakronan aB 30.05.2014 2,43 28.02.2014  50 000 000  49 915 500 2,11 0,16 100,14  108 000  50 069 872  50 177 872  154 372 1,46 % 6
scania cV aB 17.06.2016 2,50 17.03.2014  50 000 000  50 000 000 2,54 0,22 99,94  48 611  49 969 157  50 017 768  -30 843 1,46 % 6
entra eiendom as 25.11.2014 2,44 25.02.2014  45 000 000  44 854 250 2,33 0,15 100,26  109 800  45 117 356  45 227 156  263 106 1,32 % 6
schibsted asa 16.12.2015 3,70 17.03.2014  40 000 000  40 520 640 2,89 0,20 101,66  61 667  40 665 318  40 726 985  144 678 1,19 % 6
olav thon eiendomsselskap asa 15.09.2015 2,75 17.03.2014  39 000 000  39 289 750 2,75 0,20 100,75  44 687  39 291 624  39 336 311  1 874 1,14 % 6

Power generation bonds
agder energi as 25.08.2014 2,54 25.02.2014 102 000 000  102 357 212 2,12 0,15 100,36  259 080  102 372 188  102 631 268  14 976 2,99 % 6
BKK as 26.08.2016 2,60 26.02.2014 100 000 000  100 395 000 2,80 0,15 100,87  252 778  100 874 667  101 127 445  479 667 2,94 % 6
BKK as 20.11.2015 2,62 20.02.2014 100 000 000  100 005 600 2,49 0,14 100,87  298 389  100 870 981  101 169 370  865 381 2,94 % 6
BKK as 12.02.2015 2,39 12.02.2014  65 000 000  64 949 500 2,27 0,11 100,41  211 449  65 263 873  65 475 322  314 373 1,91 % 6
BKK as 29.05.2014 2,51 28.02.2014  55 000 000  55 025 000 2,06 0,16 100,21  122 711  55 117 616  55 240 328  92 616 1,61 % 6
agder energi as 02.03.2016 2,58 03.03.2014  25 000 000  25 117 500 2,61 0,16 100,8  51 958  25 199 903  25 251 862  82 403 0,73 % 6

Financial  certificates
skandiabanken 08.07.2014 2,01 08.07.2014  30 000 000  29 997 000 1,94 0,51 100,06  140 700  30 019 000  30 159 700  22 000 0,88 % 5

Industrial certificates
olav thon eiendomsselskap asa 18.09.2014 2,46  30 000 000  30 000 000 2,24 0,70 100,21  210 279  30 064 433  30 274 713  64 433 0,88 % 6
entra eiendom as 10.01.2014 2,30  25 000 000  25 012 500 2,21 0,03 100,00  417 466  25 000 493  25 417 959  -12 007 0,74 % 6

TOTAl  SECuRITIES  PORTFOlIO 5) 2 378 339 102  7 011 245 2 388 246 928  2 395 258 173 9 907 826 69,69 %

Portfolio  key  figures
Yield 2,85 %             
Yield to clients 1) 2,60 %
duration 2)  0,11 

 
1) Yield adjusted for management fee.

2) duration is a simplified expression of how much the price of the security        
      will change if the interest rate changes by one percentage point.

3)  Yield is the average annual return of an interest bearing security until 
maturity.

4)  securities are divided into six risk classes according to their credit risk. 
class 1 has the lowest and class 6 the highest credit risk. 

      risk class 1: supranational organisations
      risk class 2: Government, and government guaranteed within the eea
      risk class 3: Government, and government guaranteed outside the eea
      risk class 4: county and local government
      risk class 5: Bank and financial institutions
      risk class 6: industry 

5)  For liquidity in the portfolio as of 31.12.13, please refer to the balance 
sheet.

all securities are traded in the norwegian market.

unit  price  as  of  31.12.2013  103,7847 
 
noK  86.170.081,- is allocated for distribution to unitholders. this will 
result in a reduction in the unit price equal to the distribution per unit at the 
time of distribution.

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen  Høyrente  the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the
realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.
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SKAGEN Høyrente Institusjon
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security  Maturity   Coupon  

 Interest  
 adjustment 

point  Face value  Cost price  yield 3)  Duration2) 
 Market 

 price 
 Accrued 
 interest 

 Market  
 value 

Market value 
 incl. accrued 

 interest
 unrealised 

 gain/loss 
Share

of fund
Risk

class 4)

FlOATING RATE SECuRITIES

Financial  bonds
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 08.03.2016 2,53 10.03.2014  50 000 000  50 020 500 2,74 0,18 100,60  77 306  50 299 425  50 376 731  278 925 3,98 %  5 
sparebanken sør 20.05.2014 2,47 20.02.2014  45 000 000  45 209 610 1,99 0,14 100,22  126 587  45 097 388  45 223 976  -112 222 3,57 %  5 

eiendomskreditt as 08.05.2015 2,52 10.02.2014  40 000 000  40 000 000 2,45 0,10 100,21  148 400  40 083 108  40 231 508  83 108 3,18 %  5 
sparebank 1 Østfold akershus 20.09.2016 2,85 20.03.2014  37 000 000  37 562 400 2,82 0,21 101,34  32 221  37 496 415  37 528 636  -65 985 2,96 %  5 
sparebank 1 sMn 16.03.2016 2,68 19.03.2014  36 000 000  36 421 200 2,58 0,21 101,13  34 840  36 405 925  36 440 765  -15 275 2,88 %  5 
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 10.02.2014 2,57 10.02.2014  35 000 000  35 199 150 1,99 0,11 100,07  124 931  35 023 929  35 148 860  -175 221 2,78 %  5 
Bn Bank asa 26.08.2014 2,95 26.02.2014  30 000 000  30 264 480 2,05 0,15 100,65  86 042  30 193 842  30 279 883  -70 638 2,39 %  5 
Bn Bank asa 07.03.2016 2,43 07.03.2014  29 000 000  29 069 820 2,74 0,17 100,38  43 065  29 111 300  29 154 365  41 480 2,30 %  5 
Bank 1 oslo akershus as 22.10.2014 2,35 22.01.2014  26 500 000  26 388 725 2,09 0,06 100,32  121 090  26 584 839  26 705 929  196 114 2,11 %  5 
sparebanken Møre 01.08.2014 1,94 03.02.2014  25 000 000  25 007 000 2,04 0,09 100,02  76 792  25 004 131  25 080 923  -2 869 1,98 %  5 
totens sparebank 14.10.2016 3,53 14.01.2014  22 000 000  22 716 920 2,93 0,06 103,07  168 263  22 676 329  22 844 592  -40 591 1,79 %  5 
skandinaviska enskilda Banken aB 20.02.2015 2,92 20.02.2014  21 000 000  21 000 000 2,24 0,14 101,08  69 837  21 226 734  21 296 571  226 734 1,68 %  5 
totens sparebank 15.08.2014 2,50 17.02.2014  20 000 000  19 752 000 2,06 0,13 100,33  63 889  20 065 307  20 129 196  313 307 1,59 %  5 
pareto Bank asa 04.04.2014 3,05 06.01.2014  20 000 000  19 990 600 2,45 0,02 100,29  149 111  20 058 756  20 207 867  68 156 1,58 %  5 
sparebanken sør 04.02.2015 2,21 04.02.2014  20 000 000  19 620 600 2,24 0,09 100,28  69 983  20 055 944  20 125 928  435 344 1,59 %  5 
sparebank 1 telemark 28.03.2014 2,41 28.03.2014  20 000 000  19 970 000 1,95 0,23 100,11  1 339  20 022 368  20 023 706  52 368 1,58 %  5 
skandiabanken 11.04.2014 2,23 13.01.2014  20 000 000  20 030 800 2,04 0,03 100,09  100 350  20 017 284  20 117 634  -13 516 1,58 %  5 
sparebanken sogn og Fjordane 24.08.2016 3,05 24.02.2014  16 000 000  16 350 400 2,73 0,16 102,14  48 800  16 342 754  16 391 554  -7 646 1,29 %  5 
Bank 1 oslo akershus as 30.04.2015 2,83 30.01.2014  15 000 000  14 990 100 2,37 0,08 101,08  73 108  15 161 875  15 234 983  171 775 1,20 %  5 
sparebank 1 Østfold akershus 10.02.2015 2,79 10.02.2014  10 000 000  9 983 300 2,33 0,11 100,85  38 750  10 085 348  10 124 098  102 048 0,80 %  5 
sparebanken narvik 29.09.2014 3,06 31.03.2014  10 000 000  10 008 200 2,04 0,24 100,78  850  10 077 911  10 078 761  69 711 0,80 %  5 
sparebanken sør 18.02.2015 2,92 18.02.2014  5 000 000  5 019 500 2,24 0,13 101,07  17 439  5 053 288  5 070 727  33 788 0,40 %  5 

Financial  certificates
sparebanken Møre 12.06.2014 1,84 12.03.2014  60 000 000  60 005 160 1,96 0,19 99,97  58 267  59 984 732  60 042 999  -20 428 4,74 %  5 
skandiabanken 08.07.2014 2,01 08.07.2014  30 000 000  29 998 340 1,94 0,51 100,06  140 700  30 019 000  30 159 700  20 660 2,38 %  5 

FIXED RATE SECuRITIES

Financial bonds
sparebank 1 sMn 25.08.2014 2,00  30 000 000  29 988 600 1,97 0,64 100,05  64 110  30 015 439  30 079 549  26 839 2,38 %  5 
skandiabanken 29.08.2014 2,19  20 000 000  20 000 000 1,94 0,65 100,16  148 800  20 031 840  20 180 640  31 840 1,59 %  5 
sparebanken Hedmark 02.05.2014 1,89  20 000 000  19 997 200 1,88 0,33 99,99  250 619  19 997 240  20 247 859  40 1,60 %  5 

TOTAl  SECuRITIES  PORTFOlIO  5)  714 564 605  2 335 488  716 192 452  718 527 940  1 627 847 56,73 %

Portfolio  key  figures
Yield 2,50 %             
Yield to clients  1) 2,35 %
duration 2)  0,11 

1)  Yield adjusted for management fee.

2)   duration is a simplified expression of how much the price of the security 
will change if the interest rate changes by one percentage point.

3)  Yield is the average annual return of an interest bearing security until 
maturity.

4)   securities are divided into six risk classes according to their credit risk. 
class 1 has the lowest and class 6 the highest credit risk. 

risk class 1: supranational organisations
risk class 2: Government, and government guaranteed within the eea
risk class 3: Government, and government guaranteed outside the eea
risk class 4: county and local government
risk class 5: Bank and financial institutions                                                                                                                                 
risk class 6: industry

5) For liquidity in the portfolio as of  31.12.13, please refer to the 
balance sheet.

all securities are traded in the norwegian market.

unit price as of   31.12.2013 102,4937  
 
noK 32.273.279,- is allocated for distribution to unitholders. this will   
 result in a reduction in the unit price equal to the distribution per unit at the 
time of distribution.   

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen Høyrente institusjon  the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.

note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security  Maturity   Coupon  
 Interest  

 adjustment point  Face value  Cost price  yield 3)  Duration2) 
 Market 

 price 
 Accrued 
 interest 

 Market  
 value 

  
Market value  incl  
accrued  interest

 unrealised 
 gain/loss 

Share
of fund

Risk
class 4)

FlOATING  RATE  SECuRITIES
Financial bonds
Bn Bank asa 16.06.2014 2,47 17.03.2014  84 000 000  83 936 200 2,02 0,20 100,24  86 450  84 198 500  84 284 950  262 300 2,45 % 5
sparebanken sør 18.02.2015 2,92 18.02.2014  78 000 000  78 547 550 2,24 0,13 101,07  272 047  78 831 292  79 103 339  283 742 2,30 % 5
skandinaviska enskilda Banken aB 20.02.2015 2,92 20.02.2014  75 000 000  75 000 000 2,24 0,14 101,08  249 417  75 809 764  76 059 180  809 764 2,21 % 5
sparebanken sør 25.08.2014 2,48 25.02.2014  75 000 000  74 847 000 2,00 0,15 100,38  186 000  75 282 889  75 468 889  435 889 2,20 % 5
Bn Bank asa 19.03.2014 2,45 19.03.2014  75 000 000  74 985 000 1,96 0,21 100,11  66 354  75 080 899  75 147 254  95 899 2,19 % 5
sparebank 1 sMn 16.03.2016 2,68 19.03.2014  68 000 000  68 720 800 2,58 0,21 101,13  65 809  68 766 747  68 832 556  45 947 2,00 % 5
sparebanken sør 17.10.2014 2,90 17.01.2014  55 000 000  54 992 500 2,09 0,05 100,76  332 292  55 419 201  55 751 492  426 701 1,62 % 5
sparebank 1 sMn 19.03.2014 2,54 19.03.2014  55 000 000  55 202 500 1,90 0,21 100,14  46 567  55 075 753  55 122 319  -126 747 1,60 % 5
sparebank 1 Buskerud-Vestfold 25.09.2015 2,90 25.03.2014  50 000 000  49 926 250 2,45 0,23 101,42  16 111  50 711 106  50 727 218  784 856 1,48 % 5
sparebank 1 Østfold akershus 20.09.2016 2,85 20.03.2014  50 000 000  50 760 000 2,82 0,21 101,34  43 542  50 670 831  50 714 373  -89 168 1,48 % 5
totens sparebank 23.11.2015 2,89 24.02.2014  50 000 000  49 800 000 2,70 0,15 101,33  144 500  50 663 252  50 807 752  863 252 1,48 % 5
Bn Bank asa 26.01.2015 3,18 27.01.2014  50 000 000  50 000 000 2,32 0,08 101,24  282 667  50 620 472  50 903 139  620 472 1,48 % 5
sparebank 1 sMn 05.08.2014 2,63 05.02.2014  50 000 000  50 018 400 2,04 0,10 100,42  204 556  50 209 664  50 414 220  191 264 1,47 % 5
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 02.06.2014 2,46 03.03.2014  50 000 000  49 922 500 2,04 0,17 100,21  99 083  50 102 890  50 201 973  180 390 1,46 % 5
Bank 1 oslo akershus as 22.10.2014 2,35 22.01.2014  41 500 000  41 094 200 2,09 0,06 100,32  189 632  41 632 861  41 822 493  538 661 1,22 % 5
eiendomskreditt as 08.05.2015 2,52 10.02.2014  40 000 000  40 000 000 2,45 0,10 100,21  148 400  40 083 108  40 231 508  83 108 1,17 % 5
Kredittforeningen for sparebanker 10.02.2014 2,57 10.02.2014  35 000 000  35 005 950 1,99 0,11 100,07  124 931  35 023 929  35 148 860  17 979 1,02 % 5
sparebank 1 nord-norge 17.08.2016 2,96 17.02.2014  34 000 000  34 659 600 2,74 0,14 101,81  120 209  34 613 822  34 734 031  -45 778 1,01 % 5
sparebanken sør 05.09.2016 3,08 05.03.2014  30 000 000  30 667 200 2,72 0,18 102,13  66 733  30 640 362  30 707 095  -26 838 0,89 % 5
pareto Bank asa 04.04.2014 3,05 06.01.2014  30 000 000  29 985 900 2,45 0,02 100,29  223 667  30 088 133  30 311 800  102 233 0,88 % 5
sparebanken sør 20.05.2014 2,47 20.02.2014  30 000 000  30 018 300 1,99 0,14 100,22  84 392  30 064 925  30 149 317  46 625 0,88 % 5
sparebank 1 Gruppen as 03.02.2014 2,86 03.02.2014  30 000 000  30 000 000 2,16 0,09 100,07  143 000  30 020 230  30 163 230  20 230 0,88 % 5
sparebanken sør 09.05.2016 2,70 10.02.2014  27 000 000  27 290 250 2,69 0,11 101,15  101 250  27 309 421  27 410 671  19 171 0,80 % 5
sparebanken Møre 25.02.2014 2,39 25.02.2014  25 000 000  25 000 000 1,92 0,15 100,07  59 750  25 018 430  25 078 180  18 430 0,73 % 5
Fana sparebank 19.02.2014 2,34 19.02.2014  25 000 000  24 986 250 1,98 0,13 100,05  68 250  25 013 031  25 081 281  26 781 0,73 % 5
sparebank 1 nord-norge 19.02.2015 2,37 19.02.2014  22 500 000  22 267 500 2,24 0,13 100,45  62 212  22 601 751  22 663 964  334 251 0,66 % 5
pareto Bank asa 04.11.2014 3,61 04.02.2014  20 000 000  19 970 000 2,41 0,10 101,17  114 317  20 234 619  20 348 936  264 619 0,59 % 5
sparebank 1 telemark 21.12.2015 2,51 21.03.2014  20 000 000  20 126 000 2,66 0,21 100,57  11 156  20 113 743  20 124 899  -12 257 0,59 % 5
totens sparebank 02.12.2015 1,94 03.03.2014  16 000 000  15 852 800 2,70 0,15 99,46  25 004  15 912 895  15 937 900  60 095 0,46 % 5
totens sparebank 14.10.2016 3,53 14.01.2014  15 000 000  15 487 500 2,93 0,06 103,07  114 725  15 461 133  15 575 859  -26 367 0,45 % 5
sparebanken narvik 29.09.2014 3,06 31.03.2014  15 000 000  15 012 300 2,04 0,24 100,78  1 275  15 116 867  15 118 142  104 567 0,44 % 5
Helgeland sparebank 21.11.2014 2,85 21.02.2014  10 000 000  10 082 500 2,07 0,14 100,83  31 667  10 082 953  10 114 620  453 0,29 % 5
sparebank 1 telemark 10.02.2015 2,39 10.02.2014  10 000 000  9 880 000 2,33 0,11 100,41  33 194  10 040 850  10 074 044  160 850 0,29 % 5

Industrial bonds
ap Moeller - Maersk a/s 16.12.2014 3,50 17.03.2014  95 000 000  96 336 700 2,23 0,21 101,24  138 542  96 180 091  96 318 633  -156 609 2,80 % 6
entra eiendom as 09.11.2015 2,89 10.02.2014  70 000 000  70 058 000 2,74 0,11 101,03  280 972  70 723 500  71 004 472  665 500 2,07 % 6
Felleskjopet agri sa 15.02.2016 3,35 13.02.2014  60 000 000  60 000 000 3,00 0,11 100,97  268 000  60 583 652  60 851 652  583 652 1,77 % 6
tele2 aB 24.02.2015 3,34 24.02.2014  50 000 000  50 460 000 2,83 0,14 100,69  167 000  50 346 877  50 513 877  -113 123 1,47 % 6
Vasakronan aB 30.05.2014 2,43 28.02.2014  50 000 000  49 915 500 2,11 0,16 100,14  108 000  50 069 872  50 177 872  154 372 1,46 % 6
scania cV aB 17.06.2016 2,50 17.03.2014  50 000 000  50 000 000 2,54 0,22 99,94  48 611  49 969 157  50 017 768  -30 843 1,46 % 6
entra eiendom as 25.11.2014 2,44 25.02.2014  45 000 000  44 854 250 2,33 0,15 100,26  109 800  45 117 356  45 227 156  263 106 1,32 % 6
schibsted asa 16.12.2015 3,70 17.03.2014  40 000 000  40 520 640 2,89 0,20 101,66  61 667  40 665 318  40 726 985  144 678 1,19 % 6
olav thon eiendomsselskap asa 15.09.2015 2,75 17.03.2014  39 000 000  39 289 750 2,75 0,20 100,75  44 687  39 291 624  39 336 311  1 874 1,14 % 6

Power generation bonds
agder energi as 25.08.2014 2,54 25.02.2014 102 000 000  102 357 212 2,12 0,15 100,36  259 080  102 372 188  102 631 268  14 976 2,99 % 6
BKK as 26.08.2016 2,60 26.02.2014 100 000 000  100 395 000 2,80 0,15 100,87  252 778  100 874 667  101 127 445  479 667 2,94 % 6
BKK as 20.11.2015 2,62 20.02.2014 100 000 000  100 005 600 2,49 0,14 100,87  298 389  100 870 981  101 169 370  865 381 2,94 % 6
BKK as 12.02.2015 2,39 12.02.2014  65 000 000  64 949 500 2,27 0,11 100,41  211 449  65 263 873  65 475 322  314 373 1,91 % 6
BKK as 29.05.2014 2,51 28.02.2014  55 000 000  55 025 000 2,06 0,16 100,21  122 711  55 117 616  55 240 328  92 616 1,61 % 6
agder energi as 02.03.2016 2,58 03.03.2014  25 000 000  25 117 500 2,61 0,16 100,8  51 958  25 199 903  25 251 862  82 403 0,73 % 6

Financial  certificates
skandiabanken 08.07.2014 2,01 08.07.2014  30 000 000  29 997 000 1,94 0,51 100,06  140 700  30 019 000  30 159 700  22 000 0,88 % 5

Industrial certificates
olav thon eiendomsselskap asa 18.09.2014 2,46  30 000 000  30 000 000 2,24 0,70 100,21  210 279  30 064 433  30 274 713  64 433 0,88 % 6
entra eiendom as 10.01.2014 2,30  25 000 000  25 012 500 2,21 0,03 100,00  417 466  25 000 493  25 417 959  -12 007 0,74 % 6

TOTAl  SECuRITIES  PORTFOlIO 5) 2 378 339 102  7 011 245 2 388 246 928  2 395 258 173 9 907 826 69,69 %

Portfolio  key  figures
Yield 2,85 %             
Yield to clients 1) 2,60 %
duration 2)  0,11 

 

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen  Høyrente  the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the
realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.
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SKAGEN Krona
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in seK )

Security Maturity  Coupon 
 Interest 

 adjustment point  Face value  Cost price  yield 3)  Duration 2) 
 Market 

 price 
 Market 

 value 

 Total accrued 
 interest and 

 unrealised gain/loss  
Share of

fund
Risk

class 4)

FlOATING RATE SECuRITIES

Financial bonds
länsförsäkringar Bank aB 10.02.2015 2,61 10.02.2014  27 000 000  27 359 648 1,25 0,12 101,26  27 340 223  78 600 3,20 %  5 
danske Bank a/s 17.08.2015 3,02 18.02.2014  25 000 000  25 651 750 1,42 0,15 102,32  25 578 849  17 281 3,00 %  5 
ikano Bank se 26.09.2016 2,07 26.03.2014  25 000 000  25 000 000 2,15 0,21 100,18  25 045 092  50 853 2,92 %  5 
nordea Bank aB 16.01.2015 2,76 16.01.2014  23 000 000  23 220 072 1,08 0,05 101,44  23 330 209  244 151 2,74 %  5 
sampo oyj 28.05.2015 1,84 28.02.2014  23 000 000  23 000 000 1,54 0,16 100,32  23 074 048  112 947 2,70 %  5 
Jyske Bank a/s 03.05.2016 2,21 03.02.2014  20 000 000  20 000 000 1,70 0,12 100,56  20 112 822  182 837 2,36 %  5 
sparebank 1 nord-norge 13.08.2014 2,23 13.02.2014  20 000 000  20 099 400 1,29 0,12 100,47  20 094 133  54 306 2,35 %  5 
swedbank aB 31.07.2015 2,31 03.02.2014  17 000 000  17 172 330 1,20 0,10 101,35  17 229 678  122 826 2,02 %  5 
sBaB aB 20.01.2014 2,46 20.01.2014  16 000 000  16 166 540 1,09 0,05 100,08  16 012 468  -76 508 1,88 %  5 
sparebank 1 sMn 25.09.2015 1,87 25.03.2014  15 000 000  15 000 750 1,60 0,24 100,70  15 104 585  106 958 1,76 %  5 
sBaB aB 24.03.2014 1,86 24.03.2014  11 000 000  11 034 930 1,27 0,22 100,16  11 018 017  -14 635 1,29 %  5 
Jyske Bank a/s 22.02.2016 2,13 24.02.2014  10 000 000  10 046 100 1,67 0,15 100,71  10 071 498  48 516 1,18 %  5 
länsförsäkringar Bank aB 04.06.2014 2,08 04.03.2014  10 000 000  10 001 350 1,16 0,17 100,39  10 039 199  53 434 1,17 %  5 

Industrial bonds
skanska Financial services aB 27.06.2014 2,23 31.03.2014  43 000 000  43 219 340 1,47 0,24 100,44  43 188 552  -28 128 5,04 %  6 
svensk FastighetsFinansiering aB 24.08.2015 2,76 24.02.2014  37 000 000  37 215 385 2,12 0,17 100,88  37 324 193  210 964 4,37 %  6 
Volvo treasury aB 26.02.2016 2,11 26.02.2014  35 000 000  35 040 400 1,75 0,18 100,54  35 187 281  218 612 4,12 %  6 
Getinge aB 29.05.2015 2,99 28.02.2014  33 000 000  33 177 740 1,93 0,16 101,41  33 465 239  375 264 3,92 %  6 
ncc treasury aB 02.10.2014 2,60 02.01.2014  29 000 000  29 069 490 1,66 0,25 100,61  29 178 114  297 486 3,43 %  6 
tele2 aB 06.03.2015 2,18 06.03.2014  20 000 000  20 000 000 1,58 0,17 100,67  20 133 030  163 349 2,35 %  6 
scania cV aB 30.04.2014 1,63 30.01.2014  20 000 000  20 000 000 1,18 0,08 100,08  20 016 023  72 236 2,34 %  6 
skanska Financial services aB 25.04.2016 2,96 27.01.2014  19 000 000  19 085 400 1,82 0,08 102,00  19 380 026  399 330 2,28 %  6 
Volvo treasury aB 09.02.2015 2,41 10.02.2014  17 000 000  17 081 320 1,45 0,11 100,82  17 140 007  115 684 2,01 %  6 
securitas aB 19.01.2015 2,86 20.01.2014  15 000 000  15 219 740 1,27 0,06 101,37  15 204 920  69 729 1,79 %  6 
svensk FastighetsFinansiering aB 22.12.2014 2,68 24.03.2014  15 000 000  15 054 000 2,00 0,22 100,79  15 118 943  73 870 1,77 %  6 
Vasakronan aB 06.10.2014 2,10 06.01.2014  14 000 000  13 999 580 1,20 0,02 100,43  14 060 480  130 416 1,65 %  6 
Vasakronan aB 26.01.2015 2,51 27.01.2014  10 000 000  10 070 400 1,31 0,08 101,00  10 099 890  74 094 1,18 %  6 
Volvo treasury aB 16.07.2014 1,76 16.01.2014  10 000 000  10 007 950 1,27 0,04 100,11  10 010 552  39 758 1,17 %  6 

Industrial  certificates
trelleborg treasury aB 04.04.2014 0,00  32 000 000  31 734 176 1,42 0,25 99,67  31 893 120  158 944 3,72 %  6 
Holmen aB 05.06.2014 0,00  30 000 000  29 802 025 1,36 0,42 99,50  29 849 368  47 342 3,49 %  6 
arla Foods amba 09.01.2014 0,00  27 000 000  26 849 902 1,21 0,02 99,97  26 992 081  142 179 3,15 %  6 
Fabege aB 20.02.2014 0,00  17 000 000  16 859 497 1,37 0,14 99,82  16 969 250  109 753 1,98 %  6 
intrum Justitia aB 13.05.2014 0,00  15 000 000  14 878 000 1,54 0,36 99,51  14 926 402  48 402 1,74 %  6 
Volkswagen Finans sverige aB 30.05.2014 0,00  15 000 000  14 892 935 1,45 0,41 99,48  14 922 461  29 526 1,74 %  6 
castellum aB 15.05.2014 0,00  12 000 000  11 916 638 1,59 0,36 99,48  11 937 915  21 277 1,39 %  6 
castellum aB 07.02.2014 0,00  11 000 000  10 916 444 1,34 0,10 99,87  10 985 370  68 926 1,28 %  6 
intrum Justitia aB 26.02.2014 0,00  10 000 000  9 917 230 1,33 0,15 99,80  9 980 444  63 215 1,17 %  6 
Volkswagen Finans sverige aB 12.03.2014 0,00  10 000 000  9 967 854 1,26 0,19 99,77  9 977 440  9 586 1,16 %  6 
Fabege aB 17.03.2014 0,00  10 000 000  9 923 151 1,43 0,21 99,72  9 972 396  49 245 1,16 %  6 
Fabege aB 10.04.2014 0,00  10 000 000  9 914 341 1,49 0,27 99,63  9 962 909  48 569 1,16 %  6 
arla Foods amba 23.04.2014 0,00  10 000 000  9 928 515 1,48 0,31 99,59  9 959 124  30 609 1,16 %  6 
castellum aB 10.03.2014 0,00  9 000 000  8 923 702 1,41 0,19 99,75  8 977 590  53 888 1,05 %  6 
Getinge aB 08.04.2014 0,00  7 000 000  6 859 674 1,53 0,26 99,62  6 973 665  113 991 0,81 %  6 
trelleborg treasury aB 14.08.2014 0,00  7 000 000  6 926 464 1,39 0,61 99,11  6 937 379  10 915 0,81 %  6 

Financial  certificates
ikano Bank se 06.11.2014 0,00  42 000 000  41 197 834 1,56 0,84 98,59  41 407 465  209 631 4,83 %  5 
ikano Bank se 17.02.2014 0,00  4 000 000  3 946 881 1,26 0,13 99,84  3 993 737  46 855 0,47 %  5 

TOTAl  SECuRITIES  PORTFOlIO 5)  837 348 877  840 176 188  4 457 086 98,29 %

Portfolio key figures
Yield 1,52 %          

Yield to clients 1) 1,32 %

duration 2)  0,21 

1)  Yield adjusted for management fee.

2)   duration is a simplified expression of how much the price of the security 
will change if the interest rate changes by one percentage point.

3)  Yield is the average annual return of an interest bearing security until 
maturity.

4)   securities are divided into six risk classes according to their credit risk. 
class 1 has the lowest and class 6 the highest credit risk. 

risk class 1: supranational organisations
risk class 2: Government, and government guaranteed within the eea
risk class 3: Government, and government guaranteed outside the eea
risk class 4: county and local government
risk class 5: Bank and financial institutions                                                                                                                                 
risk class 6: industry

5) For liquidity in the portfolio as of  31.12.13, please refer to the 
balance sheet.

all securities are traded in the swedish  market.

unit price as of   31.12.2013 100,9781 
 
noK  19.183.899,- is allocated for distribution to unitholders. 

this  will result in a reduction in the unit price equal to the distribution per 
unit at the time of distribution.

Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen Krona the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.
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Allocation of the acquisition cost:
For sKaGen Krona the FiFo principle is applied when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.

SKAGEN Balanse 60/40
note 7. securities por tfolio as of  31.12.2013 (in noK )

Security
Number of   

shares
Acquisition  
value NOK  Market price Currency

Market
value NOK

unrealised
gain/loss

Share
of fund

Equity fund
sKaGen Global  53 592  50 212 532  1 095,28 noK  58 698 035  8 485 504                       30,58 %
sKaGen Vekst  18 208  25 448 527  1 605,23 noK  29 227 739  3 779 212                       15,23 %
sKaGen Kon-tiki  45 994  25 533 095  621,41 noK  28 581 115  3 048 021                       14,89 %

Total equity fund  101 194 153  116 506 889  15 312 736                       60,69 %

Fixed income fund
sKaGen Høyrente  270 411  27 383 079  101,16 noK  27 355 471  -27 607                       14,25 %
sKaGen Høyrente institusjon  270 619  27 044 113  99,87 noK  27 027 444  -16 669                       14,08 %

Total fixed income fund  54 427 192  54 382 915  -44 276 28,33 %

Bond fund
sKaGen avkastning  142 969  19 475 374  136,07 noK  19 454 315  -21 060                       10,13 %

Total bond fund  19 475 374  19 454 315  -21 060 10,13 %

TOTAl SECuRITIES PORTFOlIO 1)  175 096 719  190 344 119  15 247 400 99,15 %

1)  For liquidity in the portfolio as of 31.12.2013, please refer to the balance sheet. 

      

Allocation of the acquisition cost: For sKaGen Balanse 60/40  the FiFo principle is applied 
when calculating the realised capital gain/loss when selling securities.

sKaGen Funds sets prices for its funds on every ordinary openingday for norwegian banks. prices are 
available on our homepage www.skagenfondene.no and are published in relevant newspapers.
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To the Board of Directors in SKAGEN AS 

 
 
Independent auditor’s report 

Report on the Financial Statements 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the mutual funds, which comprise the 
balance sheets as at December 31, 2013, the income statements for the year then ended and a summary 
of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information. The income statements are 
showing the following results for the year ended at December 31, 2013: 
 
SKAGEN Vekst NOK 1 660 057 000       
SKAGEN Global NOK 11 055 789 000       
SKAGEN Kon-Tiki NOK 8 327 903 000       
SKAGEN Avkastning NOK 31 003 000       
SKAGEN Høyrente NOK 90 947 000        
SKAGEN Høyrente Institusjon NOK 28 820 000       
SKAGEN Tellus NOK 42 765 000    
SKAGEN Krona SEK 20 129 000    
SKAGEN m² NOK -20 399 000    
SKAGEN Balanse 60/40 NOK 17 884 000    
 

The Fund Management Company’s Board of Directors Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

The Fund Management Company’s Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and fair 
presentation of these financial statements in accordance with Norwegian accounting act and 
accounting standards and practices generally accepted in Norway, and for such internal control as The 
Board of Directors determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditor’s Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We 
conducted our audit in accordance with laws, regulations, and auditing standards and practices 
generally accepted in Norway, including International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require 
that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or 
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as 
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. 
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